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Studies in
Writing & Rhetoric

IN 1980, THE CONFERENCE ON COLLEGE COMPOSITION AND COM-
MUNICATION perceived a need for providing publishing opportuni-
ties for monographs that were too lengthy for publkation in its
journal and too short for the typical publkation of scholarly books
by The National Council of Teachers of English. A series called
Studies in Writing and Rhetoric was conceived; and a Publication
Com mittee established:

Monographs to be considered for publication may be speculative,
theoretical, historical, or analytical studies; research reports; or
other works contributing to a better understanding_ of writing, _in-
cluding interdisciplinary studies_ or studies in_disciplines related to
cornposing._The SWIl_series will exclude textbooks, unrevised dis-
sertations; book-kngth manuscripts; course syllabi, lesson plans,
and collections of previously published material,

Any teacher-writer interested in submitting a work for pubhca-
non in this series should send either a prospectus and sample manu-
script or a full manuscript to the NCTE Director of Publications,
1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801. Accompanied by sample
manuscript, a prospectus should contain a rationale, a definition of
readership within the CCCC constituency, comparison withfelated
publications, an annotated table of contents, an estimate of length
in double-spaced 81/2 x II sheets, and the date by which full manu-
script can be expected. Manuscripts should be in the range of 100 to
170 typed manuscript pages.

The works that have been published in this series serve as models
for future SWR monographs:

Paul O'Dea
NCTE Director of Publications
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Richard G Gehhardt
Foreword

OVER THE PAST FEW YEAR.i, OUR PROFESSION IIAS LEARNED MUCII
about thc processes; strategies; and motives at work in some writ-
ingin -academie; belletr:stic or literary writing,- as Glenn J Broad-
head and Richard C. Freed poil,t out. We know far less about the
practices and processes of writing in business settings, even though
this is vk.here thudi odll writingtakes place and where many of our
students will work as writers. The Variables cf Composition helps
fill this gap by describing the writing practices; espedally the revi-
sion s'rategies, of professional busincs writers. Recent studies in
academic settings (for instance; revision research by Nancy Sum-
mei s and by Lester Faigley and Stephen Witte) describe effective
writing as a nonlinear and recursive process in which revision is per-
vasive and not at all a separate, final stage. Working out of the con=
text of this research but within a business environment, Broadhead
and Freed arrive at a_somewhat different conclusion._ Revision, their
research suggest s. plays a_central role in writing. though effective
writing can be quite staged and linear; depending on the writer and
circumstances of the writing.

As hackground to this book; Broadhead and Freed studied the
writers and writing circumstances of an_ international management
consulting firm for over two years, focusing on -Baker- and -Frank-
lin,- two successful consultants xklio use_highly staged strategies in
the proposal writing on which they spend much of their professional
time. Broadhead and Freed studied hand-written changes on typed
drafts, subjected drafts to computer analysi.;; and interviewed Baker

8



Foreword

and Franklin_ about their approaches to _writing. Reporting on their
research in this volume, BrOadhead and Freed offer usefid insights
into the realities of high:StakeS business Writing and also expand our
understanding of the processes of composition.

Broadhead and Freed describe a writing environment that is
quite structured and pressured: The firm mandates the format, pro-
cedures, and lines of argument for proposals, iissigning specific writ-
ing tasks for_ which deadlines are usually short. By specializing
in proposals for a given tndustry_ or purpose, consuhants develop
strong factual backgroundS and rhetorical repertoires on which to
draw when they receive_an assignment. The consultants are likely to
do their_ writing by hand on airplanes and in hotel rooms. but a pro-
fessional word-processing department is availale to produce clean
drafts for theim Such things influence the way Franklin and Baker
write: reducing the need for exploration or incubation, letting them
use stock sections and :boiler-plateT to speed drafting, and elinunat7
ing much of the need for conceptual or organizational revision. And
the rigid segmentation Of their propOsals (problem, methods, imple-
mentation) means Jegmentation in their writing, since revision of
one section does little to advance thinking on the next sectbn:
Given such a writing situation, it is not surprising to find: as Broad:
head and Freed do: effective written products resulting from staged
and apparently linear writing strategies. As they observed in one of
Franklin's proposals, -he knows what line of thought he will_take, he
writes it down, he knocks some of the rough places off, and he sends
the proposal to the client."

This study of effective staged writing in business emphasizes how
V:idely writing can vary from person to person; from writing environ-
ment to writing environment. If asked "to write about their summer
Vaeation or to write a sonnet: the authors observe; Franklin and
Baker "might well display decidedly nonlinear process of compos=
ing: but if their Firm's president asked them to develop a proposal
for Company X, their composing process . . . would_probably be de-
cidedly_ linear."_Broadhead and Freed also suggest by their analysis
of Franklin'S and Baker's revision strátëglès that even apparently lin-
ear v.riting_ may "exhibit the multiplicity and simultaneity of rhe-
torical and linguistic concerns associated with recursiveness:"

In the course of their research: Broadhead and Freed analyzed
seven variables of revision: Impetus, Item, Proeess, Norm, Affec:



Foreword xi

tive Impact, Orientation, and_Coal. The Variables of
describes these Variables in detail and offers researchers a meth-
odology with which to investigate how, the variables interact in spe-
cific writing strategie-.;; whether linear or recursive: This book also
suggests how teachers might make use of the variables of revision
to help students learn writing strategies with which to work suc-
cessfully in business kttifigs.

10
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In troduction

Iti the decade a,;d a half since the appearance of Janet EmigiS. pio-
neering study The Composing Processes of Twelfth Grader.s .1971);
researchers_ such as. Donald Murray (1978); Sondra Peri (1979),

Bridwell (1980); Linda Flower and John R. Hayes (WP0a;
1980b), Nancy Sommers (1980); and Ann Matsuhashi (1981) have
shown that many questions need answering as we begin to examine
composing processes: To understand how _individual wrft_ers com-
pose documents; for example, we need _to know why and_how they
generate text, what kinds of diaiiges they make, how they make
them, and why they make them. We need to know if they move from
"writer-based"_. to -reader-based' _prose in successive drafts. We
need to know if their processes are linear or recursive. In particular,
we need to know how their revising is related to other phases of
their composing processes.

But understanding their writing processes in single documents
may be insufficient. Do they generate and revise text similarly for
similar documents? Do they_ use the same or a different strategy for
different kinds of discourse? Are their methods similar to or differ-
ent from those of other writers in similar or different circumstances?
I fow are they influenced by textual cues; by education and training;
by occupation; by years or status in a given field; by organizational
or disciplinary rules or traditions?

The number and complexity of these primary questions raise a
new set of que:.tions about methods. For example, when we gather
daia, shouid we assume that writers compose_differently in college
writing classes or in controlled experiments than they do in -real-
life" Sithations? How might conclusions based on one kind of data

12



2 Introduction

(for example, familiar essays) be generalized or compared to find=
ings about other kmds (for exJmple. proposals. reports. personal
letters, short stones, re(luests for bids)? Furthermore. a!: we at-
tempt _to answer any or_all of these_questions. how might we ensure
the validity and reliability of Mir data and ollr cOnclusions. :Mould
we use protocol analysis? Interviews? Computer-assisted statistical
analyses'? Ethnographic comparisons? Case studies? Some Combina-
tion of these?

These questions are challenging to researchers both in number
and in scope. Perhaps the most helpful recent attempt to_ address
many of _these_ issues is _Faiglev and Witte s_ "AnalyzMg Revision"
(1981). which descriLes the limitations of methods us by previous
studies of this subject; presents a new taxonomy of , ;ion and ap-
plies that taxonomy to revisions bv college stuc:ents and professional
Wi -.:rs in a controlled experimenL Yet even Faiglev and Witte note
two important limitations of their study and of previous analyses of
revision: first, the -artificialitv_of the writing situation" (411); sec-
ond, a lack Of consideration of "the most important question: what
causes writers to revise?" (412)._They_ conclude that "what we need
now are more observational studies (Awl iters revising in nonexperi-
mental situations. . . . We need studies that employ more than one
methodology" (412)

In addition to these concerns about methods, there is also con-
cern about the focus of much recent research. Since Emig's study, a
wealth of information has_ been generated by process-onented _re-
search; but according to Judith A. Langer (1984), _process studies
may be -approaching a theoretical dead end" (118). The recent focus
on writing processes -was conditioned by a rejection of the earlier
preoccupation with product" (117): But "the separation of process
and product," Langer cautions; "is beginning to reemerge as the un-
natural_ dualism that our past might suggest it would inevitably be-
come. Indeed, when reading, writing, or spoken language are sepa-
rated from the ends they serve, we lose the essence of _the process
itself. Process does not consist of isolated behaviors that operate
willy-nilly; but of purposeful activities that lead toward some end for
the person who has chosen to engage in thenr (118). Langer s con-
cern sterns from researchers' current understanding that writing is
written within and for discourse communities, societies whose cul-
tural requirementsand subdisciplines whose values, traditions,



introduction

and beliekcondition the writer's own values and influence both
the process of composition and the products issuing from that
process.

This brings us to a final area of concern: the kinds of writers that
researchers have selected for study. Few studies have investigated
the discourse community that, alo_ng with government, probably
produces more writing than any other: writers in business _and in-
dustry. As recently as 1977. Joseph NI. Williams could say that -_we
know next to nothing about the way _individuals judge the quality
of writing in places like Sears arid General Motors and Quaker
WtS. . . . Virtually no such research exists" (9): Despite the excel-
lent work of Odell and Goswami (1982) and others since then, our
knowledge is not much greater. We still know next to nothing About
tlw composnig and revising processes of writers in business and in-
dustry. We still know next to nothing about how composing pro-
cesses are affected by organizational traditions and practices, or
about how writing functions politically within and is affected politi-
cally by the organization itself: In _short, scholars and teachers have
little_ idea how current theories of composition apply to writing in
the business world, where corporate executives and technicians
regolarly interact through written documents.

There are several reasons for the dearth of research in this area.
First and foremost; of course; writing researchers do not often have
the opportunity to live within an organization long enough to exam-
ine how writing is produced. Sec, wd: researchers rarely have access
to the written products of business writers, and more rarely still do
they have the chance to examine all the drafts sueh writers use in
composing their documents. Third, even when researchers can ob-
tain documents to study,_ they might not have access to the authors
themselves to conduct follow-up interviews. Finally; even when_ re-
searchers hake access to both writers and their documents; they
might not have systematic and reliable methods for analyzing and
describing their datapartly because most existing methods de-
pend upon "artificial" or controlled situations that can alter the pro=
cesses being studied, and partly because a number of measures of
quantifiable aspects of style are necessary for a full description of
the products resulting from the revising process.

Yet for the adequate instruction of our studentsmany or whom
will be writing proposals and reports in the business environment-

14



4 Introduction

it is essential that we understand how that environment operates,
how writers compose and revise in (an( in response to) that environ-
ment, and how those writers documents can best be analyzed. Our
purpose in _the present study is therefOre threefold. First, we seek
to extend_ the analysis of revision into a -real-world- context by ex-
amining the re ising practices of proposal writers in a management-
consulting firm a company in which written proposals often deter:
mine whether the firm's services will be retained or rejected, and
hence whether the writer's career will flourish or wither. SecOnd;
we_ seek to describe writers' motives and intentions in generating
and revising a text, sp that the pedagogy of composing and revising
May rest on a firmer foundation. Third; we attempt to achieve a bal-
aneed perspective by examining the ends as well as the means of
composingthat is, by focusing on the interplay of produet nd
process.

To address these purposes, our study is organized into four -chap-
ters and a vonelllion._ Chapter 1 describes our seven-variable tax-
onomy for analyzing the composing processparticulady revision.
Where neceSsary, We briefly discuss the problems with previous
rëearch tax_inomies that led to our formulation of a new o Chap-
ter 2 describes our methods of collecting_ analyzing, and measur-
ing data. Chapter 3 begins to apply the taxonny by describing
the institutional procedures, values, and constraints characteriStic
of the -real-world- environment that we selected for study: a large
management-consulting firm. Chapter 4 analyzes and compares in
detail how tWO management consultants composed proposals Within
the _fraineWOrk_ described in _chapter 3. Along the way; we present
ftirther metliddological and theoretical explanations of our approach,
since many of these comments become meaningful] only in light of
what we observed. Chapter 4 focuses on the patterns of rhetorical
choices made by the two writers as they_ composed four proposals
apiece; more specifically, it describes the him and why of what they
thd and identifies the varying factors that had the dominant impact
in each prOposal. Finally, the conclusion describes some strengths
and imitãtIöiis of our _approach; and also outhnes possible areas of
future research _as well as potential applications of our findings to
composition pedagogy.

15



1

The Variables of Composition

IN METH 1981 ARTICLE -ANALYZING REVISIGN LESTER FAIGLEY
and Stephen Witte introduced a_ taxonomy of writing processes and
textual features that a writer could manipulate win le reOsing (or, by
extension, _w'hile generating)_teXt. Thor taxonoin y. is based on two
features of discourse isolated by text linguistics: first. information,
or content; second; the organization of that information into two
levels _of generalization or logical structure: the "macrostructure,
consisting of the most general level of propositions; and the -micro-
structure.- consisting of the most specific level of propositions. Ac-
tually, text linguists such aF Teun van Dijk (1980) and Edward J.
Crothers (1979) distinguisli many levels of generalization or proposi-
tional content, but Faigley and Witte appear to reserve the term
macrostructure- for Lie most general level, treating all lower levels

in. "microstructure," including some that might be very general rela7
tive to the most specific level. Recently; Witte (1983) has moved
a_,,ay from an emphasis on macrostructure to an analysis of "topical
structure," another concept borrowed from text linguistics; and one
which similarly focuses on the amount of irfOrmation and the levels
of generalization.

Foi our study of writing in a business setting, however, a focus on
macrostructure or the amount_ of information in a text would draw
us away from Gae of the main things we wanted to examine: writers'
reasons for expressing ideas one way rather than another. Besides
presenting difficulties of application due to some ambiguous termi-
nology (Broadhead and Freed, forthcoming), the Faigley-Witte tax-
onomy wouk make it difficult to see relationships between the re-

1 6



The Variables of Composition

vising process and other Oiases of composing :(for example, the
stage of generating a text). Their taxonomy would also make it diffi-
cult to see how these processes are influenced the writer's task:
audience, and organizational environment. TherefOre; we have
veloped a new meCmd of analysis based on seven "variables" of
compositiolL The method is similar to some aspects of the Faigley-
Witte taxonomy, but it allows quantifiable objective processes to be
linked to equally quantifiable interpretations of purpose and motive.

As applied to a writer's revisions, the seven variables take the
fOrm of the following seven questions:

Variable
L Impetus
2: Item
3: Process
4 Norm
5. Affeetive Impaet
6. Orientation
7. Goal

Question
Is the change voluntary or nonvoluntarv?
What is changed?
How is the change made?
What prompts the change?
Is the affective impact low or high?
What is the rhetorical focus?
What is the rhetorical aim?

In the remainder of this chapter; we will briefly define these vari-
ables (along with their subcategories) as they apply to the revising
process._In chapters 3 and 4, we will show how the variables amily
to overall composing processes m the management-consulting firm
mentioned earlier and in eight proposals written by two Of its man-
agement consultants. A summary of the first six variables is pre-
sented in Appendix A. I.

Impetus: Is the Change Voluntary or Nonvoluntarv?

We_ first determine whether a_revision is undertaken fin- its own
sake (hence "voluntary") or whether it is necessitated by a previou.,
change or an outside force (hence "nonvoluntary-). For example;
when one of our writers reviewed the phrase "the study by Prin-
cipals of our firm who have participated in similar studies:. he de-
cided to charae7Principals- to "a senior professional.: As a result of
this yohnitary change, he had to make the nonyoluntary change of
"have partieipated" tc "has participated- in order to match the verb
With its new antecedent noun.

17



The Variabies of Composition

While most nonvoluntary changes consist of such linguistically re-
quired alterations, another important subclass consists of logically
required _changes to signals of cohesion in lists. For example,
wtitee might first state that there are ten steps in a process, and
then sigmil the discussion of each_ step with a numerical heading
(1 through 10). If the Nvriter later deci-ks that another step occurs
between the original steps 5 and then this voluntary insertion
of information must be accompanied by a nonvoluntary renumber-
ing of original steps 6 through 10 to 7 through 11 If a nonvolun:
tary change is required either by grammar or by logic, we cab it
-involuntary.-

Ahothee sub -21ass of nonvoluntary revisions consists of changeS to
repair_typographie errors (especially those made by someone other
than the author, su2h as a word-processing operator). On the one
hand; writers repair typos because they Want t 0; so typographic re-
pairs might_ be_considered voluntary: On the other hand; a decision
to change the typo -assitsTto -assist- seems qualitatively quite dif-
ferent from a decision to change _''assist'' to -help.- The former in
volves_nd -chahge to the text that the writer conceived and prodUced
(though it could alter the way_a reader might interpret the text); but
the latter change does alter the writer's concept; however slightly.
For this reason; we treat changes to repair typos as nonvoluntary
revisions; and we refer to them as -typographic- revisions

A third subclass of nonvoluntary changes consists of those made
by editors, second authors, or institutional superiors (as when the
company president makes or asks for a change in a division mana

t-epoet). We call these -second-author- revisions.
The diStinetion betWeen voluntary and nonvoluntary_chatiOS haS

not _been made in many previous studies of revision_ Obi- example;
Bridwell; Sommers. Faigky and Witte); no doubt because those
studies have tended to focus more On what changes writers made
rather than on why the writers made them: In analyses concerned
with purpoe and motive, _Itowever, the distinction can be t2i-tiehil.
FOE- eAample, a highly skilled writer might produce an_ error-free
teXt, and then make thirty revisions: ten substantive changes, all
voluntary, and each requiring two minor. nonvoluntarv adjustnients
of usage and grammar undertaken only to accompany the ten sub-
stantive changes. A relatively unskilled writer; however; might pro-
duce an error-ridden text; and thus might also make thirty revi-
sions, all volinitary, w:th perhaps ten devoted to trifling substantive
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The Variables of Composition

changes _(none of which _require concommitant adjustments to the
text) and twenty devoted to usage and grammar changes necessary
to bring the text up to minimal conformance with standard English:
Without the voluntarY/nonvoluntary distinction, a quantitative analy-
sis of these two writers' revisions would show only that both made
ten substantive changes and twenty changes in usage and gram-
mara quantitative similarity suggesting the very misleading con-
clusion that they both revise the same things the same way.

Item: What Is Changed?

The kinds of linguistic and textual elements or -items- that can be
manipulated to make a revision may be ranged into a hierarchy:

Chapter
First-level heading group (that is, a group of paragraphs set off by

a heading)
Second-level heading group (that is, a section within a first-level

heading _group)
Third-level heading group
Paragraph group
Paragraph
Sentence group (a string of related sentences within a paragraph)
Sentence
T-unit (that is; an independent clause plus any dependent struc-

tures that modify it)
Macrosyntactie structure (for example, an_independent clause, a

nonrestrictive relative or subordinate elati ie, an appw,itive, a
prepositiOnal phrase set off by punctuation)

Bound phrase within a macrosyntactic structure
WOrd

Alphanumeric character or subword (for example; -ed; pre-;
a; b; c; d; L 2 3)

Punctuation mark

The nem_ variabk presents a problem for_quantified _analysis _of
revisions. Kir example if a word is inserted or deleted; then the
item changed is quite clearlY a word; but if a word is replaced by a



The Vaciables of Compositicn

p_hrase. should the revision be classified as a charge of a word or a
change of a phrase? Our response to this question is to preserve
both perspectives: If something other than a simple insertion or de-
letion is involved, we record both the -old- item anc; the new- one.

Process: How Is the Change Made?

As our discussion of items has suggested a revision can be ac'coni-
plished not only by addition or de;ction of material but also by four
other processes; previously identified by Faigley and Witte and
others. To laoel these processes, however, we prefer to use the sim-
pler terminology employed by many word-processing programs,
such as the WYLBUR interactive system: insert (corresponding to
Faigley and Witte's_add); delete (delete); replace (substitute); move
(permutate)split (distribute); and join (consolidate): (The WYLBUR
system is fully described by the WYLBUR/370 Reference Manual,
copyright 1975; 1977; published by Stanford University.)

Although these terms are more familiar, they share the same po-
tential for ambiguity since_ replacements, moves, sphts, and joins
can be treated as combinations of the two_prirnary processes of in-
sertion and_deletion. Physically, for example, writers may "replace-
a word with_ two actions: first, scratching out or deleting the old
word; second, writing in or inserting a new word in its place: Simi-
larly, write-s may split a paragraph by inset ting blank spaces, they
may join two sentences (must simply) by deleting the first one's pe-
riod; inserting a semicolon, deleting the second sentence's initial
upper-case letter, and inserting a lower-case letter; and _they may
move material by deletMg it in one place and insertiog it _else.A7here.

But_ while insertions and deletions appear_ to be fundamental to
the physical acts involved in rnaking pencil-and-paper revisions,
they do not necessarily occur in the physical act of making a change
On some word processors. On some computer software; for example,
one may physically replace a word through two acts (first 7erasing-
the old_ word; then typing in a new one) or th.migh one fin effect,
typing the new word over the old one). Indeed. whether th2 physi,
cal change involves hvo actions or one, only one mental act would
appt-ar to be required, since we may conceive of only one command
(-replace x with y .) rather than two (-delete x: insert y"). Thus;

20
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what is trir2 of the plsysical act of making a revision with pencil on
paper (scratching out one word and l'itolg ill another) may not be
true of the mental act of conceiving of a reviskm (replitaig, one word
widi another)._

This distinction at firtit SC C iii. hut it hati all 1011)01 tallt hear-
ing on the onantificaCon of the revisions made in a text. For example,
if a writer ioserts one _paiagraph containiag ten sentences made up
of two hundred words composed of three thoosand al_phabetHil
characters and punctuation marks; has there been one change, t'yn
dianges two hundred chimges or three thousand changes? We call
this the moments of revisioti' problem, which arises because sev-
eral physical changes might be prompted bv only one mental act,
one unit of time when the writer decides to make a change in the
text (fOr example, -I need to develop this generalization in this patt
of iny repor0.

It was this problem which createc. I need for the hierarchy of
items mentioned earlier; ranging from punctuation marks up to
headMg groups. By recording not only the process but also the item
involved_ in a revision (and also the :range'. of the item in terms of
the number of macrosyntactic structures that comprise it), We can
preservC the conceptual sense of "OnC ITViSion," hot We Can also dis-
tinguish between small and large changes to the text. For example,
when a writer_appears in one moment of revision to Insert three
sentences (eadi consisting_of two macrosyntactic stroctures) as a
new parag,raph; we record the change as the insertion of a paragraph
with a range of six structures;

Besides the moment-of-revision problem a final important point
about the_processes used in revising is that the relationship between
item.s and pmcesses is not symmetrical. That is,_ some items can be
altered by all six processes,_ hut others eanntit._ A paragraph, for _ex-
ampla, can be inserted, deleted, replaced, split, -joined tti another
paragraph; or moved to inother part of the text. But a punctuation
mark cannot be split.

Norm: What Prompts the Change?

As writers create a text, they are guided by at least five norms:
cultural, institutional, generic, personal, and situational. These

21 ,
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norms influence both the written product and: in a broader applica-
tion, the writer's behavior while thinking and composing.

Cultural Norms
In their narrow application to the text, cultural norms govern

choices to make the text adhere to a culture's idea of good behavior
and good communication in a w,.tten document. They are common
to writers and readers within a given language or (more commonly)
within a recognizable body of language users within a :_-ulture;
These norms are prescribed by handbooks, t.xtbooks, dictionaries,
and the like or are implied by the culture's assumptions abcrq the
purposes and_values of language and communiciition.

ekample, SpeeCh=det theOriStS such as AUStiii (1975), Seark
(1969), Mid Ghee (1975) postulate some_culturally mandated -rules-
which people observe in_ their everyday speech and presumably
generalize to their everyday writing. In Grice's view, logical leaps
(implications) are possible in conversation because the participants
observe culturally sanctioned ruies_such as -rnal- your contribution
as informative as is required for the current purposes of the ex-
eh-alio"; -ti- to make yOtre ebiltribUtiOn onc that is thie; "be releT

tnt be Ordei-V'; and (touchmgls unneeessary_prolixity.-
Other anialyStS of diSediirSe, StiCh a Thriiald Allen and Rebecca Guy
(1978); emphasiie social interaction, such as -bonding- (creating a
sense of group idr-ntity); -bridging- (establishing common knowl-
edge or attitudes); and "anchoring- (giving some overt if subtle sign
that one is an active participant in a "dyad- oi a larger group): Like
the speech-act -rides,- these practices are based on broad, cultural,

(for example, Ciiiiversers develop -a common
consciousn( ss in which each participant conies to see theyiewpoint
Of the Other aiid to :ake in fay What the other iS -saying- [p. 102]).
Though Allen aiid GiiY's Views appear to be colored by the social
dogma of; sav; M. Rogers; their claim that cultural norms of behav-
ior are implicit in oral commuMcation is well taken; and like other
researchers, we have extended this claim to written as well as
spoken communication.

In their broader application to the writing orocess, cultural at-
tributes such as_age, _sex, power, education, skills, prestige, ethnic
background, and available re.iources (Such as time and money) affect
ach writer's performance. That is, While so:jai values such as ac-
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curacy, thoroughness, relevance, coherence. and consistency are
manifestyd in a text, culturally mandated procedures and strategies
are manifested in the manner in whiCh the_text is produced. For ex-
aniple, the. general strategy of analyzing, planning perfnrming, and
polishing is applicable not only to conlposition but also to sports:
music, and business affairs:

Institutional Norms
InNtitutional norms govern rhetorical deeisimis digo-ed t_o make

a text_adhere to dycepted practices_withiu a company, profession,
discipline, or the like, such as the_ General MOtOrS ReSeareh
tote, the _Giivernment Printing Office; the Modern Language Asso-
ciation, the American Psychological Association: the Acme Insur-
ance Company, or Professor Smith's freshman composition class.
Examples of institutional norms as applied to texts would be docu-
mentation practices (such as APA or IOLA), in-house stle or forroM
guides, group or disciplmary injunctions sueh as -do mit tise the
first_ person," and so forth. These norms, _kowever, need not bc hr-
inalized in written documents; thev can also result from tradition or
practice.

In their broader application to the writing process; these institu-
tional norms reflect a writer's overall environment for tbinking,
climposing; and revising: For example, many writers have telatk.eIV
few institutional constraints: they compose whenthey_ please, using
whatever means they please (for example, pencil and paper, type-
writer, word processor),_ and they revise or not as often as they
please. In contrast, people who write for newspapers.. magazines; or
busfnesses are severelv_constrained in regard to the amount of time
available fin- writing and revising; the means of writing and revising;
and the determination of whethe4 revising (of whatever seope or
focus) will take place or not:

Generic Norms
Generic norms are those imposed by a particular genre of writ-

ing, such as a proposal, a familiar essay, a_request for bids; a per-
sonal letter to a friend or relative; and the like. As app!ied to texts;
these norms establish conventions of arrangement, argumentation,
and physical format, such as the six-part report on empirical re-
search (abstract introduction, method, texultx, discussion, condi,-
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sionl or the variable-part technical report- described_ h. Mdthes
and Stevenson _(1976) (for example, cover letter. foreword. sunimar.
introduction. body, conclusions/recommendations). These norms
also regulate vocabulary and other elements of style.

Generic norms affect the writing process as well. As an extreme
example; a personal letter is generally unrestricted in subject mat-
ter, unplanned;_ unconventionally_ organized (relatively speaking);
and_ unrevised; typically, it has only one author. But_a scientific re-
port generally requires some variation of the -probkm/needisolu-
non- line of thought, often in the highly conventional,_ compartmen=
talized format of introduction, methods results. discussion. and
conclusion. Because its line of thought and its compartmentalization
are so different from Those of a personal letter; it is typically_ com-
posed differently; with a later section (for example; -metinid-) per-
haps .being written before an earlier on_e (for _example; -introduc-
tion''), with_ several stages of revision taking place; or with several
authors contributing different sections or revising each other's work.

Personal Norms
Personal norms are the linguistic or_rhetorical prckrences Of a

given writer. Examples as applied to the text might be a writer's
characteristic use of wit or euphony; or a preference fOr -sincerely-
rather than -yours truly:-

As applied to behavior or process, personal norms can affect the
wa a particular writer composes and revises. For example, one
writer might hoard time to write a letter at one sitting, while an-
other might write a letter in stages over several days. One writer
might go through_an elaborate -nesting': ritual before composing,
while another might compose on the back of an envelope while rid-
ing the bus home. Oiw writer might write half a word; erase it; re-
place it and continue on; while another might neve:- revise until at
kast a paragraph has beer generated. Personal imrms may ha,
even more far-reaching influences on the writing process. as our dk-
cussion of tWo writers will show in chaptvr 4.

Situational Norms
Situational norms guide writers' decisions about adapting their

tone; style; format; selection of content; level of technicality;.and so
forth; to achieve their own purposes and meet their readers needs
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in a specific rhetorical situation: Thus; these norm.; involve the in-
tended readers' supposed values, the oature of the sulkject or ksues
being discussed, and_the demands of the rhetorie:d task.

The writing situation, of course, may ais;o _dffeet the manner iii
which the _document is composed. For examph% a colleg,. student's
letter to Mom and Dad to rtquest 2O might be dashed o'd without
nmch planning or revising, but a letter to a scholarship fund to re-
quest $2000 might be well thought out beforehand and rigorously
worked over:

All of these normscultural. institutional, generic, personal, and
situationalmav be thought Of as allegorized readers. That is, a
writer_ has not one reader over his shonlcier, but fiveeach corre-
sponding to one of the norms. These readers often have diflerent
demands that must be satisfied by different rhetorical strategies.
Cometimes those demands conflict, and one may override another:
For example, in his first draft,_ one writer labeled _a section of the
proposal with the generic heading -Approaeh.- Later, he replaced
that heading with the heading that was conventional within his firm:
-Plan of Attack... That beading might in turn have been replaced lw
one addressed to the situational reader, such as -How We Will Pro-
ceed; a_common-language version appropriate to the informal, per-
sonal relationship between the writer and the reader.

And if norms can conflict; they can also merge. In fact, it may
be that skilled writers more successfully resolve conflicts between
norms_by more successfully' creating (andrevising for) a hypothetical
-target- reader in_ whom the norms are fosed into a single point of
view or -personality,- with clear relationships and patterns Of domi-
nance between the respective norms.

Affective Impact: Is the Affective Impact Low or High?

In addition to impetus, item, process, and norm, we further dif-
ferentiate revisions by whether they have low or high affective im:
paci on the reader. Low-affect changes generally address matters of
cohesion, usage, and the cognitive relationship between the reader
and the disecairseassuming that nothing in the rhetor:cal situation
invests these elements with high affective valuc% such as a reader
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known to be pathologically enraged by aa errant pronoun reference,
a comma splice. or sinnething else that might not stir a normal
reader's passions. For example. a medical writer who in a first draft
has mentioned a relativdv uncommon disease might later insert a
passage describing its symptoms in greater detail so that doctors
could understand how to recognc it: Or a pronoun refei ence might
be clarified in ordei to smooth out the text's line of thought. Such
changes would be low in affect. High-affect changes, on the other
hand, address social relationships between the reader and_the writer;
fin exampie, the medical writer might think tliat the added detail
could be considered cordescending, and_ might therefore add the
Ralliative qualification -As you are wen aware . .

changes might also address the reader's feelings about the subject of
the discourse. For example in a pamphlet for lay rcaders a first-
draft mention of a disease might be revised vit.b an inserted passage
describing its symptoms in _gory detail so that readers would d.2fi-
!lady want to avoid contracting it.

Orientation: What IS the Rhetorical Focus'?

As our discussion of affective impact has implied; a revision may
be oriented to one or more of fonr factors: toward ideas (that is, to
the amount of information in a text, to the order of ideas, or to logi-
cal, topical, or rhet(jrical relationships between ideas), toward cohe-
sion, toward style, or toward usage. Depending upon one'S perspec-
tive, all fimr factors might_or might not be part of the text's meaning.

In genel al; the first of these orientations involves meaning as
dualistic theories of style construe itthat is; as involving the re-
ferential sense (denotation) and the higical relationships (argument)
of the discourse, respectively, with dianges in referential ineaning
being produced mainly by insertions, deletions, and replacements,
and with changes in logical meaning being produced partlY by the
same three processes and pardy by moves, splits; and joins.

The latter three orientations deal with aspects of discourse that
monistic theories of style construe as involving meaning: Cohesion;
for example, involves -text-oriented- meaning; or the meaning-
creating consistencies of language that operate within a particular
text (as described by NI. A. K. Halliday's three-part -Notes on Trail-
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§itMty," 1967, 1968). Similarly, revisions_orientea to usage or style
involve the social meaning or ethos implied by the sociolinguistic
habits and preferences evident in the text.

Orientation toward Ideas
In our treatment of the orientation toward ideas, we depart radi-

cally from the Faigley-Witte taxonomy for several reasons. First, the
macrostructure/microstructure distinction fails to account for some
rhetorically significant revisions. For example, a text might be in-
creased to twice its original size by developing an idea in greater
detail, yet the text's macrostructure would be unaltered. Further-
more; a definition of "macrostructure" liat is "based on whether
new information is brought to the text or old information is de-
leted,- as Faigley and Witte emphatically claim their taxonomy to
be, cannot account for major rearrangements of the content into a
new line of thought, since by definition material that is moved is
neither added nor deleted. Second, the analysis of a text'S macro-
structure is impractical, since the method of systematic deletion (as
propounded by Crothers and by van Dijk) is too time-consuming,
given the amount of attention that we devote to other features,
Third, b;:cr:use we examine rough and transitional drafts, relation-
ships between ideas cannot always be summarized reliably, since
strictly speaking a line of thought (that is, a connection between two
ideas or claims) might not even exist in the first or even a later draft;
for, even though two juxtaposed sentences might comprise a single
paragraph, the connection between the two ideas might be difficult
if not impossible to infer. Fourth; since we categorize each revision
according to a hierarchy of items (along with its range in terms of
macrosyntactic structures), the macrostructure/microstructure dis-
tinction is unnecessary, For, if a change in the macrostructure were
to occur (at least in texts longer than a couple of hundred words), it
would surely involve the insertion of a sentence at the very least.
And if the macrostructure change were important enough to have a
rhetorical impact on the text; as in the addition of a major topic of
discussion; such an addition would surely take the form of an in-
serted paragraph, paragraph group, or heading group. These inser-
tions are easily classified as one of the "items" previously mentioned.
Fifth, and finally, by dirninating the macrostructure/microstructure
distinction as a basic category of analysis, we allow for the possibility
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of comparing revisions in texts of very disparate sizes: For example,
take the case of a book's chapter that could be separately published
as a self-contained text. A writer might alter the macrostructure of
the chapter text without altering the macrostructure of the book.
Thus, if we were to try to compare the book writer's revisions with
those of the chapter writer, the meanings of the term "macrostruc-
ture" would be so different that comparison would be impossible:
nothing in the chapter could be construed as a macrostructure
change; even though the summary of the chapter might be substan-
tially altered; Conversely, it is much more meaningful to compare
insertions, deletions, replacements, joins, splits, and moves of sen-
tences, paragraphs, and the like; for, while these units vary_ from
writer to writer, we further define them by their size (in number of
structures), and can thus determine whether our comparisons are
reasonable. Thatis; we can sensibly compare a writer whose para-
graphs average four structures in size with a writer whose para-
graphs average twelve structures in size; since we _can quantify the
difference: Thus; we could eompare one writer's twenty-structure
paragraph with another writer's twenty-structure heading group.
But no soch quantifiable measure is available for comparing the
macrostructure of one text with that of another.

For a variety of reasons, therefore; we define an orientation to-
ward fdeas as a change in information; a change in logical relation-
ships, or a change in the order of ideas: Of these; a change in the
informational content of the discourse might include either vocabu-
lary or the level of detail to which statements are developed. Many
such changes are very slight._ For example, if an original text con-
tains the remark "Jim used a hammer to open the door" and a revi-
sion changes that to "'Jim used a mallet to open the door," we con-
sider the revision to be_a change in information; albeit a slight one:
In fact; even if two words have the same extension (refer to the same
things); we consider the replacement of one with the other a change
in information if the terms' intensions differ, as in replacing the
word "equilateral" with the wotd -equiangular." On the other hand,
if the sentence were changed to "Jim opened the door by using a
hammer," the informational (referential) content of the sentence
would not have changed, even though from a monistic point of view
the meaning (emphasis, phenomenological quality) might be differ-
ent. So far as we are aware, the informational content of discourse
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may be altered_only by inserting, deleting, or rephicing_(the last_of
which, as noted above, may be thought of as a deletion followed_by
an insertion); it is possible; however; that the conjunction of two for-

ly separate ideas in a text might produce a new; third implica-
tion; so we _continue to look for instances in which informational
ctmtent is altered by moves, joins, or sp!its.

A change oriented toward ideas might also involve such broad fac-
tors as the argument, plot, or arrangement of the discourse, includ-
ing any minor change in the order of ideas thatis not prompted by
cohesion. That is; even a change in the order of structures in a sen,
tence could be a change in the idea; as in the kllowing sentence and
its revision:

Since _Aristotle is human, and since all humans are mortal, Aristotle is
mortal.

Since all humans are mortal, Aristotle is mortal, because Aristotle is
human.

It is of course much more likely that such a change would be ori-
ented toward cohesion (for example, to connect this argument with
a prevkms _discussion of the mortality of humans), but it is at least
theoretically possible that, since English is linear (one word coming
after another), very small changes in the order of ideas may be
rhetorically significant; as in revising an anticlimactic series ("morn7
ing; nig,ht; and noon") into climactic order (-morning, noon, and
night").

But many changes in the organization of ideas (that is; in the line
of thought) involve much larger stretches of discourse, and they are
accomplished by moving, splitting, or joining sections of the text
that already exist, though some_ also add new or delete old informa-
tion. For example, if we treated the sylkgism about Aristotle-s mor-
tality as a complete text with three main sections (or as a summary
of a text with three such sections) and if we further supposed that a
new section were added; then we might get the following revised
text (or summary of a text):

Since Atistotle is human, and since al. humans are mortal, Aristotle is
mortal: so he ought to buy some life :asurance.
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That new remark does not develop _a previously existing idea, but
instead changes the argument and, in this case, the apparent focus
or purpose of the text Itsel'. It no longer has the "superstructure-
or line- of premises and conclusion, but instead constitutes a
problem-solution argument.

Orientation toward Cohesion
A revision oriented to cohesion is a change in the signals of rela-

tionships between one part of the discourse and anothersignals
extensively described by Halliday in his three-part -Notes on Tran-
sitivity" and by Halliday and Rugaiya Hasan in Cohesion in English
(1976). Generally speaking, such revisions involve insertions, as in
adding a transitional expression (such as "next- or -for example- or
"on the other hand") or a heading. But other processes may also be
employed in revisions oriented toward cohesion. For example, a
transitional expression might be moved to strengthen the signal of
relationship, perhaps by splitting off a bound cohesive tie Into a free
one (as in changing "After that 112 went to the police.' to -After that,
he went to the police") or by :noving a 'e modifier to another posi-
tion (as in changing "His calls to the police did not receive an an-
swer, therefore' to -Therefore, his calls to the police did not receivz!
an answer"). If a cohesive tie is deleted; however; the motive most
often is to condense the text, not to signal relationships. Common
concerns in revising for cohesion are listed in Appendix A.2 (where
they are subdivided by goal) and in the discussion below of goals 6
through 10.

Orientation toward Style
A revision oriented toward style addresses the verbal economy

and grace of the text: Often; this involves joins and splits_ as the
writer rids the text of overlong, diffilt-to-read structures. For ex-
ample, the writer may edit out multiply-embedded bound clauses,
needless anticipatory constructions, sentence frames, or awkward
middle-position_ free modifiers. Or deadwood and roundabout
phrases may be lopped off or replaced with better ones. Finally, the
writer may make changes to make the text sound better; as in avoid-
ing inadvertent rhymes; awkward phrasing; or weak repetition of
words and phrases: Typical concerns are listed in Appendix A.3, and
are further described below in the discussion of goals 11 through 13.
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Orientation toward Usage
A revision oriented tow ird usage addresses the correctness of the

textthat is, its conformance with sociolinguistic conventions; such
as spelling; idiom; capitalization; grammatical agreement, dangling
modifiers, and split infinitives. Typical concerns are listed in Appen-
dix A.4, and are further described in the discussion below of goals
15 through 20.

Relationships among Orientations
Our categories of cohesion; style; and usage reflect our desire to

be more systematic about the crosscategorized jumble of concerns
appearMg it: most composition handbooks: By stipulating these
categories, we have found_it mnch easier to classify our writers' revi:
sions. However, one family of changes remains particularly difficult
to classify: shifts in case, mood, number, person, tense, and voice.
Although such linguistic regularities play a significant role_ in the_co-
hesion of a text, we believe that they are not often revised as if they
were aspects of cohesion. Our writers (and probably most persons
interested in rhetoric, for that matter) tend to make a verb agree
with its antecedent noun not in order to be -clear" but in order to be
-correct." That is, there is nothing unclear about the sentence -He
don't like it," but there is definitely something incorrect about it (ac-
cording to the norms of standard written English). For this reason,
we treat shifts as :natter: of usag...-, net as matters of cohesioo. In
other words; from our point of view. cohesion involves relationships
between ideas; not the minimum linguistic regularities with which
an utterance or a text must usually conform.

Furthermore; even with these distinctions being stipulated, it is
sometimes difficult 'o classify a particular changenot because the
categories are muddy (a.s they are_ in the handbooks), but because a
Farticular change might be made for reasons related to one or more
of the categories. For example; a writer might diange "This is clear"
to "This point is clear" because the cohesion of the text (the clarity
of the reference word -this") would be improved by the lexical cohe-
sion_ supplied by the word -point": or; assuming that the_ reference
of -This" might be perfectly clear without the lexical boost provided
by -point," the writer might still insert -point" out of conformance
with the_ usage rule that a demonstrative pronoun should never be
used without a noun immediately following it. Similarly, a_stretch of
text (a paragraph; a sentence; a struct(ire; or a phrase) might be seg-
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inented for several reasons: to clarify the relationship between ideas
(as in breaking up an independent clause into a base clause and a
free modifier so that the resulting structure_ echoes the structure ofa
previous passage); to_improve the comprehensibility or readability
of the text (as in breaking up _an overlong independent clause into a
base clause and a free modifier so_that the burden on short-term
memory is reduced); to_conform with a rule of usage (as in obeying a
rule to set off the last element in a series with a comma); or to alter
emphasis or otherwise change the meaning (as in setting off the last
element in a series with a chzh so that it receives greater emphasis:
"fle was a Boy Scout, a choir boyand a Aainsaw murderer").

Naturally, this multiplicity of motives for a change can make cate-
gorization difficult. Whenever possible, therefore. we ask writers
what they had in mind (or at least_what they think they had in mi ,d)
when they made a change. In the event that a writer cannot he
asked; cannot remember, or just does not answer--that is; when we
can gain no entry to the writer's inindwe categorize according to
effect rather than intent. But even this leaves a_ further problem of
categorization unsolveti Although the application of a taxonomy
leads us to expect "either/or" categories, writers revise by develop-
ing and then implementing conscious choices, and the reality of the
mind is that a writer's single_act of revision could be oriented towarli
two or even more aspects of discourse. For example, a writer might
see_that a_ word is misspelled; but instead of simply correcting the
spelling; the writer might replace the word with one whose meanitig
is slightly different: Thus; the revision would be oriented not to-
ward either usage or idea; but toward both usage and idea. In prac-
tice, such instances of multiple orientations appear to be rare; so,
for purposes of quantification, we think it convenient (and seldom
misleading) to describe any particular revision as being oriented_to
just_ one of the three orientations or to one of twenty-six goals (de-
scribed in the next part of this chapter). The categories are iewed
not as mutually exclusive but as hierarchically inclusive in the fol-
lowing order:

idea
cohesion
sts:It
nSag
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The rationale for this hierarchical ranking is that cohesion exists to
show the relationships between ideas; style is subservient to co-
hesion, since a clear line of thought can be signaled even in wordy
sentences, but concise sentences may do nothing to clarifY relation,
ships between ideas in different sentences or parts of the text; and
usage can be considered a particular type of group style. Correct-
ness is usually less important to communication than the iptercon-
nectechiess.of ideas and the economy. c:arity, or appropriateness of
expressimi

Goal: What Is the Rhetorical Ann?

The contextual and purposive elements of norm, affect and on-
entation coalesce into immediate goals revision In thc case of our
proposal writers; we have identified twenty-six such goals (see Ap-
pendix A:5), which we will define briefly in this chapter and then
illustrate in greater detail as we exannue the two writers in chapter
4. Fbr now, we are concerned with what the goals are and how they
relate to the yariables_of orientation, norm, and affect. We will firSt
discuss low-affect goals in each of the four orientations (ideas, co-
hesion; style; and usage); then we will discuss high-affect goals.

We wish to emphasize that; while other writers might share smile
or all of these goals, they might also have different ones: In other
words, our list of goals is not exhaustive, but includes only those
sought by our writers as they composed their particular proposals.

Low-Affect Goals Oriented toward Ideas
Whether they _involve information, logical relationships, or rhe-

torical ordering; low-affect idea-oriented changes reflect five minw-
diate goals; numbered here I through 5.

Goal 1: To Be Accurate: This goal involves the writers voluntary
efforts to improve the accuracy of their_remarks, including not only
the truth of their propositions_ but also the accuracy of tlw language
used to express such. propositions.

Goal 2:_To Be Safe. Closely akin to the goal Of accurate expression
is the goal of safe expression With this goal in mind; writers usually
add qualifYing words and phrase,. Smnetimes; however; they re-
move or replace assertions (expii,.0 or implicit) whose truth is prob-
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lematical or whose scope m: ght commit thf_ writers or their com-
panies to perform_ more tkul they intend to undertake.

Goal 3: TO Be Thorough. In meeting this goal, writers extend the
scope of a claim or promise; that is; in terms of textbook rhetoric:.
they -develop- an idea or introduce a new subtopic Such changes
may be undertaken for logical or rhetorical consistency in the level
of detail for comparable ideas, for organizationd cr peisonal stan-
dards of completeness, or for situational needs (for example, if
technical idea_has to be explained more fully for lay readers than for
experts). Or they may be undertaken to give special treatment to a
particular point.

Goal 4: To Be Relevant. The obverse of being thorough is being
relevant (diminating irrelevant information). These deletions may
be prompted by cultural norms (deleting information for symmetri-
cal treatment of similar ideas), by institutional norms (deleting in-
formation to achieve a standard length fi)r a particular kind of
document), or by situational norms (deleting information to avoid
confusing a reader with too many details).

Goal 5:_ To Be Coherent. Some low-affect;_ idea-oriented revisions
alter the logical or rhetorical structure of the text. These changes
involve moves of sentences or larger units of the text. Moves within
sentences are viewed as being directed toward actpracy of expres-
sion (goal 1) or toward cohesion (goals 9 and 1 1, as described below).

Low-Affect Goals Oriented_toward Cohesion
We subdivide the general aim of achieving cohesion_into five_goals

based on the means used to signal the relationship. These goals are
here numbered 6 through 10.

Goal 6: To Signal Relationships with a Cohesive Tie. Cohesive
ties include adverbs ("however"); prepositional phrases ("in the first
place"), a-id infinitive phrases (-to conclude-) that are either bound
(not set , F by punctuation) or free (set off by punetuation). Other
cohesive devices include grammatical artHes (functiOn words, such
as "a" or "the") and pronoura ("she," "it: -each," "both," 7several-).

Goal _7 To Signal Relationshis with Punctuation. Changes for
this goal consist mainly of efforts to punctuate potential free modi-
fiers in order to clarify the structure of ideas: For example, some-
times readers have difficulty knowing when one structure stops :Ind
another begins:
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When ic saw the people he knew the hos had arrived.

In the context of a particular text, the relationship between ideas
might be determinable as the sentence stands; but relationships
could be signaled more clearly by punctuaiion. yielding either Of
the following:

When he saw the people he knew; the bus had arrived,

When he saw the people, he knew the bus had arrived.

Often, such changes do not obviously improve the compreher sibil-
ity of A text, but they do improve its readability_(that _is, they make
the parts in the whole easier to perceive), as when the first of the
f011owing sentences altered with a comma to create the more
clearly segmented second sentence:

Objectives of separate organizational uniu are not entirely similar nor
are they necessarily con.patible in all cases.

Obje_ctives of separate organizational units are Dot entirely simdar, nor
are they necessarily compatible in ail cases.

Goal 8: To Signal Relationships by Graphic Means In achieving
this goal; writers insert or delete headings; break one lyzagraph
into tv:o or joii; two into one; and highlight pissages by italicizing
them, underscoring them, or setting them off widi -white space.7_

Goal 9: To E:gnal Relationships through Syntax. in achieving this
goal, writers alter syntax to show the fUnctional similarity or differ-
ence in the ideas expressed in the structures. As Francis Christen-
sen emphasized _(Christensen _and Christensen, 1978); writers may
cast (or recast) ideas into parallel sequences of structures (as in the
first sentence below) or into nonparallel_sequences (as in the scumd
sentence below) in ordcr to signal similarity or dissimilarity of the
ideas in the structures:

Angry over the delay, yet still hopeful that the plane would eventually
arrive, she drove to the airport.

5
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\Viet) he stands behind the leetem squat and powerful: his round face
breaking int'', laughter, his listeners both love and bdieve bin

Goal 10: To Signal Relationships by Lexical Means. Writers link
hleas lexically by repetition of a key term, by synonyms, or by frame
sentences ( Three precepts must guide our actions"). It is some7
times Jifficult to distinguish betweto words_ inserted for this goal
(Cohesion h lexical means) and those inserted for goal 1 (accuracy of
expression). in such cases; if tbe inserted word does_not cleany link
ap with a word in an adjoining structure. we classify it as a goal 1
char.ge:

Low-Affect Goals Oriented toward Style
We subdivide a writer's concern with style into four goals. here

ni:mbered 11 through 14.
Goal 11: To Be Readable. With_ this gclai in mind, writers make

the text 2:1-t, ler to real and comprehend by combining; breaking up;
or otherwise recasting difficuL-to-understand structures: As such,
this goal is similar to goal 7; signaling relationships through_ punc-
tuation: However, goal 11 cbanges require more drastic adjustments
to the text: not just Mseirtmg punctuation to signal the relationship
between existing (though unpunctuated) structures, but rather re7
cast:ng an existing structure into a different syntactic or rhetorical
pattern. For .stance, an overlong single structure may be lecast
into two or more structures to improve readability:

Planning the tad: before we attenipt to perform it allows us to save inur:h
valuable time.

By planning tb.., task before we attempt to perform it, we save much
valuable time.

_Goal 12: To _Condense. Writers eliminate wordiness mainly by
eliminating redundancy and by avoiding needless non-finalization
(for example; changing -he brought about a change in the system" to
"he changed the system"--_assuming that the distinction expressed
by the noininalization is not relevant or necessary).

Goal 13: TO Avoid Weak Repetition. Many changes are intended to
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eliminate redundancy or ineffective repetition, including uninten-
tiotial diiiiies_ of_affixes (for example_; -measuring Marketing").

Goal 13: To Sound Good. For this infrequent goal: vriter at-
teMpt to create euphonious or personally desirable phrasing:

Low-Affect Goals Oriented tmard Usage
We subcategorize goals oriented toward _usage by the

through winch correctness is achieved (goals 15 thrOgh 20).
Gout 15 TO Spdl Correctly. Changes to repair spdling are gmier-

ally straightforward but are oceasionally difficult to distinguish from
eliangeS iii idea (when a misspelling creates a different meaning than
that intended, as in -hare" for -bairl. If meaning is potentially
altered; we consider the change to be directed toward goal I

(accuracy).
Goa/ 16: To Use Idiomatic or Conventional PliraSi. TbiS hi=

dudes dmices t.ueh as those between -different froiii" -diff6rent
than:7 Tfurther- and -farther," -stood in hile- arid -Stbod
and "take it _there' and -bring it there 7 It also ineludes sceond-
larigtiage problems suth as -combing Ins hairs."

_GaiiI 17: To Capitalize Letters Correctly. This is not often a goal
of voluntary changes by mature wi;ters bin is a frequent goal of in-
voluntary changes that accompany goal i I revisions. For exiimpk., if
the period separating two sentences is replaced with a semicOliiii,
ihe first alphabetical leiter in the second clause muSt be -changed
from upper to lower case.

Goal 18: 7-O Observe Usage. This goal inc.0 es attempts to ax(ml
4Jlit infiiiitiYes, dangling modifiers; improper use of contractions or
apiiStrophes, use of -none" as a plural; and the like.

Giial 19: To Punctuate Correctly: This includes all noneohosive
pun,tuation; such as colons after salutations, periods after abbrevia-_
bons, semicolons outside Of quotation marks, and i.ommas to S( t Off
the last elernnt in a series (when_ the relationship between ele-
ments in _the _series is not_ obscured by the absence of punctuation).

Goal 20: To AChieve Grammatical Agreement or Conventional
Syntai. Many changes are intended to inake a verb match up in
number or person with a noun; a noun with a noun or pronoun; a
p_ronoun with a pronoun; and the like. Very often; too; a voltintatv
change requires an involuntary adjustment of a passage in older to
achieve conventional syntax. For example, a writer might deeide to
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make an idea-oriented ::ange for accuracy (goal changing the
-one in the following sentence to -two-: -One of the members was
absent.- To do so, the writer would also have to make an involuntary
goal _20 revision: changing -was- to :were- Mr noun-verb agret
ment. Similarly: as a previous example has shown, a \vriter might
split off part of a clause in order to achieve readability (goal 11):

Planning the task before we attempt to perform it alloWs us (I) SaVe unuch
valuable time.

By planning the task before We attempt to per&'n it, WC sa,C much
valuable time:

In such _a case, we would treat the split as a voluntary cliange: and
we_would consider the insertion of -By.- the msettior of a comma,
and the replacement_Of allows us to- by -We- to be involuntary goal
20 adjustments to achieve conventional syntax.

I I igh-Affect Goals
Low-affect goals; as we have seen; are oriented toward the idea;

toward_ cohesion_toward style; or toward usag-e. They are generally
prompted by eultural,_ institutional, generic, or personal norms
though some changes for thoroughness_are prompted by a_reader's
cognitive needs, as are some changes for relevance. But in many
cases when situational porms prompt a_change, we must shift our
perspective to account for a new_factor. In a so far as the text
is concerned; it is still idea; cohesion; style; or usage that is ad-
dressed: But so far as the writer's goals or intentions are concerned,
these matters are subsumed by a different; overriding concern._ As a
result, an entirely different set of categories is necessary for a thor:
ough analysis. In our study, we ha, e discovered revisions motivated
by the following six_high-affect goals._

Goal 21: To Avoid a_Threat._ To achieve this goal, wl.iters remove a
claim or implication that might threaten the position or well-being
of the reader.

Goal 22: To Avoid an Insult: To achieve this goal, writers remove
a claim or implication that might ridicule or insult the reader:

Goal 23: Th Bond with _the Reader. At times, writers seek_ to es-
tablish rapport with a reader. Such changes may consist Of a simple,
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well-placed use of the reader's first name to an ov,..rt expression of
friendship. or it may involve both !-Dave. I look to:ward to working
with you on this project").

Goal 24: To Budd Credit. .Achieving this goal _involyes adding
claims or implications--either alKnit the writer or about the writer's
firmthat would impress the reader (or that would eliminate self-
damaging claims or implications). Many of these revisions deal with
the firm'S ability to help the client (showing that the firm is ready,
willing. and able to do so)

Goal 25: To Create or Feed a With. To achieve this goal, writers
Stress positive results for the reader, or else they create or satisfy a
need ih the reader. Often, these revisions are prompted by generic
requirements to establish a need kr changethat is, to confirm the
reader'S concern about the statu,_quo and hence the belief that con-
sulting assistance is needed. Othe.- changes are intended to "de-
center- the text: they move away from a focus on the writer's task as
a proposal writer or on the firm s task as a consulting source, and
they move toward a clear concern with the client's own problems. Ii-
yet other cases, revisions ma:, simply alter the tone to establish a
positiye mood, as in changing the abstract linking expression such a
result" to a phrase that clearly expresses the desires of the elient:
such a success."
Goal 26: To Stroke the Reader. To achieve this goal, riters add

claims or implications that commend or flatter the reader:

According to our analysis, then, seven variables are involved in
revising: the impetus of the change (two types), the item changed
(eleven or more types), the process used to make the change (six
types), the norm that prompts the_change (five types), the affective
impact of the change (two types)._the onentation of the change (finir
types); and the_rhetorical goal of the change (twenty-six types). In
other words; if we do not count the goals (which are subsumed
under orientation; norm; and affect) or the impetus; any of_six pro-
cesses could be applied to any of eleven kinds of items, with either
high oi low affect, oriented toward any of four factors, and prompted
by any of five_norms. As a writer sits down to revise a text, there-
fOre, the nuMber of available things to do is 2 x 11 6 X 5 X 4;
Yielding 2640 ways of "making a revision.: In actuality, however;
fewer than 2640 ways exist; since some of the concatenations of the
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variables are not possible (for example, one cannot _split an alpha-
betical character er a punctuation mark). Even so. the sheer num-
ber of _ways that are possible supports the increasingly common
claim that revision is a complicated proQess. In the f011owing chap-
ter; wc will describe the methods that we used to observe: analyze:
and measure this process in a business context:

4 0



Methods of Collecting and Analyzing
Data

FOR TWO YEARS, ONE OF TI1E RESEARCHERS_ AVERAGED ONE_DAY
Per week at a management-consulting firm; where he observed the
Composing and revising practices Among cocsultants from eight of
the firni'S United States and Canadian offices. The consultants weic
asked to provide all the data available about a proposal which they
had recently drafted; such as the initiating request for a proposal,
documents supplied by the potential client, iltiteg from meetings
with the client and with other staff at the OtgariikitiOii, Aiid all draftS
of the proposal (rncluding copies of previouS PrOPiiSalS that might
have been "cannibalized" or -boilerrillited- iii the proCess of writing
the new proposal)._

Writers who could supply a complete set of such data were _asked
to r-,.Y.spond to questionnaires about their general writing habits and
to wrte a detailed account of their writing and revising processes for
the document to_ be studied. Othet information was subsequently
gathered during follow-up interviews.

During this initial survey of the organilatióir; We identified two
Writers who could supply four_complete sets of data (client's request
for proposal and other material; if any; notes from staff meetings and
interviews; and copies of all drafts of each proposal): We will call
these two consultants Baker and Franklin,

In ai:Jyzing the data, we attempted to focus equally on the prod-
ucts and processes (if f..vision. This focus seemed appropriate, since
our approach (and our data) presupposed definable stages in the
writing process.lor example; the stage prior to the writing of the
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first draft, the stage at which the first_draft had bC en generated and a
fair copy typed up, the stage at which revisions to the first draft had
been completed and a fair copy of the second draft had been typed
up, and so on to_the stage of a final draft that was signed And sent off
to the client. (Important stipulations about our use of the term
"draft" are presented in chapter 4 in the section headed -Baker's
Process in Proposal Bak-A.")

Thus; instead of having a videotape of a writer revising; we had
the equivalent of a slide_ show: But we believe our approach to the
discrete drafts was detailed enough to recmer (hypothesize) a good
deal of information about the active processes that produced each
successive_draft. In our approach, each draft was analyzed kr static
features of style such as sentence structure and cohesion, using the
system of analysis described by BroadheacL Berlin; and Broadhead
(1982); and also using several specially designed computer pro-
grams: Then; each draft was compared with the original and subse-
quent drafts to reveal the dynamic interplay of the seven variables
during the revising sessions that created each draft.

First, the text of each draft was examined from the perspective of
macrosyntax," a level Of analysis initiated by Francis Christensen.

From_ this_ -rspective, twenty kinds of macrosyntactic structure
may be ident,iled: five kinds of independent clauses and fifteen
kind ; of -free modifiers" (that is; structures set off from the indepen-
dent dauses by punctuation); as shown in Appendix B:1; -Macro-
syntactic Structures.- The fifteen kinds of free modifiers were ranged
into seven families, also shown_in Appendix B I The complete text
was entered_into a computer file, one macrosyntactic structure at a
time. In addition, coded descriptive_information about_ each struc7
titre was entered into the computer file. Some of this coded material
was entered into a nineteen-character fixed krmat at the beginning
of each line of the file; while othcr material was embedded within
the text itself

For each structure, the following inkrmati(in related to quantifi-
able stylistic variables was coded into the computer file line in
which the structure appeared.

I. The formal type of the structure, by family and species (again,
see Appendix 11.1; -Macrosyntactic Structures").

2. The position of ftee modifiers relative to the independent
clause tbey modified: initial; coming before an independent clause;
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middle . coming within an independent clause; and finaL coming
after an independent clause. These are illustrated in the following
exampks, in which the structure in the position being illustrated is
in italics:

Initial: "Since size knew that her clients were interested, I Amise -z:.-

plained the procedure again.-

Middle: -Louise; since she knew that her clients were interested: ex-
plained the procedure again.-

Final: -1.OiiiSe explained the procedure again, since she knew that her
clienis were interested."

IR addition; free modifiers in each of these positions might have
other free modifiers within them; illustrated as f011ows:

Within Initial: -Since she_ knew that her clients (Neil and Ruth T unno-
son) were interested, she explained the procedure again.-

Within Middle: -Louise, since she knew that her clients (Neil and Ruth
Thompson) were Interested, explained the procedure again.-

Within Filial: -Louise explained the procedure agailL since she knew
that her clients (Neil and Ruth Thompson) were interested."

Each of these six positions was assigned a numerical label accoi-ding
to the following scheme:

1 = initial
2 =-- within initial
3 = within middle
4 = middle
5 = final
6 = within final

Ili thiS Seheme, the even numbers represent structures calling fin-
PairS Of punctuation marks; while the_ odd numbers usually rePre-
sent structures calling for only a single punctuation mark. An im-
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portant exception is the designation "within middle" (position 3).
which signifies not only Structures that are within a middle-position
free modifier (and thus require a pair of punctuatim marks) but also
those that are within- the Punctuation that sets off a_middle-position
free modifier. Thus; the structure "i.e." in the following sentence
would be classified as position 3 even though it requires only one
punctuation mark:

tier clichts (i.e., Neil and Rath) V. ere intelested.

Each_structiire:S_position label can be attached to its numerical form
(fainily/SpieS) label; yielding a three-digit label Which shows a free
mOdifier's "type" (that is; its combined form-kind.and position-kind).
The utility of these three-digit labels is discussed later in this section.

3. The punctuation mark (if any) or marks used to set off the
structure.

4. _An_ _evaluation of the appropriateness or correctness (if the
punctuation (appropriately punctuated, inappropriately i)titietti=
ated, Impunctuated).

5. The internal structure of independent clauses (for example,
noun/verb; noun/verb/noun;_ passive voice; see Appendix B.2; "In-
ternal Structure of Independent Clauses").

6: The textual function of free modifiers; whether developmental;
transitional; linking; or comrnentative. If developmental; they pro-
vide _additional information about the idea expressed in another
structure. If transitional, they show the -dationship_between two_or
more structures by means of a conventional expression, such as "for
example:: "first:. "bii the one hand," or "heiWeVer." If linking; they
show a relationship by means_of a nonconventional expression; such
as a summary of a previous idea in order to prepare for a new one,
as illustrated by the subordinate clause in the following sentence:
"After she had finished cleaning the machine; she began_ to. reassemT
We it," If commentative, they indicate the writer's attitude_ toward
the idea being developed in the text, as in the expressions -alas" or
"hopefully."

7. The functional similarity of form between two or more struc-
tures in a segment of the discourse. For example; functionally simi-
lar information might be expressed within formally similar or "echo-
ing" structures; such as the appositives or "noun clusters" in the
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following sentence: She gave money to her brother (Jim) and to her
sister (Meg).- Or an echoing pattern of structures in two sentences
might signal a iimilarity of function: -Lazy; be let the dishes pile up
in the_sink; Manipulative: he got his roommate to_cican them.-

8: The _beginning and _eliding of _bound (-restrictive-) relative
clauses within a macrosyntactic structure.

9. The beginning and ending of bound ( restrictive-) subordinate
clauses within a macrosyntactic structure.

10. Four classes of cohesive ties, based on Ilalliday and I lasan (ad-
ditive; sequential; (1ualificatory; logical).

11. Pronouns; subdivided into personal and impersonal.
12; Parenthesized citations of sources:
13: Parenthesized references to tables, charts; or the like:
14. Words or phrases emphasize I c b italics or other unusual

typefko.
15. Errors in cohesion.
16.. Errors in style.
17. Errors in usage.
18. Asides (parenthesized sentences mid larger elements).
19: Words; phrases; formulas; and the like that are highlighted by

indentation and use of -white space,- asterisks; dots, dashes: or
other techniques.

The first draft of each_ proposal was mitered into a computer file in
the manner just described, with eadi line in the file consisting_of
a nmeteen-charaeter coded description _followed by the text of the
structure (with other coded material embedded in it). Once the first
draft had been entered; the second draft (and subsequent drafts)
could be entered into another file, using the same line numbers for
structures repeated in both drafts, and using new dedmal hne num-
bers for new structures in a subsequent draft; that is, if a new struc-
ture had been inserted in draft two between old structures 20 and 21
of the first draft, the new structure could be entered on line 20.5.

Furthernmre; as each repeated or new structure was entered into
the sceond-draft file (or files for subsequent drafts); additional coded
symbols were embedded in the text:- In this additional coding sys-
tem: a lower-case letter indicates the type of process used to make a
particular revision (i = insert, d = delete, r = replaee, j = join, s =
split, iii = move), whde a pair of underscores marks the starting and
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ending point of each change and a numeral shows the number of the
draft in which the revisioa occurs. For example drafts one and two
of a tc xt in their natural state might look like the following:

After a long day in the forest the bears were tired and hungry. When
they entered their home, consequentl . they were mad too.

After a hard day in the woods. with little to show for their efforts. the
bears were tired and hungry. When they went inside their home, there-
fore, they soon became angry as well.

As coded in the computer file, they look like the following examples;
in which: for each structure (line), the cockd information appears on
the left; the line number appears in the middle, and the text ap-
pears on the right:

13 511 ,ad 1020
010 . 5 1021
611 ,ad 1022
411 ,at 1023
010 . 4 1024

After a tong day in the forest
the bears were tired and hungry
When they entered their home
consequently
they were mad too

p 511 ,ad 2020 After a 2r_hard_ day in the 2r_woods_
631 ,ad 2020.5 21 with litde to show for their efforts-
010 . 5 2021 the bears were tired and hungry
611 ,ad 2022 When they 2r_went inside_ their home
411 ,dt 2023 2r_therefore_
010 . 8 2024 they 2i_soon_ 2r_became angry as well_

Once the texts of each draft were coded and entered into a com-
puter file, other computer programs, all designed by James Hoekstra
of the :owa State University Compntation Center, counted words as
well as the various coded featureY in these files and calculated over
two hundred measures of quantifiable aspects of style. _Of these
measures, thirty-three_ are reported_ in the discussion of _the pro-
posals as a whole in chapter 4. In the same chapter; eight of the
thirty-three measures are reported for each draft of each proposal.
These eight are marked with an asterisk in the following descrip-
tions of the thirty-three measures; and for economy of future refer-
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ence,_ abbreviations _used for these variables in tlw _tables in Appen-
dix C are indkated in parentheses. Besides explaining what_ the
measures are, we also describe the assumptions that we make about
their significance, based on published research and on another
study currently in progress: And while wrf speak here_mainly about
the significance of these measures in describing the skill or sophis-
tication of a writer, in chapter 4 we NAV also talk_ about the signifi-
cance of these measures in characterizing successive drafts of a text
(as they deinonstrate greater Skill Or SiiphiStiedtibii).

Category 1. Syntactic Comple0y and Variability

T-Unit Mean.* A T-unit or -terminable unit" (that is, an inde-
pendent clause plus any_ dependent_ structures that modify it) is
iti-eure devised by iceilogg Huht (1966) to measure_ one aspect of
syntactic complexity in the writing of elementary school aildren,
who frequently neglect to punctuate the juncture between indepen-
dent clauses. It has since beeome a standard measure in experi-
mental studies of the effect of sentence-combining instruction (for
example; Morenberg; Daiker; and Kerek; 1978); where it is consid-
ered to yield more accurate information than the mcan for sentence
length.

Ihdependent Clause Meari (Ind CI Mean).* Since both sentences
and runits can be increased 01 decreased in size by the addition or
deletion- Of free mOdifierS aS Well as-_ bound modifiers, the_ r-unit
mean by itself is inadeqiiate aS an hidicator of linguistic tendencies
in mature; skilled writers and texts a point first raised by Chris-
tensen in "Th2 Problem of _Defining_ a_Mature _Style"_(Christensen
and Christensen, 1978). A fifty-word T-unit (like a fifty-word sen-
tence) can consist of one structure (an independent clause) or sev-
eral (an independent clause plus one or more free_modifiers). If it
consists of one structure, the burden on a reader'S short-term mern-
ory is relatively great, since the reader_must discover or impose the
grammatical relationship between words and phrases in order to de-
termine meaning before he or she can store meaning: but if the fifty-
word T-unit is segmented into several relatively short structures,
the grammatieal patterns and hence the meaning are more easily ap-
prehended; consequently, the passage is easier to read and under-
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stand. For this roason; the independent clause mean is an nnportant
index of linguistic trends in a text when viewed in relation to the
T-unit mean (see Broadhead and Berlin, 1982):

Difference Between T-Unit and Independent Clause Means (TU/
IC Difference). Because of the distinctions just raised, the _differ-
ence between T-unit and independent clause ileans is a useful index
of complexity: we afsurne that the higher the mean TU/IC dif-
ference; the greater the segmentation of _the text, and hence the
greater the readability of the text (see Broadhead; Bedin, and Broad-
head; 1982).

Standard Deviation of the T-Unit Mean (T-Unit S.D.). This mea-
sure of variability indicates the writer's flexibility: the higher the
standard deviation, the more varied the writer's syntactic construc-
tions. We assume that the greater the variety of_ syntax, the more
likely it is that the writer is responding stylistically to the demands
of expressing particular and distinct ideas.

Bound Clauses Rate. Another measure_ of complexity is the rate
(per 100 T-units) of bound relative and subordinate clauses (that is;
those the are not set off by punctuation but are instead used as re-
strictive adverbial; adjectival; or nominal modifiers): This measure
also reflects the readability of the text, since bound clauses increase
the difficulty of apprehending grammatical structureparticularly
when they are embedded _Within one another, as in "The rnan the
dog the rat bit ehased died."_

Length of Largest T-Unit (Largest T-Unit). The minimum T-unit
length rarely prov'.des much insight into what is occurring in a text
since it is almost always a two- or three-word formulaic phrase (for
example, "See Figure 12"), But the large end of the range provides
useful informeion since the length of the largest T-unit, we believe,
may _reflect the writer's verbal daring or indifference: the higher the
number, the more likely it is that the wdter is either very goad (if
the T-unit is segmented into_several stuctures) or veiy bad (if there
is little or no segmentation of the T-unit); the lower the number; tile
more likely it is the the writer seeks a conservative level of style;
being superior to the_ horrors of nonsegrnented monstrosities; but
either_unable or unwilling to_ create hmg, complicated T-units even
when they are necessary or desirable.
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Category 2. Syntactic Variety

Number of Kinds of Macrosyntactic Structures (Macro Kinds).
This is a direct nwasure of syntactic variety. _For examples of the
twenty kinds of macrosyntactic structure, see Appepdix B.1.

Initial-Position Free Modifiers as a Percvnt of All Structures (Pet
Iiiit FMs). Initial-position free modifiers are frequently used for co-
hesion, tying a previous idea to the idea in the upcoming clause or
larger structure. But whik they correlate highly with the rate of co-
hesive ties: thc,:y are also an Mdex Gf variety when viewed in the
context of the percentage of free modifiers in other positions: Thus,
the cmnbined percent of free modifiers in initial, middle, and final
position is a good_ measure of_style:_ we assume that the higher the
percent, the greater the sophistication of the writer.

Middle-Position Free Modifiers as a Perceni .7fAll Structures (Pet
Mid FMs)._Middk-position free rnodifiers are used to develop ideas
or to signal connections between ideas; usitay; a particalar writer
will tend to emphasize one use or the other: In this study, however,
this measure is viewed primarily as a measure of variety (in the con-
text of percentages of free modifiers in other positions).

Final-Position Free Modifiers as a Percent of All Steuctures (Pet
Final FMs).* As Christensen noted in seA,eral of his colketed essays
(Christensen and Christensen, 1978), many professional writers in
magazines suCh as The Atlantic employ a "cummulative" style; in
which generalizations expressed in a base clause (the first indepen-
dent clause in a sentence) are developed in detail in final-position
free modifiers: Thus; this subcategory_ is a measure of the sophis-
tication or professional quality of a writer's prose.

Number of Words in Final-Position Free Modifiers as a Percent_of
the Total Number of Words (Pet Fin FM Words),* Although the
number offinal-position free modifiers is_usually adequate as an in-
dication_of_sophistication, the_percent of words in such structures
yields a little more detailed infOrtnation and was therefore the mea-
sure favored by Christensen, It is included here for purposes of
comparison with Christensen's data.

Percent of Free-Modifiers within Other Free Modifiers as _a Per-
cent f All _Structures (Pct FMs in FMs). As noted in_the earlier dis-
cussion of free nmdifiers, this measure is another index of a compli-
cated syntax and therefore (we assume) of relative sophistication.

4 9
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Number of Types of Internal Structures for Inckpenden! Clauses
(Clause Types). This is _another measure of variety mid flekibility,
showing the extent to which the writer uses patterns other than the
most common one of nouruverb/noun which in turn is the most
common variety of the subjectiverb/ object pattern (-Jim drives a
truck:. as opposed tc, Jim drives in town"):

Category 3. Linguistic Cohesion

Cohesive Ties Rate.* The number of cohesive ties per one hun-
dred T-units is a measure of a writer's efforts to connect one segment
of text with another by means of formulaic expressions (for example;

-next;" -for exampleTh whether bound or free:
Cohesive Free Modifiers Rate (Cohesive FM_Rate). Another_ mea-

sure of connectedness in a text is +he rate_ of cohesive_ free modifiers
per one hundred T:units. This .p.!asure includes not only colven-
cional expressions but also_ teyt-speeific -linking- free_ modifi:Ts,
such as -Having reviewed Stephen's data; we can see that several
questions remain.''

Pronouns Rate. Pronouns are yet another means of cohesion in a
texta simple means often favored by relatively unskilled writers;
As _with other quantifiable factors, rates for pronouns are expressed
as the number per one hundred T-units.

Echoes Rate. In many instances, parallelism of phrases or macro-
syntactic stuctures signals connectedness by expressing similar ideas
in similar structures. Such parallelism includes not_ only parallel se-
quences of free modifiers of the sort termed -coordinate" by Chris-
tensen; but also parallel structures that may be a considerable dis-
tance from one another in a paragraph or larger stretch of text: For
example, the subordinate clause -When _she was at work . that
begins one paragraph might be echoed at the beginning of a subse-
quent paragraph by -_When she was at home. . .7 This technique is
favored by more sophisticated writers and usually stands in an in-
verse relationship to the rate of pronouns and bound cohesive ties.

Non-Comma Punctuation as a Percent of All Punctuation (Pct
Non-Commas). Since_ punctuation _is a means of signaling connec-
tions between ideas the amount_of non-comma punctuation _(semi-
colons, colons, dashes, and parentheses) is another measure of cohe-
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sion. But as preliminary results from a study (iiI progress) of seventy
writers in literary and engineering journalc suggest, this measure is
ambiguous in and of itself, since _the ;Ion:-colomas might consist of
roughly equal proportions of the !bur marks (characteristic of highly
sophisticated writers); large proportions of semicolons (favored by
fairly sophisticated writers); or nearly exclusive_ reliance on colons
and parentheses (favored by relatively unsophisticated writers):

Unpunctuated Macrosyntactic Structures (Pct Unpunctuated).
While free modifiers may occur in a text, tht v may or may not be
punctuated as such. By failing to signal the junctures between struc-
tures_ with punctuation, a writer ignores an opportunity for improv-
ing the connectedness of a text. We assume that; the more often
readers must determine grammatical junctures unaided by punctua-
tion; the more difficu!t the text is to read and comprehen&

Cohesion Error Rate: In addition to the positive measures al-
ready described; we examined the proposals for instances in which
necessary or desirable signals of relationships were missing or inade-
(uate. For a list of cohesion errors, see Appendix A,2. The measure
is expressed as the rate of suCh errors per one hundred f-units.

Category 4. Graphic Cohesion

Headings Rate:* HeadMgs constitute a cohesive device tInit is
seldom used in belletristic writing or fiction but is of course very
frequent in business and technical writing. In general, writers who
use sophisticated eohesi re devices_ such as echoes tend to write
longer paragraphs with iewer headings; writers Who are relatively
unsophisticated tend to rcly_on pronouns (as noted earlier) luid on a
relatively higher number of headings (see Broadhead, Be:lin; and
Broadhead; 1982).

Highlights Rate: Highlighting is the practice of setting off phrases
or words in a sentence by indentation and other means (such as
"dots;" -dashes," or -bullets"). It is used by all writers as a meaos of
emphasis and by less skilled writers as a means of clarity (that is, as a
graphic way of breaking up an overkmg structure for readability).
Highlighting practices in the management-consulting firin that we
observed are descrilwd more fully in chapter 3.
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Itaiics _Rate. Italics are another means of achieving emphasis or
clarity. The practice is disfavored by many arbiters (for example.
The Chicago Manual of Style) but is widely used.

Mean Numher of Words in a Paragraph_(Paragraph Mean).* We
treat paragraphs_ as rhetorical structures that are signaled graphi-
cally by indentation or by other uses of spacing, although we recog-
nize that this graphic signal is accompanied by linguistic signals in
more skilled writers. As noted earlier, the paragraph mean is one of
a cluster of interrelated stylistic devices which suggest how much of

burden the writer imposes upon the reader
Standard Deviation of the Paragraph Mean (Paragraph S. D.). As

with sentence and T-unit length, the paragraph mean must be put
into the perspective of its variability. More skilled writers tend to
have more variable paragraph means, since their prose is more flex-
ible in finding the best option for expressing a particular idea. Thus;
generally speaking, the larger the paragraph S.D., the more flexible
and sophisticated the writer.

Category 5. Style

Percent of Passive-Voice Independent C auses_ (Pct Passive).
Passive-voi:e construction is frequently denigrated_ by benetristic
stylists but is widely used in scientific,_ technical, ard business writ-
ihg. While it is frequently useful and legitimate in such settings; it
can easily be overused, creating needlessly wordy sentences. In any
case, it almost always implies less "personality" in the prose; whether
it is tho writer's self that is effaced or someone else's: We calculate
the percent by dividing the number of passive-voice independent
clauses by the total number of independent clauses.

Percent of Anticipatory-Construction Independent Clauses (Pct
Anticipatory). Anticipatory constructions are those that begin with

is," "There iS," "There are," and so on._Like passive voice; they
are shunned by belletristic writers and frequently employed by
writers in business and technical writing.

Percent of -Framed" Independent Clauses (Pc: Frarm d). In_ our
usage; clauses are "framed" by introductory expressions such as
"Figure 7 shows that . 2" or "I feel that . . ." Like passive-voice
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and anticipatory constructions, they are usually (ieemed wordy or
inelegant by belletristic writers and are thercfOre unless
absolutely necessary._

Percent of -Weak- Independent Clauses Pct Weak).* -Weak- is
our catch-all term for independent clauses with passi\e-voice, an-
ticipatory, or framed constructions:

Number of Personal Pronouns as a Percent of All Pronouns (Pet
Personal). This measure was promoted by Rudolf Flescli (1951) _as a
measure of personality in a text and hence as an indicator of poten-
tial reader involvement. Although many scientificjmirnals now urge
or tolerate active voice (and -with it the use of personal pronouns),
the absence of personai pronouns is still typical of scientific and
technical writingor of any other writing in which self-effaccnwnt
is prized:

Style Error Rate. Errors of_ style include all instances of weak
clauses, as well as multiple _embedding of clauses, -stacked' nouns
(strings of nouns used as adjectives), grammatical_ expletives. nomi-
nalization, and weak repetition. The complete list of these errors
that we looked for is Shown in Apperidix_A.3._ The measure is ex-
pressed as the rate of such errors per one hundred T-units.

Gategm-y 6. Usage

Usage Irror Rate.* Usage errcrs, as _we delim ticrn, consist of
stylistic gaffes that do not nnidi alter the clarity pf ideas but that
would be avoided by writers in the belletristie tradition. For a com-
plete list of matters which we include in this category; see Appendix
A.4: _The _measure is calculated as the rate of such errors per 01W
hundred T-units.

Percent of Mispunctuated Structures (Pct Mispunctuations). Mis-
punctuated structures are those _in which an inappropriate mark is
used. This measure does_ not include unpunctuated structures (un:
less a clause or_phrase that should be _nonrestrictive_ is not set off
with a mark). The percent is calculated by dividing the number of
mispunctuations by the total number of grammatical junctures call-
ing fbr punctuation:

In addition to this analysis of the static stylistic aspects of each
demi, the variables of revision operating to create each draft were
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documented in detail. Whenever a writer made a change in the text,
we_ categorized it according to all seven Variables; recording the
change'S impetus, item. (including -old- item arid ness as_appropri-
ate), process, norm, affective impact, orientation, and goal. In addi-
tion, W e recorded the effect of the change on _the size of the text
whether the change increased it decreased it, oi left it the same
size. Finally, we noted the -range- or number of structures involved
in each change,_ and we added comments to explain clearly what the
elumge was and what was of particular significance abmn it. If there
was any question about the classification of a variable; a question
mark was added to the code; all_ such items were later used to de-
velop_ follow-up questions for the writers. Their responses were
used to resolve questions abont the coding of the variables for a par-
ticular revision.

The resulting computer files documenting the unpetns, items (old
and new); norm; _affect, orientation, and goal operative in the pro7
duction oi eaCh draft were thus conveniently stored for statistical
analysis (rates and percentages) by another computer program de-
signed by James llockstra of the Iowa State University Computation
Center The statistics generated inel_nded percentages and rates. For
example, the numbers of_ idea, cohesion, style, usage, and high-
affect changes in a proposal or draft were expressed first as a percent
of the total number of changes; they were next expressed as rates
per one hundred T-units for each proposal_ or draft. In chapter 4, we
distinguish between our two writers (Baker and Franklin) n.ainly
in terms of percents; we distinguish between dr ifts of a proposal
mainly in terms of rates per one hundred T-units (based on the numT
ber of T-units in the text before the revisions for a particular draft
were made).

TO extend our_ analysis even fiirther, the computer_files of the text
of each proposal's drafts were combined interlinearly into _a single
new _file. Once the texts of each draft were brought together into
one file, they could be sorted by computer so that each subsequent
version of each structure would appear next to the original, in the .
following manner:

511 ,ad 1020. After a long day in the fin-est
0 5] I ,ad 2020. After a 2r_hard_ day in the 2r_woods_

631 ,ad 2020.5 2i_with little to show for their efforts_

5 4 ,
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010 . 5 1021. the bears were tired and hungry
010 . 5 2021. the bears were tired and hungry

s 611 ;ad 1022. When they entered theft- home
s 611 ,ad 2022. When they 2r-Lweht insitk_ their boMe

411 ,dt 1023. consequently
411 ,at 2023. 2r_therefore_
010 . 4 1024. they were mad too
010 . 8 2024. they 21 _soon_ 2r_becarne angry as well_

The iiL pintout of the file allowed eoriYeMerit, StrUctth.erby-
struetu: ...parison of revisions throtigh traditiOnal Methads Of ex-
filication and interpretation.
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The Writing Environment of a
Management-Consulting Firm

To UNDERSTAND FULLY THE COMPOSING AND REVISING PROCESSES
of the two writers analyzed in chapter 4, we first need to_look at the
institutional and generic norms of the company for which the man-
agement consultants worked. Consequently; this chapter describes
several important aspects of that environment; including the ethos
of the company (which we will hereafter cdl "the Firm"), the impor-
tance of writing in the organization, its proposal writing process, its
audience,_and sorne of the common strengths and weaknesses of its
writersin_short, ayariety_of constraints, conditions, attitudes, be-
haviors,_ and technologies that influence the conception_and execu,
tion of the Firm's documents. The analysis will serve as background
fbr the subsequent examination of two of the Firm's individual writ-
ers in chapter 4; which will include further discussion of the norms
the writers attempt to adhere to in composing their proposals.

The Firm

The Firm is an international management-consulting company
Whose clients include business and industrial cnncerns; colleges and
universities, hus, professional societies; and federal, state, and
foreign government agendes._ Because the companyworks in manu-
facturing. logistics, strategy, human resources, and health (7are, the
professional staff has a wide variety of academic backgnmnds. Most
have at least one postgraduate degree; and approximately ten per-
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cent have doctorates. From lowest to highest. their job titles are
associate, manager, principal, and partner (which includes the titles
vice-president and senior vice-preswkno). All of the Firm's partners
and principals are male. According to the Journal of Management
Consulting._ in 1981; the average salary for associates in manage-
ment-consulting ompanies was about $40.000; that for senior part-
ners ranged as high as $250,000;

The Firm has consulted for more than half of the Fortune NX)
companies and, in the last five years, has completed more than five
thousand assignments, most of whwh reqtfircd a written proposal to
secure the job. Thus, proposal writing is an extremely important ac-
tivity at the Firm, and mueh of the organization's business depends
upon the quality of proposals it writes and on the efficiency and pro-
ficiency of its proposal-writing process.

The Firuds Proposal-Writing Process

Before we can describe this process, it is important_to distinguish
behveen proposal writing in two different situations. First, if the cli-
ent _is a government agency, the writer's approach is highly formal-
ized; primarily because state and federal departments generally fol-
low a prescribed process for soliciting bids; communicating with the
bidders, and evaluating their prop), als: These agencies will often
disseminate a detailed request for proposals (RFP) that provides
bidders with the background, objectives, and scope_ of the problem
and that details the procedures fOr_ submission and evaluation. In
this situation, therefore, the methods and qualifications sections are
usually more important than the background_ and objectives sec-
tions; because the agencies are most interested in the bidder's abil-
ity to solve the problem and manage the study; The proposals tend
to be relatively more informative _than persuasive, concentrating
less on bonding with the readers (who are _usually unknown anyway)
and more on displaying the necessary technical expertise.

In the second _situatiOn, involving proposals written for the com-
mercial sector, the writers are rarely presented_ with a substantive
RFP; most _often there is no RFT at all. Thus; the problem and its
background must be uncovered through meetings with the client
personnel; some of whom will have conflicting idea:: about the nature
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of the problem because of their various job responsibilities, posi-
tions in the client company, fears or desires about their own jobs
and the reputation of their departments, and so forth. Proposals rC-
sponding to this situation,_ therefore, must present a highly mfor-
mative and persuasive background section that places_ the problem
in perspective and speaks to the needs and desires of the readers.
Sometimes; however; the primary readers (those making lw deci-
sion) and the methods by which they make the decision un-
known. Thus,_ the commercial-sector proposal generally pri_ -ents
the writer with more difficult rhetorical choices. The proposals aria:
lyzed later in this monograph were all written for the commercial
sector, and it is the process of producing that kind of proposal that is
described below.

The process begins when the Firm receives an inquiry from a cli-
ent At that point; a centralized department decides whether o: not
the Firm should respond to the bid: If the decision is to pi-oceed; a
team of people from different disciplines_ is assigned so that the
Firm can best define the client's problem. The team includes a pro-
posal manager, whose job it is to manage the proposal writing pror
cess; this_ person may or may not be the project officer who will
manage the study if the proposal is_successful. Criteria for selecting
the team include the members' technical knowledge (area of exper-
tise) and their availability to work on the proposal and to plaY key
roles should the Firm acquire the ssignmerit:

The whole purpose of the work thus far is to to make sure the job
is appropriate and_ desirable for the Firm and to assign the best
available personnel. Between the assignment Of the team and the
preparation of the proposal, members of the Firm meet with the cli-
ent_ for several reasons: to make certain that the Firm ha.> full
understanding of the scope of the job; the issues; and the objecti es
of the assignment; to discuss whether or not the perceived solutions
may be the correct ones; to determine the role of the consultants
and the extent to which the client's people will be involved in the
study; and to establish rapport. At this time, members of the team
analyze_ the_ audience as well as the task, gathering Intelligence
about the client's operational stylefor example, whether or not
the client works through committees; who the Firm_will be account-
able to (an individual or committee); who the members of the com-
mittee will be; what role that committee will play during the study;
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and so forth: In addition, the team members discover what data are
available and what additional data will have to be gathered and
prepared.

After the first meeting with the client, the_proposal manager corn-
poses a strategy memo which descrilws the key players in the client
company and identifies whether they arc the decision makers or de-
cision influencers. In addition; the memo indicates features that
may need to be emphasized in the proposal; the possible themes
that the proposal can be developed around (themes that respond to
certain "hot buttons" detected during the interviews with the cli-
ent), and the strategy that potential competitors for the job might
adopt. Thus, _one purpose of the strategy memo is to identify tlw
obstacles to the Firms ;:!tting the job and to sketch out a means of
avoiding these Astacles.

Once the team members receive the strategy memo; they hold a
strategy meeting. The meeting may involve only the members of the
proposal team; or it mav involve other members of the Firm who
can provide constructive comments about the strategy for obtaining
the job. After the first strategy_ meeting, there may be additional
meetings with _the client, as well as additional strategy sessions to
deal _with newly raised issues, to obtain additional_ information; _to
clarify points; and to determine how the Firm can best acquire the
contract.

At this point; a draft of the proposal is generated; usually by one
writer (either the project officer or someone selected by him), al:
though sometimes a second writer contributes part or all of one of
the main sections. This does not necessarily mean that there are no
subsequent strategy meetings pr further contacts_ with the client; it
means that the Firm has at this point identified what it needs to
present the proposal and to verify (perhaps through telephone con-
versation or on-site vts) that it has the necessary data and that the
background information is correct.

After the proposal is written and presented, a debriefing session
takes place, the purpose of which is to assess how well the prdposal
and the presentation were received and to decide how to maintain
contact while the Firm is waiting for a response._

It is important to note that_the process_ described above is a gen-
eral, and sometimes idealized; version of what actually happens in
the Pirm. Sometimes there simply is not enough time to engage in
all oi the steps: Sometimes only one person writes the proposal, and
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no strategy_s ssssions are held or strategy memos written. Sometimes
the client _decides to have an additional study done, a continuation
study; and no proposal as such even needs to be written: That is,
every situation is in some ways unique, and every proposal and the
process used to gather data for it and write it must respond to that
uniqueness.

The Firm s Proposals

The scope and size of the Firm's proposals are as various as the
situations they respond to. Some arc three-volume, several-hundred-
page, bound documents for $30 million, three-year studies for gov-
ernmental_agencies. These proposals may take as long as two months
to research and write. They may involve_ ten subcontractors. The
entire proposal writing team may number fifteen people. Other pro-
posals, on itie other hand; may be seven-page, single-spaced letters
for $250,000 studies to Fortune 500 companies. Others might be
$25;000 studies for local businesses: Some proposals are extraor-
dinarily well written and ultimately successful; others are poorly
written but still end up getting the job.

Despite the differences in size and scope, the Firm's proposals
typically are arranged into three main sections, each of whirli may
conskt of one or more of the following parts:

Problem
Introduction
Background
Objectives
Scope
Study Strategy

Method
Approach
Deliverables

Implementation
Staffing and Qualificatimis
Timing
COSt

Conclusion

C 0
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The first main sectionwhich we call the "problem- section
invariably_ begins with an introduction that refers to previous dis-
cussions abo_ut the project and expresses the Firm's interest in it. A
background"' part discusses the_ client s problem and need fin t so-

lution._ An -objectives and scope- part (which may or may not In' set
off with its own heading) lists the main and secondary study objec-
tives and discusses the limits of the study. A -st udy strategy- part
provides a rationale explaining why the proposed approach was se-
lected and why it is the best one.

The second main section, which we call the -method- section.
consists prunarily of a part called the "'approach,- whiCh details the
worksteps and indicates, if necessary, how the study will be phased.
A part on "deliverables- identifies the outputs to be delivered to the
client at the end of the project; these could include a final report;
procedure manuals; maps; detailed exhibits, and so on:

In the third main section, which we call the -implementation-
section, a part called "staffing- or "qualifications- details the Firm's
relevant experience with similar projects and the particular experi-
ence of the proposed team members; sometimes an extended de-
scription of personnel is added_in an appendix devoted to qualifica-
'.ions. Next; a-timing and costs- part identifies the study's beginning
and ending dates and details the projectrs cost and the method of
payment; though short; this part is important for legal reasons: Fi-
nally, the implementation section concludes the proposal with an-
other expression of Mterest in the droject and confidence in the
Firm's ability to carry out the task.

As noted above, not all of these sections are used in every pro-
posal, nor are they always labeled as such. One $4(X),900_ proposal to
One of' the countrY's largest corporations, for example, had no "ob-
j..ctives- section, primarily because the study's issues were so man%
and the study itself so complex that the ob::.ctives could In devel-
oped only after the project was well underway. Moreover. in the
same proposal, the -approach" section was not named as such: be-
cause noe of the proposal's themes emphasized the_ ability of the
Firm to work intimately with the client's personnel, the section was
title4 I Iow We Can Work Togethei

The proposal might be bound and accompanied by a cover letter
or it might be in letter form itself. If a letter, it is usually designed in
narrative format (that is, with standard paragraphing). if bound, it
might be in narrative or in presentation format. in wlnch the guts
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are composed of the hard copy of slides given at an oral presenta-
tion: Presentation format reflects the values that the business cul-
ture places on brevity and conciseness and its preferences for the
visual rather than for the -written.- The format looks like tliis:

Presentation fOrmat is sometimes called:

Bullet Point

Dot-Dash

Outline

It is characterized hy clean lines and White space to:

Highlight important information

Niake that information accessible to the busy executive

Because each project manager or officer may prefer one format
over another, some of the Firm's proposal writers almost always
write their proposals in the same format_Other writers, however,
decide on a format based _prinlarily on their perceptions of their
readers. Because each of the Firm's officos has developed its own
traditions and practices, some offices use one kind of format more
often than others do:

The Importance of Audience

Implicit in the description of the Firm's proposal-writing process
is the importance placed on the consultants knowledge of thuir
readers: Consulting is a highly personal business: and clients buy
consulting services based on two major criteria: the technical exper-
tise of the Firm and personal relationship between consultant
and client. That is, if clients are going to spend sevend hundred
thousand &liars for consulting services, they must he_ sure that the
working relationships are sound. Often, therefore, the consultant
wins a job not merely because of technical expertise (since most of
the top agencies are experts in their fields) but because the client
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believes, through personal contact as well as through the image and
voice projected in the pronosal, that the consultant can work effec-
tively with the client. Indeed; some of the senior-level consultants
those who do the majority of the proposal writingbelieve that cli-
ents rarely make a rational decision when contracting ibr consulting
sei vices: Thus, just as important as the -hard issues- of technical
expertise and nwthod of approach are the soft issues dealing with
human motivation and feeling.

One proposal writer's understanding of those milt isxues is sug-
gested by the following interview transcriptone which shows; in-
cidentally; how knowledge of audience (in this case; a Fortune 500
company) can determine how a proposal is presented:

Did I ever tell you about the icebergsabout the .XYZ proposal'? A
young fellow who_ is an Internal consultant for them invited _us_in _in a
competitive_situation to_talk about inventory with them. We had a long
i»ecting with him and thcn a long second meeting. and then we had to
write a proposal to go with him to his boss.

hate that kind ofsituation. We have neve: met his boss; all we know is
his boss is a hard-charging. yotmg; very creative guy who as all the other
top people at XYZ; shot up in the organization. .iid I said, -Does lie like
presentations, or does he like written docurrtents? The internal consul-
tant said, 'lle.gets.annoyed at too many words and things; he likes crea-
tive presentations.-

We put together a presentation with about hventy-five pages, a little
flip chart thing whkh I would put on the boss's desk, so I was totally in
contra It was mostly cartoons and all kinds of wild _things; a_iot of mean-
ing and very kw words. At the end; there was a cartoon, and it showed a
!mitt and the captain of the boat sort kaning over the front, and it_said
-XYZ Management- on the captain. (So_unds really dumb!)_And out there
are a bunch of icebergs and the tops a the icebergs say things like -re-
(Ince inventory:. or -cut inventory costs,- and _on the bottom, -(estroy
customer confidence,- and on the very t,a) of the cartoon I wrote, -Our
.;!' 'Ave is to steer you ;hrough these icebergs; avoid some of them, go

through some Ix cause they are so small that they don't make any
L,ffe-ence% and show you where to set dynamite charges to get rid of the

i( ally bad ones:-
Now 0 e-. al consultant asked me for a copy of this in icR nile su I

; It 'am a _fei,e1. iving him the philosophy of what we were trying to di)
;! aad ,rd by word I explained that whole last cartoon.
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At the meeting, I flipped through the charts and when I flipped to the
last one. I said, -Ifs sort of like icebergs,- and then didn't say anything,
and suddenly the internal consultant said, -Yes,_as a matter of fact .

and he just cameright through and he independently quoted _right from
our little personal letter to him, which really was the proposal. N. Ile
looked smart. His boss liked it, and we got the job. Now, if he wouldn't
have said anything, I would have kept talking. But we mach him part Of
the creative team without soliciting it. He could be part of our team,
which he wanted to be, he could be smart in front of his boss, and be
selling his boss. Anyhow, that was thc iceberg story.

To analyze their audiencc, the consultants attempt to answer many
questions during the strategy sessions and in the strategy memos.
Concerning the client's problem, they try _to determine what the
nature of the problem is; how important and urgent the pi oblem is;
whether the issues involved are symptoms of the problem or the
problem itself; and whether the clients know which are the symp-
toms and which the problem. Concerning the competition, they try
to determine who the competition is, whether the competition has
done previous work for the cli-nt, and if so, what opinion the client
had of that work. In light of that analysis,_ they_ decide on those
unique selling points that will differentiate them from the competi,
don; and then determine how those selling points can be expi essed
as themes or key ideasshort; simple words and phrases that will
trigger a reader's affective as well as cognitive response: Concerning
the client personnel and their attitudes, the consultants try to iden-
tify the prospective client playerswhether they arc- major deci-
sion makers or influencers, what their expectations and hidden
agendas might be_, and what risks they and their company face if the
problem is not solved._ In addition; the consultants try to determine
how thc players feel about consultants; particularly about the Firm
and the individuals who might be on its consulting team: If possible;
the consultants also identify criteria to be used in evaluating the
proposal and the personnel who will evaluate it, including people
they might not have had the opportunity to meet.

All this infOrmation is necessary if _the proposal is to have a good
chance of winning the job. That is, the proposal must_ focus on the
client's goals and demonstrate the consultant's knowledge of the cli-
ent's situation; so that the proposal -feeds back" the needs; desires;
and wishes of the client. Furthermore, the proposal must be con-
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gruent witl, the nwssage and image of the firm presented to the cli-
ent during previous face-to-face meetings.

Because of the intense personal nature of the proposal-writing
process, the importance of this congruence cannot be overcm:
phasized. If the proper relatkinship between consultant and client
has lwen established during the earlier stair,es of the process. the
fob can be substanfally sold even befOre the proposal is_delivered.
But if a proposal does not convey the same tone opd message,
the same -feeling- communicated to the_ dient during the_ face_-to-
face conversations then it stands a good chance of losing rather than
winning the job: In fact; those initial contacts are so important that
some of the Firm's senior people believe the proposal does not itself
sell the job, but that, by the tiine it is_ wriuen, it can clinch or
lose the_ job. This Is perhaps an_ odd notion in academic circles,
Where the proposal _or grant applicat!on may be the first and last
step in securing funds.

Because some jobs are sold upfront: the Firm sometimes writes
a subgenre of proposals called -confirming letters: Which function
as little more than legally bindMg contracts docunwnting the pre-
viously agreed-upon objectives, scope: :mil-4),AI, and timing and
costs of the study. Neve:theless, :s omposals must
fe very persuasive documents,_ann ik competitive
situations, these proposals are inst:-: -g contraCts.

Writing Problems at the 1. n

Twenty years ligo, according to one scn 'r vice-president, the
consulting staff ro;,ably had to produce. -per capita,- considerably
more writing than they do today. Then, nearly al! the proposals and
reports were written in narrative format,_and a typical report_ may
have run two hundred and fifty pages. Because these long docti7
ments required so much writir;:.; the Finds employees received
more practice in writingand also more instruction in Writing;
since informal teacher-student relationships tended to evolve dur-
ing the massive document production efforts. Even though today's
more visual kurmats require less writing, the consultants spend about
25 percent of their time composing proposals, so ategy memos, final
reports, and other dccuments. 13tit if -writing- also includes the
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time studying clients' problems and thus researching for their pro-
posals and reports; then the figure is probably closer to 75 percent,
Thus; writing proficiency is an extremely important skill in the
Firm; and the writers know it. In a survey of thirty of the Firm's
employees. 93 percent strongly agreed (none strongly disagreed)
that skill in written communication was important to their profes-
sional development and advancement.

Considering_ the importance placed on writing, it is not surprising
that many of the consultants believe that they write well and with
relatively little pain and effort. Thirty-three percent strongly agreed
that they are good writers; 43 percent that they enjoy the writing
they do at work, and 23 percent that writing is a relatively efficient
process for them. Fewer than 6 percent strongly disagreed in any of
these categories. Twenty-six percent rarely consi-dered writing a
chore, and onlY 3 percent often did. None_ indicated that they feel
uneasy about how their reader will respond to their writing.

Few of the writers display significant problems with grammar and
mechanics. Occasionally; a lack ot agreement between subject and
verb or between pronoun and antecedent occurs; sometimes there is
an awkward shift in voice, a semicolon used where a colon is neces7
sary, or a lack of appropriate parallelism (especially in lists). One of
the most com :1 "errors," though few Of the consultants would con-
sider it as such and perhaps no one but a prescriptive grammarian
should worry about it; is a dangling introductory element followed by
a main clause in passive voice. For example: "To understand Acnw's
marketing potential; a thorough analysis of the potential end-users
will be conducted:" On the whole; few of their problems exist at the
sentence level.

Generally speaking, they have no problems in getting started to
write either. They have to get started quickly and to write under the
intense pressure of strict deadlines. Those who cannot are in the
wrong business, simply unsuited to a profession whose nwmbers fill
file drawers; three feet wide; with their proposals and reports; who
write; when business is booming; more than twenty proposals a
year; and who sometimes have to write them in one to three days.
We have seen excellent,- individually written, twenty-five-page re-
ports composed in a week; well-written fifteen-page proposals com-
posed in a day. Although 23 percent 6f the writers surveyed did say
they often have problems in getting started to write most of them

6 6
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claimed _One rea.ion: lack of technical command of their subject
matter. Given the rapidity with which they must write._ it is under-
standable that most are unanxious about writing or having to w rite.
Fifty-six percent marked -rarely and none marked:of-tell'. in re-
sponse to the_statement: -Writing makes me uneasy.-_

Interestingly: the writers rio not know what to do about the writ-
ing problems_ they do haveat least those thev are aware of. Only
three percent, for example strongly ag:teed that they know how to
solve their problems in_writing. This_ is an interesting statistic, con-
sidering that the consultants make their living as problem solvers.
Almost tiAily they analyze clients: logistic and mamifacturing pro-
cesses, marketing strategies. and managerial behaviors. and yet
they rarely _use that expertise to improve their own writing pro-
cesses and behaviors or the Firm's document production process.
Although 30 percent strongly agreed that they consciously try to im-
prove their writing skills, only 3 percent strongly agreed with the
staternent::1 think about solving my writipg problem in much the
same way I might help a_chent solve problems.-

Our discussion_of writing problems at the Firm will fiicus on_ two
areas: those problems caused by the writers themselves and those
caused by the Firm's process of producing documents. The first area
focuses primarily on audience-related problems, those stemming
from insufficient or inappropriate audience analysis and adaptation.
The second area focuses on systemic problems._ those stemming
from errors or inefficiencies within the Firm's system of document
production. The_discussion is intended to be indicative ,ather than
exhaustiye, serving to preview and anticipate some of the findings
and conelnsions presented in the following chapters.

Audience-lielated Problems
We know; of course, that most successful writers analyze their au-

dience and adapt their documents according!. and that one of the
most important failings of unsuccessful writers is the lack of appro-
priate adaptation _to audience. Indeed, except_ for _basic errors in
grammar and mechanics, nearly _every problem in a document could
be seen as audience-related, including inappropriate stYle and tone,
ineffective structure and organization, insufficient or_extraneous in-
formation, inmrrect level of technicality, and so forth. Not surpris-
ingly all of these often-discussed audience-related proldems can
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be found in the Finds eocunwrits. We wish to _examine two less-
discussed kinds of unadapte'l writing: boilerp!ating and writcr-
based prose.

Boilerplating: One of the_ most significant audi.l'nee-relak '1. prob-
lems at the Firm invokes -boilerplating,- Nk hid] occurs when writ-
ers lift p massages fro one document (either_ their own or somebody
else's) and insert them into tlw dor runent they are composing. The
lifted material, which can range ficun a distinctive _phrase to a very
large stretch_of discourse, most often occurs in qualifications, meth-
ods;_ and budget sections.

Although boilerplate can be useful in assuring writers a legally ac-
curate statement of company policy aod in_ saving writers time and
effort by providing template descriptions of common processes and
rationales, it can be problematic for_two reasons. First, when pas-
sages appropriate_ _for one rhetorical situation are inserted into a
document responding to another, boilerplate can result in a_collision
of styles and tones. Its use thus becomes a big problem for those
less-skilled writers Who cannot detect subtle stylistic and tonal dif-
ferences. Second; boilerplating is a problem because; when it is

done habitually; it tends to remove the writer from the rhetorical
situation; That is; when writers boilerplate, they tend to _forget
about _the_ _needs of their intended audience, momentarily failing to
consider the unique needs of the_ situation and the unique selling
points they a_ e trying to communicate. Thus, boilerplatmg can be-
come an escape from thinking and an excuse for not thinking. It be7
conies a crutdi, offering apparently simple solutions to rhetorical
problems that are ultimately much more complex.

The problems with boderplating are_evident in a recently wri
document proposing to design a compensation program_ for _a cli-
entnot just any compensation program. but one specifically tai-
lored to the unique needs of the client's organization. Unfortunately,
one secbon was oI) ioush boilerplated the very section that tried
to convince the reader that the Firm did not have_canned approaches
for solving the problem. As a result, the Firm's credibility might
have been severely undermined because the proposal railed against
cani;.1i programs in a passage that was obviously canned: We cannot
be sure, of course, if the readers clettcted_thts duplicity, or if they
did, whether that was the reason for the job's being lost.

The better of the Finds writers are not only able to adapt bode:-
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plate well but to determine when boderplate of any kind will be in-
approprhte. _These writers have a inuch more sophisticated under.:
standing of the demands of rhetoric: they know that cad) p:oposal
must respond to a unique situation. The following anecdote, from
one of the Firm's best writers is instructive:

I wrote a proposal last week that I thought was going to be exactly like
a,itither proposal I wrote for aimtlier c:ompany. It is in t_he same industry,
the same prodUcts, the same size specifications. ahnost the exact same geo-
graphic area. I willed out that other pro:il in order to boilerplate from
it. I thought this would be a cake walk. But by the timo i was done, the only
thing the other proposal did was to supply some nJ deas fi:r me.

The were just totally different becauw the other proposal was fOr a
ommany that I had dime ten or twelve studies for befbre. It was for the
president that I knew ver well; whose sou was also a client of mine, and
there was this relationship, a little better than a dkmt relatiOnship, and
his company %vas fantastically successful. But this one was for a climpany
where I had never met anybody; the company in trouble; there was
no warm feeling; there was no ten years of expeiience: there were no
previous assignments.

The previous proposal was sort of a "Bey. Stan. this sort of confirms
:1 we will do together; and we win do our hest and if we hlow it we will

change in midstream, and it has been great seeing you and the wife kind
of thing.- But this current one is, "(I) you don't know me, (2) I have to
establiSh iny ea.dentialS and illy him credentiids, (.3) we arc sorry we
took so long to respond liecluisf: lo.:t volir letter (Mild) is really #4):
of all the firms you talked to, pr, we are die only ones with the
exact right quahficationshere tio are," and now, suddenly. we have a
tot:dly different proposal.

Writer-Bawd Prose. Lack of audience adaptation is i iynt 11.

some interesting passages of writer-based prose. These p.i..,agcs
often appear in the methods sections,- where the writers describe
the tasks or workstcps to he_perfOrmed during the pimpos ! stivf\
fere are fOur typical examples from four different wol Licps

in the final draft of one proposal:

r(iplires that OUT onderstanding of all AcIIIV operatkins must he
onmael:;ensive.

6 9
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A good under: 'a11cli].:4 of its operation and past results is necessary to do
this etrecti%ely.

In developing the salaried plan cunicept at Acme, it will be important to
understand the XXX salary bonus plan.

To properly evaluate the pokntial impact of various incentive coned'
on Acme operations. it will be necessary to have an Organized. compre-
hensive summary of improvement opportunities.

Characteristic of these passages is their self-reflexiveness. That
is, the _author is not so much transacting with a reader as he is talk-
ing to himself, as_if he were saving: -It Will be necessary fOr we to
have an organized; comprehensive summary if I am to evaluate the
incentive concepts properly.- These final-draft passages are traces of
the writer's -conversations- with himself when in the earlier drafts
he was essentially rem iodi:;g himself of what he should be sure to do
in the study, rather than e hat he ,.ould do to: the client. In two
instances, the passages cc,ItAn a broad pi-ortouh -eference (-this"),
which may be a sign or ego. 'tric r:I.I.,course, since such rekTence
do not appear where in droposalonl) in the -methods'
section.

'ritu Iiased . ages may ten0 to occur in -methods be-
eaus, the aim .ot sf': .ion is primarik informative and does not
reqnii:' a' fro.) ;lie point of view, that it create and
sustain Y.,-guincnt: the line of thought is mole logical than psycho-

Morem 1'7. -methods- is easily generated through outlining
and listing a; the writer attempts initialk to answer his own_ ques-
tion -Wlat' w:P I do?'' rather_than focusing; as he eventuallv should,
On the reader's question "What will ni do for nel. Consequently
(as we will see later). writers ma) tend to make a lower percentage
of reader-based (-high-affect- revisions) in the nic:mds section than
in a persuasive section such as the background. In chapter 4. we will
be able to examine similar passages and observe from draft to draft
their gradual transformation to reader-based prose.

Systemic Problems
Just as it is difficult to evaluate transactional discourse apart f`r(im

its rhetorical sit,ition. dir: H if not unrealistic to analy/A. an
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organization's written products without understanding the organiza-
tion producing that writing. For some writing problems exist in the
organization precisely_ because it is an organization; a document
production system, Whose methods; values; and exigencies affect
the quality and quantity of writing produced, These systemic prob-
lems are caused by the physical constraints of the environment, by
the cultural constraints of the company's traditions, beliefs, and val-
ues; and by the administrative and managerial ,.onstraints stemming
from the way the Firm goes about its business.

Physical Constraints of the Environment. DespOe the amount of
collaborative writing done in the business world; tin_ fact remains
that writing is primarily a solitary activity. Teams of writers can plan
their strategies provisionally decide uptw ,:trncturc and de-ign
of the document; and review their colle Btit the draft-
inc 0,(slfand the necessary incuhation durmg the draft-

tially takes place, and for many ist take_place, in
isoL.,,on. Thus, the writer's_ environment, b nitectural space in
winch writing is done, can be very important.

The partners and principals of the Firm have rather large and
spacious offices that can be closed off from the noisy distractions of
hallway conversations; printers; and photocopying machines. At
some of the regional offices; however, the associates and managers
have their desks in -open space': environments consisting of row
after row of cubicles similar to library carrels. Irnagine, then, the
dilemma facing an associate_at one of the regional offices. He or she
sitsrn a cubicle surrounded_by other cubieles, and there must write,
As he or she tries _to complete a section of a report and to meet a
tight deadline; colleagues phones are ringing; the associate in the
next cubicle is having a very interesting phone conversation, one
secretary_ is typing; the printer is printing, the photocopy machine
has j gone down and a',1 ...wrator _is cursing it, and two partners
standing close by are having i casual conversation about a possible
job to which the associate hopeS to be assigned.

It is true, of course, that many writers do write, and write well; in
open space- environments; the large newsroom being a good ex-

ample where writers must perform despite numerous distractions:
But it is also true that several of the Firm's writers find it exceed-
ingly difficult to compose in Aicli environments, often having ti)
write their documents after hours, sometimes at home,
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Cultural Constraints. The physical constraints of the environ-.

ment are problems in themselves, of course; but they are also a
symptom of a larger problem: the Firm's failure to regard the profes-
sional _staff as writers: It is true that the_ F_irm does recognize the
iml-Jjrtance of writing skills% It offers a tutorial-based program in
written communication as wcffas workshops in _proposal writing,
and it_ includes a section on writing competence in the employees'
annual performaiice review. But in sonic important waN:s. the orga-
nization does not have a sense of itself as_ being composed of indi-
viduals who write a good deal for their living and for the Firm'S
livelihood.

Most prof2ssiimal writers; fOr example, have no bias against using
typewriters; which _are as much a part of the mythos of the writers
environment as scotch and despair. But the Finds consultants tend
to believe _that typewriters_ are for secretaries and compute_r key-
boards are for xvord-processing operators. TherefOre, one rarely sees
typewnters or computer terminals in the consultants offices. Many
of the consultants do have personal computers at home, but few use
computers at workand even trier.; they use them for number
c-,ini4iing; not for word processing; Thus; although one would ex-
pect many of the professional staff to be composing their docun,..nts
at terminals or desk computers. such is not the case.

This cultural bias against typing determines_ in SCVeral_vuys how
documents are_produced at the Finn First._ those who do_ not dic-
tate their first drafts must wrile then3 Put _by hand, submit the drafts
fOr typing; receive the typescript, .proofread and revise by hand;
wait again for the new output. perhaps revise again; and so forth:
Thus,_ turnaround time is increased because the word-processing
operat9r must type _into a file what the writer has already written
and because the writer _must proofread each draft of the typist's out-
put. _Second, _because the writer must give over his_ writing to the
word:processing operator, he or _she no. longer maintains control
over format and usage, but places himself at the mercy of _the organi-
zation'S style guide. Third; the lack of access to CRTs makes it more
difficult to manage collaborative writing eflUrts. If the proposal writ-
ing team composed its documents on integrated hardware, it could
send the drafts electronically to the proposal manager, who could
easily assemble and revise them.

Another cultural bias is partly resp nisible for the fact that the
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hrni does not have in-house editors or professional writers. Such
employees could offer counsel on bow important dmuments could
be designed and organized and how possible themes or selling points
could lw inm-porated. "fliev could also play a principal role in revis-
ing and polishing the (hafts. The Firm does have what is called an
:editor,- but that person's_job is primarily to proofread. Tlwre are no
m-house professional writers for two reasons._ First._ many of the
consultants do 'lot see the advantage of using them (though_ clearly.
in a great many_ eases, the writers could make substantial contri-
butions). Second: some of the consultants do not believe that an
in-house writer could stand up to the inevitable abuse:
sonic have said perhaps indicating the perceived lowliness of tlw
position by _the sex thcy think the writer would be, wouilu bavc to
be a eery strong personality to deal with the kind of people a., die
Firm.- The bias_against an in-bou_se writer_ is prfibA)lv changing as
the_ consultants lwgin to realize the contributions by or she could
make as well as the contributions -technical writers are making at
other companies.

Administrative and Managerial Constraints. To present a de-
tailed description of all the Firm's systemic problems rel.:ted to its
docunwnt production process would require a N.ery long cilapter in-
deed._ fru- even the most apparently trivial problems in writing can
stern li on inefficiencies or errors in the doeumert-:..-e,Juet,on sys-
tem. We can consider. for example. two of what at first appear to be
minor problems in some of the Firm's documents: absence of the
final comma separating items in a scrk:s: and lack of descriptive tabs
indicating major sections in humid proposals and reports.

The first problem arises in the Firm's central word-processing
unit, where the operators are instructed never to use a comma be-
fore the -and: coordinating the last element in a series. Thus, even
if a writyr's first draft used commas to separate each element in .1
series of three (for example...Tom, Dick. and I larry-). the comma
before -and- would be deleted lw the word-processing unit. There
are occasions of course. when eliminating the final comma could
result in ambiguity as in the following example:

MethOilS and Timmg, and (:(),;k ni;ijoir

lions l'irm's prowsak.
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\Vithout prior Iti..,1:10.14enze it is difficult if not imposst;)ii. here to
know whyther t1 Ii tWO major sections ars! -methods" am? -tim-
ing and cosis- Or "ine:::-.,ds and timing- and -costs." Yet some oldie
Firm's \\Titers, evert hen they are aware of such an ambiguity. will
not insert the final eomma because they know that _their_ typescript
will come back with the Comilla deleteci. They woulci
to the system than fight it, so they raicly make the effhrt to k,
C0111_11h15 III.

The_ second problem has its roots in the graphics department. For
long, bound proposals and reportsthose requiring tabs between
the major sectionsthe graphics department is responsible for
making Its preprinted labels, however, do not consist of'

reader-oriented words and phrases such as "background,"
"objecti\ ir_ -timing and c,,sts-: instead, they consist _of non-
hinchondi headings such a c :Jon_ I," -Section_ II,-_ and_ so_ on.
Thus, unless a writer wishes his bound proposal to be tabbed other-
wise, and to waste precious time_ having_the graphics department
create special labels, it will come back to him with the usual tabs.

This can be an important problem once we realize how the docu-
ment might be used: Ixt us assume that the client has received five
proposals, has eliminated all but twothe Firm's and a major coin-
petitor's,_ and is meeting to select a finalist. The chair of the meeting
wishes the _committee to evaluate _both agencies' approaches to the_
study and therefore requests that the_committce Open eiich proposal
to the "methods- section. Because the competitor's _proposal has a
tab labeled -methods, the committee membei , quickly turn to that
section. To find that section in the Firm's proposah however. the
committee must turn over the cover, the inside cover page, and a
two-page letter of transmittal before coming to the talile of cinitents,
which lists "Section 111: Methods.- Only then can the committe.
E embers locate the methods section. This difficulty might well have

,egative effect on the committee, and_since the_committee is to
hire a management-consulting agency (for several hundred thou-
san(l dollars) to solve_ a problem that their own company cannot
solve: they waut o/uers. But the committee has _just been
presented with_a problemfinding the methods seetion--hich
the rival consulting agency solved effortlessly while the Fir : did
not. If, as we stated before, the clients do no: uecessarily mak- ra-
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tional decisions. their choice might be influenced ln the vat4ne la-
bels_ On the tabs.

These problems illustrate two important points about_ writing_ In
organizational settings. First, many small problems and some big
ones that occur in a company's documents are caused ilot so niuch by
the writer as by the system the produces his or her writing: Sec-
ond, the system can condition writers, causing them not to trouble
with bucking the system and in time, perhaps. not to think about
being trmibled. Thus, as we turn now to an examination of two writ-
ers_ and the multi-_draft_ proposals they_ composed, it is Unportant
to keep in mind that the writers' work not only responds to the
perceived needs of its readers; it also responds and is power-
fully conditioned by the norms and traditions of the writers Own
organization.



The Composing / Revising Processes
of Two Management Consultants

Two MEMBERS OF THE FIRN: _DESCRIBED Is CHAPTER 3 couLD
provide us with complete records of four proposals that they had re-
cently .vritten. In this cha7ter; we will describe the social, profes-
sional; a. J personal characteristics of the two writers along with
their conceptions of their writing :rategies and habits: Then we
will analyze the eight proposals in rt!..is of process (the seven vari-

des( ribed in chapter I) and product (the quantifi Ale aspects
of style described in chapter 2). For reasons of confidentiality, we

ill refer to the man_agement consuftants who participated in_ our
sttidy as Baker and Franklin;_ we will refer to Baker's proposals as
Bak-A; Bak-B, Bak-C; and Bak-D; and to Franklin's as Fra-A; Fra-B;
Fra-C; and Fra-D.

Tho Writers' Characteristics:

Since the institutional and _generic norms _influencing the two
writers were trealed ;.ully in chapter 3, we will here focus on cul-
tural and personal fa( tors.

Culniral Norms
Bo.ker is a 40-year-old, upper-middle-class, white male. Ile is well

educated, holding a B.S._ (industrial engineering) and an NI. B.A.,
:)otli from prestigious midwestern universities. fle is also experi-
c:Iced, having been a management consultant for fourteen years.
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FOr the last several years, he has_been a vice-president of the Firiii
sdbordin;ite_ in most matters only to the Firm's presideat and its
chair of the l maul. So far as his formal training in composition is con-
yyrned, he took a freshman-level course while a senior in high school
hut had no_ writing course_ in college; thus, his competence in lin-_
guistic platters such as_ cohesion and usage is _a product of general
cultural experience rather than special instruction.

Franklin Is a sixty-one-year old white male and is also a vice-
president of the Firm. lle_ holds Bachelor of Science degrees in
acronantical engineering and mechanical engineering from a Bit; Ten
university. Ile has been with the Firm for sixteen Years and previ-
ously _worked for three large corporations_ for fifteen years: Ills area
of expertise is manufacturing.strategy. which_includes the fields of
fiwilitv planning and location (site selection). As a restilt of his work
in_ these areas, _he fas_ildapted for the Firm thomputerized triinspor-
tation cost models and:developed two_ computerized data banks.
has alSO written several articles and a liook related_to _his work at the
Firm. Ilk formal training in composition consisted of two semesters
of Freshman English in cillege.

Personal Norms
Baker's conception of the writing process refleCts not onl a_cul-

tnrallY nurtured dwtorical strategy_ (-plan, generate, alter:), and not
only the Firm's general procedure for securing contracts, but also an
idiosyncratic, visthdly omceived_tinderstanding of tlw creative pro-

that he acquired From his t ollege minor in art. Baker said ()Ione
las drawing teachers:

guy that headed the department was aggra% at ing becanse heyvould
ask you to do impossible things and every tune you pit overly confident.
lie would isk you to do something more impossible, and at the
end you_ realized that you (.0111d do all those impossible things. But his
standard thing xlis: w'ant you to sketch thisand you `nave two min-
utes, on have five minutes.- It was never more than five minutes. Once
at the end of the semester it wits fifteen minutes iind we all went envy.
For in,;tance. we would go to the zop of a hill looking down on a illage
and a river, and ou can't believe around the second or third or fifth

)%v won you can ICetch m two minutes.
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Baker r_teomin-_. ;II sketching the key issues
later to b.... artitml.-.te in his proposals:

lake ofil! in. "tC alone diccause / do, think soo an do it m a group)
. . take one oMote al(tne and write down the in. ior iSSlies. Take one

minute id011e and writ( down the unique we could do that some
other company can't in dealing with those issues. Take 0-ne miaute
alone and write d( v't the key in one or two words, the key steps to make
sure those issues fit q.to solving that problem. Ma be es en take one

tO 'Identify y011r client's 1-2-3 worst individual concerns. etc.-

Because of this -sketch-pad- approach to writing. Baker's typical
composing straegy _is_to generate At leaSt A WhOle section of the pro-
posal at a time, send that section off to the word-processing unit for a
typescript, generate the next section, and so on. When the first
typescript is returned, he revises it as a whole; and sends the cor-
rected copy back for a_fresh typescript. U.sually: he revises in ink,
with very few false starts or strike-overs for his emendations. For all
hilt One of his proposals (Bak-D), his composing/revising strategy
produced at least three typescripts, even though the actual time
spent in composing the document was less than eight hours. It is
important to bear in mind, however, that this IS Ills general pattern:
in nearly every proposal, his practice was altered somewhat by the
demands of the rhetorical situation, as we will show in some detail
later on:

his firYt draft. Franklin generallv goes back over his
notes from the preproposal meeting or meetings and then decides
what sections the proposal _will hiii:efor example, whether it will
have a section im deliverables or vialifietitiMiS. Then he -feeds- the
information from '-he Feproposal meeting into the various proposal
segments -to make SUM' that I'm being responsive, that I have a
good strong background statement. that I spell out the olneetR es wc
agreed to.-

Franklin remarks that he does not often move text around in his
dOcument, _that the line Of thinight contained iii the first draft is
pretty much the organil.ational pattern in the final copy. -I know
that I want to start here and I want to end up over there," he says.
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lie tries to think ihrough the logic of the proposal ahead of
-When I get that first draft back . . . I really don't anticipate au; ma-
jor changes.- According to Franklin. Ins imoo.r t-xtual (Jiang
volve alterations for -Clarity,-
"tont' 111 want to Le_real authoritative d show a coMpa r.00
does not_ know usreally try to get across ti." point thai we know
what we're about and what we're doing: then El!. TOM' might be a
little bit different. Maybe a little more technicaland more authorita-
tive: But basically readability and sentence struettire and simplicity.-

Just as Franklin's ideas about writing _are more conventional than
Baker's, his writing process is less complex, in the sense that he cre-
ates fewer drafts. Franklin composes_the first draft on lined paper, in
pencil. Ilis second drafts consist of penciled emendations, some-
times over part of a passage that he has just written; but more usu-
allY over longer stretches of the text. This pencil draft with penciled
revisions is then sent to the word-processing unit for a typescript
col-ix% which is typically revised once and then sent out to the client.

Prose Style
Nearly ev.'ry measure of style indicates that, relatively speaking.

Baker's writing is more sophisticated_and probably more ieadalik
than Franklin's (see Appendix C.1 and C.2). To put it another way.
Baker's prose more nearly resembles that of professional writers of
the sort that Francis Christensen lescribedthe writers in Atlantic
Monthly and similar magazines wi.ose anthors are highly skilled: In
terms of academic writing. Baker'. prose has many of the eharacter-
iStics associ. ted with humanities teachers and scholars (partienlarly
those who w, +te about literature), whereas_ Franklin employs the
stylistic strategies common in scientific aml teAmical _fields, This
difference is evident in measures of complexity; variability; variety:
linguistic and graphic cohesion; and style and usage:

Complexity: Poth writers have long T-units compared to college
freshmen. with :ranHin's 2r. )) average being a little over two words
longer per T-unit than BAer's 19.7. More important than the length
of the Tunit, however, is the degree _to which the T-unit is seg-
mented into more easily comprehended structures._ In this respeil.
Baker's independent clauses are, on average; more than ihrec word,
shorter than Franklin-s (14.7 versus 17.9); so that; assuming an equal-
ity of other factors (for example. the familiarity or altracttless of
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vocabulary, or_ the intenial organiy.;itw lauses), we would expect
Baker's prose to be easier to read_ than F_ranklin's. Another common
nwasure of complexity inakes this conclusion ev( n nmre likely: in
every 11X) T- units, Baker has only 30 bound clauses (subordinate or
relative clauses not set off bv punctuation), whereas_Franklin has 43
bound clauses per 100 T-units. Again, other factors being equal, we
would expect Baker's kind of complexity to be easier for readers to
process than Franklin's:

Variability. Although_ Franklin's T-imits are longer than Baker's,
Baker's are more variable in length and thus presunlably more
adapted to the flow of ideas (as we will note in discussing variety and
colic sion).

Variety. It is difficult to compare the variety of syntactic elements
in 13aker'S and Franklin's writings, since Baker's texts are so much
larger than Franklin'sa disparity which tends to skew any compari-
son: That is, if one person speaks one thousand words and anoili. r
one lAindred, we would expect the oneTthousand-word speaker to
use a wider vocabularv,_ _simply because the opportunity_ to do_so is
so much expanded by_ the greater number_ of words. This is_true,
however, _only when the number of possible choices is verv large.
That is, when choosing one hundred or one thousand words to speak,
a writer may draw from a linguistic reservoir of hundreds of thou-
sands of words. But if we shift our attention from words to gram-
matical structui.es; then an opposite limitation comes into plav,
since the number of available grammatical structures is extremely
small compared to the nurnber of words (as noted In chapter 2, _we
distinguish only twenty kinds of structure and only thirtv-two inter-
nal patterns for independent clauses). Under these circumstances. It
beconies more likely that, in the first 100 T-units, the variety of
structures will be greater than in the second 100 clauses. That
the first It/0 structures; the ten most frequei:: structures might be
used, along With five less frequently moo-, g ones. In the second
100 T-units, the number 4T-units ov 100, but the nunlber
of kinds of' structures o-icd can at nwst increase bv five. The only
answer to this probkm is to compare finite and equal quantities
the first 100 T-umts of Baker's texts with tlw first 100 Thmits of
Franklin's; for example. Apin, however, the_difference in the sizes_of
their texts intervenes; since the first 100 T-units of a proposal bv
Baker generally consists entirely of exposition and argumentation,

s
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whereas the first 100 T-units of Franklin's much shorter proposalS
contain not only these modes .int _also narratn e patterns. So far as
variety of kinds of structures ahd kinds of clausal patterns are con-
Cerned. therefizre. it would be impossible to tell whether we were
comparing writers or modes of writing. In anv event: compared to
Franklin. Baker uses (on the average) more kinds of structurz s and
more patterns of clauses 2 Vti. 1 7). as shown in Appoidis
Wide ro definite conclusion bout v.irietv of structural kinds max
be drawn,. Baker's possibly greater variety may also reflect greater
sophisticatii greater adaptation of the form of tIn test to its
mnten_t_.

Another measure yields clearer distinctions: the variety of posz-
tions iii which free modifiers occur. Both writers rise about the ,,ame
percent of initial-position free modifiers. but Franklin nses mot-e
middle-position rs1s, while Baker uses more final-position Psis
and also more free modifiers within otlier free modifiers. In tliis re-
spect, too._ Bak"r_approaches a more lite_rary configuration of stylis-
tic_elements and Franklin a more scientifie or technical One.

Lim.,-uistic Cohesion. In usiug a wuler variety_ of stri, liires. Baker
pz-oves to he more: ready _to tlevelop an idea by means of a final-
position free_ modifier: in the same situation. Franklin is znore likely
to develop the idea in a new sentenw. hnking the first_ and second
sentences with a transitional free modifier in initial position. Fores-
ample, in the following passages. Baker _employs a free modifier
(-ing yerb cluster, or pres(nt participial phrase) whose_ key word is
-using."" while Franklin relies on a new sentence whose key phrase is
-we will use-.

\Ve %%all des clop :Hi initial Imili.zet for no;!rketIlig. IihtOriCal mt in-
formation and projection', deelOpeil iruono jisiujo,iis. ol.oi range', and
estimated ..lipport costs. (hake!'

-k. esamine each ot thos" area., Hkuitif;y:l hc
gut. potential impact on the elTediveness of manufacturing 0pera-
boos. 10 study these areas, we will use ). sanet of technique, se:.

-observations
intervitAys
nalysis it reports. procedures. practice.,

-data colic( tion .itnu 'nal\ (rrabklib)

81
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Similarly. while both use echoing or 1 cohesive free modi-
fiers: su,:h .is a sentence-opening t,)in-1.-se 'Second: we will-) echoing

construction that opened a previous sentence ( -First. we
Baker is much more likely to signal the similarity betwi. cii

ideas in different sent...-nces by casting the sentences into echoing
derclown ntal free modifiers. as in this sequenc(' from Bak-A III

which the structures that echo are in italics):

Using t he ma rket research data (leen mu I at ed from the inte ci iew . . .

we toll deelop white paper

fling thr rspect we of the interviews tc will refine the long-
range plan .

I-sing the object ire r(tuflI sl developerl and rc.se riled o Directors. re-

view the conceptual aiwrnatives. . .

Working closely with select ed management represent at ir . we will de
yehn) much of the supporting detail. . .

I' sing Ow nuariA . 01:11_1 can 1M dr ClOPed to assure that all

functiors arc assigned and none are duplicated.

Using «miparisons from other fi rms we will estaldish reasonable ranges
of milipcnsation for e;Ich marketing position.

Even though Baker uses such echoing developmental free modifiers
and_ chuises more frcipwntiv than Fninklin does. he still does pot
exploit all sudi opportimities. 1 or exiur,ph .ii the sequence just il-
lustrated. he twice lapses from the eduung we will- clausal frame
once into a 7minor- or incomplete clause (-review the conceptual
alternatives.- rather than -we will review _the conceptual alterna-
tives.). and once into passive voice (Th plan can he developed.-
nither than we will develop a pla11-1.

lit regard to another technique of linguistic mhesion. botli writers
use_ about tlie same number of t.ohesivc ties (whether bound or free)
and about the same proportion of co:i ,ive ieodifiers. Baker,
however, is much more mnsistent m this respe. t arymg very little
froin text to text, wlicruas Fraalins percentage masks a

E 2
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mach greater variabihty, some proposals liaying relatively few (1)-
hC!AVV ties (Fra-A, Fra-p) and one ( Fra-B) having a very high aumber.

An. ith ,r cohesive device-7pr0110uns--is used more frequently
by :'i:nklin (172 per 100 T-tiaits) than by Baker (132 per 100

units Again, this emphasis 'in pronouns reflects Franklin's ten-
. ency to develop aa idea in a separate sentence or clause (using a
pm onoun to refer Lac!: to the first sentence: as in the example
above); instead of using a verbal oi nominal free modifier that would
oeed no pronoun.

Franklin makes more frequent use of another signal of relation-
ships: non-comma punctuation, such as seiMeolow:, colons. ilicl_pa-
rentheses. These latter two marks tend_to be favored bv lyss soplus-
heated writers, since commas potentially signal man reLiJonsinos
whereas colons and parentheses signal only a few. As we migh:
pect. then Franklin's non-comma punctuation is restricted to ColMis
and parenthesesthe latter to punctuate his more frequently used
middle-position free inodif:ers, which are easier to read when punc-
tuated by parentheses than when punctuated by commas. Ih f(.uct, in

is entire written output kir,dtAing all drafts of all proposals). Frank-
lin uses a semicolon onl \ once. and then incorrectly:

Management identif viable geographic location alternaoes very
quicijy; et very carefully.

Baker however. while hardly liberal in ins use of semicolons. em-
ploys them in three of his four propmals.

A final aspect _of punctuation as a cohesive device shows dramati-
cally lmw much _less of a burden Baker imposes on his readers: while
Baker leaves only three percent of his free modifiers unpunctuated.
Franklin leaves fully fifteen percent not set oi; by a punctuation
mark; making it more difficult for readers to be able to reeognize
quickly the juncture between a free modifier and one of lds rela-
tively long independent clauses.

Graphic Cohesion. Because_ he _makes comparativCy little use of
linguistic col s:ve devices, Franklin _make- much -;reater mis Of

graphic ones. For example, he uses about 21 headings per 100 T-
1m its (s.'ersus 14 for Baker): and he highlights structures much more
freqently G27 times per 1(X) T-units, versus t9 times); often indenting
parts of a long clause for readability:
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At diis point, we will prepare a sumi...o that descrihcs the:
approaA used_ in conducting the s:udy
our basic conclusions
k )11r recommencLltions
a implementation plan.

Of cotir s. highlighting by splitting ei.) a noun and the article that
precedes it is rare in Franklin's writing, and he later amends this par:
ticular ipst,nce by removing -the- after -describes- and inserting it
before ap roach, but even so, Fr.Jiklin is much more likely to use
this graphk technique to clarify tlie grammatical structure of a seri:
terk.-e, whereas Baker is more_liKely to use the linguistic strategy of
casting the idea into a relatively short independent cLase, followed

(free movr) t;tat is introduced by colon.
Among ally; ably the most c, nmon graphic technique

is inclentMg for a ! o. Baker and Franklin write paragraphs of
60 wo.Cts for Baker, 53 for Franklin. However, as with

-...iot_length, Baker is ,nuch_ more flexible_about paragraph len0h
Franklin: the standard _deviation for his paragraph mean of 60

is 40; whereas the standard devation for Franklin's mean Of 53 iS
only 29.

Style and U: -4e: Baker and Franklin also differ in two of three
aspects of style. First, Franklin uses twice as many clausal patterns
that textbooks usuall:-.' characterize as being ak; wordy: or other-
wise unattractive: pa s''.f'-''Ojel' onstruction, anticipatory. -,trtic:
tier s Cthere are- or -it and clausal frames ("Table X shows t:at
v is z-). lu fact, more than four out of ten of Franklin's clauses r f
:me of these typesagain, a sign of a relatively unsophisticat,.:
style. 8econd; Franklin is eveo mot. tolerant of many_ so-called_ er-
rors of usage; with 24 out of 100 T-uaits being marked !.y dangling
modifiers, split infinitives, colons i.: mid-sentence, mi' fig commas
before -and- in the last element in a series, and so on (vs, only 18 fer
Baker). Again, this is a ign not of bad writing, but father of relit-
tiveb unpolished writnig. Ir-/ a measure of -reader-interest- popu-
larized _by Rudolf Flesch, both writers use personal pronouns at
about the same rate (51 per iao T-units for Baker, 49 Pi-r /00 fin-
Franklin).

nv,' almost every quantifiable measure of ytyle, .r proves
to be relatively more sophisticated, more polishc.l, elegant.
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iicii a remark should by no means suggest that Fraii.'d,n, is a had
iiter. nor CVC11 111 tuu;ophisticiited one View(d fron1 almost any

walistie perspective. he .nust be judged a highly eflective user of
language, its might be ci,r)eeted from tlie cOnSideriible SiieieSX
has had as _a problem :01'.er and a proposal writer._ But, relatively
vi:aking, Baker is men ,oii)nsticated iii hiS manipillation Of the re-
sources of language.

This differcaee sophisticatioa appears to be an impor-
tant influence on com; ising and revising processcs
along with the importance of the project, the nature of the task. and
the e' aracteristics of clients. At i ot, Bak:.-r likes to pliry with pro-
posal, fussing Over it almost for n , u i siike; Franklin likes to bani; it
out and be done with it.

With tlieSe differing backgrounds, contePtS, and predispositions
mind, we may now turn to an :ulalvsis of baker-s and Franklin's

composing/revising processes.

Analysis of the Eight Proposals

Both Bakers and Franklui's cultural afhl
hiding their asual inetb,_dX of composing. are redected in their

eight proposals. _Summary da i for all eight are shim Appendix
C.:3 and C.4 (Whieh express Coe number of' fun) ro;

each norm; process; and orientation ax a percent t

changes) . nd in C.5 and 1 C 1.1 .)reak down fi, ri-
entation into the twent -six gz)als). Since these prop.;..::. have
similar characteristics, ... will avoi.1 neediess repetition by exmniii-
ing tIlL fitst in const-',.erable detal, first BaisCr's goitlX in
Bak- ;ind then t, i'cing his draft-by-draft prc 1i1 t6t PrOPo)J..

,11 will examine the ,J,her seven proposals more orielly.

Baker's in Proposal Bak-A
Baker's proposal Bak-A was addressed to an (neer of an art

sewn: The task to be undertaken f the museum wis; tO (1,.terin
tll( I iii i y ('.. pulling tog .ther i!1 of the illused111.ti fuft ii to thirtV
inarkisting hint:tions into one unit. The Firin:ciinnnitted itself to 150
days of xvork, for a tiital cost Of $9S 000; the proposal was 3A89
words rong in its final draft.
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To prepare the proposal: Baker and the Firm's chairman of tlw
board met with the museum's president and three vice-presidents
and took considerable notes:.Then Baker abstracted rele. ant infor-
mation rom the. museum's 370-page long-range plan and from its
five-page reTiest for_ proposal (RFP)._ Ile also reviewed Firm's
pre_vions_experience m doing_studies for not-fOr-profit organizations
and finally _met with (Alin:- officers in the Firm to discuss the infor-
mation he had gatherer

As a result of his personal interviews with the directors oldie mu-
seurn and his analvs- of various document : which stated the mu-
seum'sfong-range g, Is and standing principles, Baker identified a.
overriding concern his _dudience: au interest not merely in finan-
cial or commerch: _],-oals, but also in humantstic and ' ..ah; to
which sdiolin artists subscribe, including estlte! II et:-

tual values a- institutional infrastructure based ;Isensus.
As Baker sah Hterview; -They kept_hitting us with
aren't orientt tht 'n)ttom linedon't tell us how to increase vol-
ume wlwn -ant to increase quality: Make sure that you do not
hurt mu- basic missioo, threaten our basic mission. And also: we
w-ork bv consensusT Thus, Baker isolated an important situational
norm to supplement the need for a solution to the client's problem:
lie and the Ftrim had. to _avoid the appeanince a -bottom_-line-
nwntalitv, a:profits-firs( outlook that would seem insensitive to
the museum's cultural rOle and that wotild thus antagonize its pro-
lessiomil staff; whose jobs might be affect, d bv any changes pro-
posed bv the Firm and whose cooperation would be essential to the
study itself.

With this ha'kgrotmnd information about Propos.,1 Bak-A in mind,
we_e;m_ turn to a gpal-by-goal analysis_ of _Baker's revising pri,eess

Giiitt 1: To Be Accurate. As shown in Appwdix C.6, about.) . =

cent of 13aker's Noluntary 7eViSi(MS to Bak-A consisted oi_efho-ts to
improve the accurayy of tlw language used to expre':s CUl

turil ilorms led lnrn to add: delete: or replace many Words and
phras,s for this purpose._ For example, he changt .1 -Some infOrma-
tion is shared or centnilized- to -Some ;:iig information_ is
shay( d or _centriilizedT in rder to specif* the kind of infOrmtttion Ite
llinl in mind. In_ another instance, he replaced ,;1( tern] -depart-
mcnt I. id,' with the title actually_ used hy the client (-directors-).

ti: generic norms. he changed a word dc "'Mg a lime-
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:ional section of the proposal, replacing the word -objectiv(s {a

term which refers to the concepts relevant to the Firm.s task in pre-
paring recommendations for the client) with the word -recommen-
dations- (the term .-andard section of a report). In response.
to institutamal norms changed piace-holder blanks to speCifie
dates or dollar iitiotints, nsing inforniation pro.id(qh bY the Finn. In
response to persolad preference. he changed visual presentation.'
to graphic presentation...

Goal 2: TO Be Safe. Closely akin to the goal of accurate exp-cssa
is the goal of Xiife eXpression, accomplished by qualifying or remos
ing assertions jexplicit or imphcit) whose truth or falsity is problem-
atical or which might conunit Baker or the Firm to perform more
than they intend to find( rtake. Two percent of Baker's vobintary
changes to Bak-A had this goal as -au -ann. tir eXample. in the first
draft-, he generated the f;i11-ing

III Solo(' areas. growth In .C.T0htTti appears to he a reasonable ebjectist
These inelude the income-generatim; 'I-unctions of mail order food ser-
vice. and nvht, :11(1 reproductions.

Sit1(1'. !he Firm had not vet iwrformed a detailed
tlIC MolsOM: s tker qualified the assertioe of the second sc...!tt.nce
by. inserting tile qo ihulic r -may-: -These may n iii ud Sum-
lady, he changed a commitment to -meet individually with each de-
partment head- to a commitment to -meet with each applicable
department head-. Other inserted qualifying phrases included -in
some eases, lreoiiientiv. existiig anei currently used: In an-
other instance, Baker revised a reference to -the for-profit eqiei-i-
C11(1.2s of th( Trustees- by deleting the phrase -for-profit,- Xiiiee ho

way of determining whether all of the mosey tilistees had
.1 had -for-profit- experiences, Again, these ,eanges were

..Ot to remove an inaecurate_rcinark ) a remark more
laic rather CO qualify a elaiir 'hose aceur,ey coild not he

dekn nined or to temper in overly exuberant :ee overly gen( ral
remark.

Goal 3: To Be Thorou0,. N ine percent of Bakers changes wer
de-. p.,,,ned not to express an idea more clearly but rather to xtene.i

ti(ope of a chilli) or prowls, Many of' these were_ sniall-seale
changes. For esample, he changed 'ideas- to lovas and opportum-
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ties,- "compensation hi -compensation and fringe benefits:- and
tivcs. means, and measurzs- to "objectives. goals, nwans, and

nic . :res." Such revisions for thoroughness were usually prompted
by cilltural; institutional, or personal norms. At times, however.
such additions were prompted by situational normsdev( loping an
idea in order to make it clear to a particular, rela..ve.y uninformed
reader: For example; in his first draft, he promised to provide C011-

cise position descriptions- for any proposed reorganization of the
museum staff. Later, realizing that the museum staff might not k;.ow
what_ is involved in a position description, he inserted a sentence to
provide brief definition: -Position descriptions will include job
de1inith i-equirements, skills and ?xperience objectives and re-
sponsibilities.-

Goal 4: To Be Relevant. The coro!!. of be_ing thorough_ is being
relevant--that is; eliminating irrele, t information, which oc-
c Arred in two percent of Baker's voluntary changes to Bak-A. On
a x ery small -scale; for example. Baker deleted the irrekvant word
-measures' from the phrase "objectives. goals. nuans . . . , and
measures." In a more extensive deletimi for relevance, the following
firir-structure heading group was removed:

13. Present to Dircetors, Using the objectives pn.viously developed apd
presented to Directol s. revi,w the conceptual alternatives aild descrii,c
the logic for selecting the rcconunended markk.ing organization and
strategy approach. Pt (,vide sufficient time for questions and tins, ers and
: inple discussion.

_Goa! 5: To Be Conerect. 13etweeu 1 an', 2 percent pf_Bake_r's
affect,_ idea7oriented, voluntary_revisions wer( intended to alter the
logical or rheto, (I structure of the _text. Cu two oec_ashms, this in-
voked moving a complete paragraph !one composed of nine struc-
tures-, the other of fix But the rem- :.)ing, changes in this category
iwcolved old- a single structure:

Coal 6: To Signal ILlationsnws a Cohesive Tie: Mat, v of
Baker's changes involved inserting a free niodifier ("in
-however,- "finally,- "therefore': or a bound wor(l or phrai...
"at_ this point. -on thc following page,: "thereby,- 'the following:).
Other voluntary goal 6_ changes involved pronoun fhr example,
changing "these- to "the.- inserting -both.- cll to
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-this-). No fewer than tw.mtv involuntar changes involved renun,-
Bering headings to accompaiiv the insertion of a new heading grolip
(that is. when three new steps were inserted into a description of a
twelve-step activit.% all of the headings for activities discmsed after
the insertions had to be renumbered'. In all. 2 percent of B.rker's
voluntary changes to Bak-A were aimed at goal 6.

_

Goal 7: To Signal Relationships with ir'rtiettiatiOn. Baker'ti ohiii

tary revisions for this prpal were of three sorts. First. he hyphenated
adjectival compounds such as -easilv-nicastirible.- sliprt-terni.7
'consensus7supported. -ineoine-generation ohan-hue, andto-top-level.- Second. he punctua d alread ic, m difiers
or coordinate clauses:

Old. \Ve_ estimate that Phase _I ,md PLoc If -sr , l'0111-

Pleted ssithin two-and-a-half to three months.

New: that Phiise I am'. I'Iiasi II. respectively. cal, in. com-
pleted within two-and-a-hall to three inonths.

Third. in -,th,rr proposals: he punctuated Cie last element in a cow.-
plicated ii s even though such princtimtion l'OPS counter tO the

stvle guide for the word-processing unit. Ali ibrimplir of thiS
is found in the fidlowing complicated sc ries. where le inserted a
comma betwc n -price:.- and -and mainmuung-

You wiSh to emtside forecasting assistance- from a firm epalified in
foryr:asting understiending regulatory influent-es.

,-wing and reacting to economic trends; dealing eflectkely with triiek
crs. rstanding sensitivities to find availakility and prc and

ming on-going contact. and olsement with the ineM,try. Its sup-
eustimiers.

NOW that. mentioned ill chapter .3. :ur lc ft unpurietimied die se-
ries within the last element of the main ,eries: olvement with
the industry, its supplier' aad cusiou'rs.- Iwo percent of Baker's
\:iiiitary revisions were for goal.

Baker's involuntary goal 7 r evisions occurred wlren. fol example,
a voluntary join_ and recasting of' two structoreS into ohe herded to
he accompanied By punctuation.
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()Id: N' ny tlIC priorities and object, es don t have growth
and :44ittom lun as an objeetn (4. Ans C IsltniZ aSsistanct. or Market-
111 ;gimp relate to these non-business prioritie

I); In; tit. (1(111't hav_c -growth- and -bottom liT

4 4 44144,4ilting a4-4 .14 must relate to non-business priorities.

I!. iatur re\ ision. Baker avoiLed weak repetition changing the
first mstance of priorities- to -::4-tivities.-4 Splits and moves also
frequently require such ins oluntar adjustment of punctuation.

In a typoi4raphic revision. Bakci 4.planed a period with a comma
to repair a se,itence fragment:

Old: Alvo. because they will ultimately review_ and appiov4 orgarnza-
noral changes. Their continuing ins uls ioaict is important

N(.: Also. because they will ultimately re\ iew and approse organiza-
tional changes. their continuing invol ement is important.

Goal 8: To Signal Relationships by Graphic \team. Alniut 4 per-
cent of Baker's _revisions were designed hy
means of a_ heading, a paragraph indentati, hig10;ghtlng (itali-
cizing, underst.oring, setting off a structi:y.' or passage with -white
space-).

Goal 9: To Signal Relationships through Syntax. Fiye_percent of
Baker's revisions altered sv.ritactic p ir ilk lisin nonparallelism, or or-
der to show the functional similarity or difkrence in the ideas ex4-
pressed_ in the structures. For example, in one long list introduced
bv a colon, each_ element in the list except one was modified lw a
noun-phrase sentence fragment as in the f"llowing:

Objectirev. xvritten and assuined n 4aus to .1!tain them, :Ind
Measures.

Tlw exceptional element in the list consisted verbal modifier set
off liv a comma:

rMITViWe ba( ',ground, inchaling: current position. mvolsement ill the
marketing process . .
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Therefore, he recast the exceptional element. changang it from a
participial phrase to an appositive:

Interviewee Ivick,-Ezround. Current position. ,nvolvement in the market-
ing process :

Id another revision to create linguistic edmes that signal smularity
of meaning 01- !iinctioti, Baker changed a dedarative sentence_ into
an interrogative one. lie also recast a_partial-form (nounh-ss) clause
(1)efine objectives for inarketiug effnrts-1 to a full-form pattern
C'We will define Objectives for marketing efforts-I in Order to echo
previous sentence (-Wc W... es.a.)..s.1 reasonable ranges olcompen-
satMn for each marketing position.): Other goal 9 changes joined
parallel sentences into parallel Minns to emphasize the relationship
I ,etween ideas:

Old: As a cultural resource. the museum is invaluable. As iastitution.
the II: Aseuin provides a unique diversity of functions u1U services.

New: A: .t cultural resource, the 1111eiltil I III nStffiltiOn,
it provides 1 unique diversity of functions and services

Old: Some Information t shared or moralized. The annual budgeting
process,- which_ is coiAnilled by Administration, contains _totals for
mplicable marketiiig activities. In ziddition, tlw membership list is

shared for a lart,,e part of mailings. Finally, most scheduling is admin-
istered by .idininistration. Nonetheless; current marketing activities

iniitunicate separate_ messages and may result lo extra costs because
of missed synergx ill shared activities.

Nc.v: _Some marketing _Information is shared Or centralized: the annual
budget .allocates totals for market:az; activities, the membership list is
sliared for most inail'Aigs, most promotional sdieduling is controlled by
administration. Noiwtheless. marketing ictivities oftcn communicate
separate messages and pi Aably cause .xtr:. ,lists because Of duplica-
tion of effort.

In the latter exiimple. Baker eombiDed his ziccount of the few in-
stances of -centralization- into a single sentence, thus clarifying tlw
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fact that, despite the presence of five sentences in the original pas-
sage, there \veil reidlv only two main ideas. As a retillit of his recast-
IN! the first four sentences into a base clause and a series of three
repeating clauses, the sentence beginning:Nonetheless was much
wore emphati(' in the_revised Ver-sion. and thus helped Baker focuiS
on the museum'S need for the Firm's consulting assistance.

Goal 10: To Signal Relationships by T. , \leans. As we noted
in L some changes 1. :;))-r; an idea bv adding wore
info; by using differelie kngil e (as in goal 1), but rather

msliips between tAktitiv, ideas b kia1 ry
than abstract cohesive ties such as -however- or

Stich leXiCal referenee repetitt
key term bv synonyms, or bv frame :)tences for exiimpl,
following persons were hired-1. For example; in one instance
inserted the word -measurable' before the w ord -goals- in
make clear backward reference to the word -measures- in a I
ous sentence: And in the example lielev, he clarified the scop-t.
the abstract cohesie tie the adding a lexieal telet-ent:

This_ cAperience includes organizatiiiii, 'seudie's

for 'he foifowing:

This exp('rience includes organization. marketing. and planning studies
for the following Organizations.

lii a later draft, Baker again recast the te avoid the Ci.-ak

rcpi ition of -Organizations.-)
In ..ddition to c hlangr s fiii- forv ard refereiiee

Bake_r i1S Made cliangeS fOr backWard relerMiee ianaphoric
colue_.sion)._For example. at one point he decided to change an inde-
pendent clause into an absolute clause: as he di ' so he added di.
vord -Itinctimi- to improve the backward refere of -each-:

. . . each utilizes its ,tnd idep( ndent
design and support services.

with each function utilizing its own information, ;ippn4ich. :nal
independent design and support services.
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In all, about four percent of Baker's vohintary re\ isuu, Were fOr
goal 10.

Coal 11: To Be Readable. Nedrlv 3 per:via ofBal- revisiolp. to
Bak-A were iutended make the text e:: ler to r, ;;::; ml con:pre-
hend by combining bre..l.iotr, ,-p. (41 1,'( !it,L 11;9.1(

understand sf,u,...f hose changes are (list frf )7;1 'Z,()al 7 re-
:y punctuate ui xiting striLai. as in the

ObJectl of scparate organiz1tion:1 units tre itot cntIrcl 'flPthr
110r are they necessarily compatible in all c ases

New. Objectives of separate orgamtational units are not entire! molar.
nor are they necessarily compatible m all eases.

In yet other instances, a more thorough-going recasting was re-
quwed, especially when a single structure w as broken iv:to two or
lnor ,tructures.

Old: . it Wollhl in chveloped in such a way to assure that priorities
and.values oldie_ museum would be_internali/cd and that the markt--
ing fum.tion \could operate as a cool dinator iH a service rather thle,
>11 anta2,-Onist.

it would be designed to assure that basic p:ionties and valocs
lie museum would he maintained. so that marketing will operate as

coordinator and a service, rather than :is :in antagonist.

In other asoc itriietiire that contained multiply embedded rela-
tive clauses or in_cinitive phrases were recast fOr readabilik .

01(1: It e, the only mator museum which has a skim(' \v!ot offers dc!zree
prog.-ams.

New: It Is ti> only maior museum with a whool off-ring tIczr programN.

Old: It k tie Therm( of fht"ftki to r' \ 0 "Itrde% ottlantrat"11
and markt (mg issue,: to assure that the nioseuni ellc, 71\ c! support
both its yRilitative at.d. quantitaiie oick
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New: This study will resolve tlw complex .gani4ation and marketing is-
sues and assure that the museum effectively provide marketing Slip-
port to achieve its qualitative and quantitative goals.

Goal 12: To Condense. Next to accuracy. conciseness was Baker's
most frequently addressed goal: 13 percent of his revkions elimi-
nated wordiness. In many es, he eliminated redundancy. as in
changing -experts in specialized areas- to -experts,- since an expert
by definition has an area of specialization. For the same reason, he
removed -applicable- from -applicable marketing c t tics.- since
the context made it dear that only applicable activities were wing
discusscd. Elsewhere. he changed nominalized phrases to N( 1)S:

Old: take great care to avoid
New: avoid

Old: would be developed in such a was to assure
New: would be designed to assure

Old: should provide a true rc.flcction of
New: should reflect

Old: in a way that is supportive of du museum
New to support the museum

wisure the museum of obtaining the inost efiective marketing orga-
nization in terms of supporting

New: assure that the masemn effectively support

Old: techniques as a basis for the development of a plan
New: techniques to develop a plan

Goal 13: To Avoid Weak Repetition. \bout :3 percent of Baker's
revisions were ahrl d at climit_iating redundancy or ineffective repe-
tition. For exatnple; he changed -administered- to "controlled- to
avoid the redundant -adininistered by Administration.- Elsewhere,
lie changed -FOr example, fOr some areas . . to -For cbxample. iii
some areas . .

Goal 14: To Sound Better. Three percent of his re%.isions created
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euphonious or nersonally desirable phrasing. as in eliminating un-
intentional cliii-;es of affixes (-Ineasurinc. Ofien these
might be coilsideri.il goi.if 16 revISIOIIS (1.(: 11S( idioniitic or conven-
tionzil phntsing)._ except thiit he replaced_ 01 idiomatic plinise Nyith
;mother. iis 111 -111S(... to -restilt in, "coIICCrIl i11)0111
..coneern_ over, of the odd -similar fOrmat to to the equally odd
-s;milar format aS.-

Coal 15: To Spell Correctly. None of BaLer's . changes
ziltered spelling for the better: in everv torreet.ci. of spelling the
change repaired a typographk. error bs tlo operating dub
Firm's word processor. and thus was (+J., e. inx:oluntary
change.

Goa! 16: To Use Idiomatic or Consentional Phra:sing. AliMit
percent of Baker.s_revisions made expressions more idiomatic. Uso-
allY these involved prepositions. For example. he changed "for mar-
keting organization" to **fin- the nnirketing organization-: **relevant
in- to "wlcVIIit to": -assistance for- io *:.issistanee
13. ViVitieS.. to:synergy from iictix:ities-: **described in format- to:de-

scribed in a lOrmat": "goals for XXX" to **goals ofXXX-: and -obser-
vations for bow to- to "observitiOnti 011

Goal 17: To Capitalize Letters Cor7ectiv. IA's:, :hail 1 percent of
his voluntary revisions involved typographic ca., ;IS in changing
-city of Los Angch's to "City of Los Angeles.- lb w er. a substan-
tial numher Of invOlum changes were guided by this 111 order

accon:: vohnitarY Tlits and joins:
Goal To Observe Usage. Ahoat percent of is revisk..is

1-tatters sui Ii aS Split , Jangling modifiers. con-
traCt` ", !1St' of "Ii0liC" as a plural. tisc of iipos'. '1)1)1. S. and the like

_iarity_ was at issue he felt_ little compunction to ialdress
. aandbook CollUernS. _0('Spite _the pIVSC11(1' Ot several spi,:t in-

finitives, he elimirated only a couple of them: his other !S. evi-
slims involved the "rule of ten--as P changing a numeral i to a
word (-lino.").

Goal 19: To Pm:Amite Correctly.: Less than (1:5 ()Ione percent of
13ikers :.evisions :Inproved iloncohesive punctiNition (thiit is, maiLks
th.it Jid not pliiv ride in the cohesive system of th(
teXt). Indeed, he was largely iielifh.rent tocorreetulig such "deviant"
practices (according (o v college handbooks) :is le-mg a colon in
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the middle of a dause, setting off the last element in a series with a
comma. OF removing an unnecessary comma after the phrase -such
as- or after a conjunction that opens a sentence (-Bin:, he went
home'l and the like:

Goal 20: To Achieve Grammatical Agreement or Conventional
Syntax. Occasionally. Baker made a iou iF agreement error ifor ex-
ample. -criteria which has been established,- -these_ effort.); about
1 percent of his voluntary changes remedied such gaffes. But for the
most part, his goal 20 revisions Were involuntary changes to accom-
pany splits joins, and moves

This is illustrated most simply lw his change of ic to -is to
accompany the deletion of -\ olumes, and other (flilutItatist data- in
the following example:

Old:_ Growth, and other quantitatis e data are not micessaril
relevant for seseral nuiseun, ()Incenses.

'New: (-rossth Is not nceessarils meaningfill for 111UNI:11111 (OVOIVCS.

1,1 other eases, involuntary goal 20 changes consisted of doplicative
codings to specify how a join, move, of sp,it was accomplished. For
example. Ira passage alre.id citcd. Baker Joined two sentences. lie
did_ so by ddeting a structure_, ;cnerally-). by _inset-nig -with,.
and by replacing -utilizes- with_ utilizing" in order to change tin .
independent clause h to tm absolute:

Old: The iniscumn performs ni,..rketing autis incs . . restaurant
operations, specril es ems. a. I publications di trim its Cencr dls .
each function utilizes it: own .. Urination, approacl,. and independent
design and support sur\

New: The museum performs marketing actisities hi thii . restaurant
operations, special cs ents, and puldications departmenk. with each
function utilizing its own information. ,ipproac lc, and independent (1,--
ighi and suppert services:

In our system of _coding, the join was classified as a voluntary revi-
stun while the deletion, insertioli, and replacement wert, all con-
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sidered involuntarV -changes. In other -Words the term "join" is a
summary Or generalizati-on whose meaning consists of the deletkiii,
insertion, and replacement taken as a who!!, 'Finis, the terms de-
lete, insert and replace may be said to -diiplieate- the term join in
this case, since the acts which they denote -c-onstitute the primary or
voluntary act of joining._

Goal 21.. To Atoid a Threat._ AbOitt 7 percent of Baker's revisions
were intended to remove a dam] or implication that_ might have
threatened the position or well-being of the reader. As we noted
earlier, _Baker'S initial aiialysis had isolated two potential threats CO
hiS reader: first; a "bottom-line- aoproaeh to the museum'S goals;
second; a top-down rather than a conenAs=oriented approach to
management and decision makirig. BOth threatS were frequently ad-
dressed in his revisions. For ekample, he addressed this problem in
his verv first draft:

GrowtIL volumes: and other quantitative data are not necessarily reh-
vant for several museum objectives

But to reduce the -bottorii-line-_ threat eVeii more; he later inserted
the qualifier "pure- and deleted the qualifier "several" (which sug-
gested that other objectives were oriented toward the bottom line):

Pure growth is not in.q!essatil.V MeaiiMgail for museum objectives.

Fin- the same reason; he elsewhere inserted "iii m,aibers," deleted
-and profitable." and replaced -strategy" with 7ol jective- M a pas-
-sage dealing witil financial diahges thia iiiight bi addressed in the
hiture:

Old: In some areas; g-owth appears to be d reaSonable and profitable
sti ategy.

New: In some areas, growth in numbers appears to be a reasonable
objective.

In another plaee, he first wrOte the positive-souhding -Certainly; ag-
gressive growth and 'profitabilitY improvement are required sirate-
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gies for these_areas.- Later, lw changed "certainly- ui "seemingly-
and "required- to 'reasonableT so that the threat of a bottom-line
orientation was considerably reduced. To show the Firmrs awareness
of the museum's commitment to management by consensus, his first
draft assured the reader that his plan to alter the management of
marketing programs would be accomplished without a monolithic
orpinizational structure:

kt may lie that the Iwst potential eould be simply in providing the fbrum
for communication and negotiation.

Later, to emphasize this theme of nonanthoritarian consensus (im-
phed by -forum for conmunieation and negotiation.), he recast the
sentence as follmvs:

A viable_ alternative might simply be to provide a forum for communica-
tion and negotiation without centralizing authority.

Other threats that arose during the composing process were also
dealt with. For example; as he explained Nvhat gave rise to the mu-
sewn

.
s request for a proposal from the Firm, Baker first wrote the

following:

Recently, the museum's chairman of the board . . has recomnwnded that
significant ommrtunities exist for cost reduction, operating synergy, and
message consistency through the closer coordination of marketing. . .

Later, Baker felt liis passage might imply too great a commitment
by the chairman to c'.is project: After all, one of the main purposes
of Baker's proposed stud!, was to determine whether "significant opr
portunities" actually existed. If the study was riegativeenat is, _if it
turned out there were no money-saving results forthcomingthen
the passage would have sounded as if the chairman had _made a
wrong prediction, and a costly one at that. To reduce this threat to
the chairman's reputation for good judgment,_ Baker replaced "has
recommended- with -suggested- and inserted the qual;fiers "ma,'"
before -exist.- and -improved- before -consistencv.- Now, the chairT
man no longer appeared to be making a rash promise, but instead
appeared to be offering a reasonable prediction:
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Recently. the museum s chairman of the board . . suggested that Oppor-
tunities may exist for cost reduction, operating synergy, and improved
message consistency through closer coordination of mat-keting. . .

Goal 22: To_Avoid an Insult. nother 4 percent of Baker's dianges
were intenckd to remove a claim cr implication that might ridicule
or insult the reader. For example; in his first draft, lw noted that the
museum's trustees had -participated directly many of the impor-
tant issues affecting the study.-_ Later, he _realized that "many" nn-
plied -not all,- so that in effect he was saving that the trustees were
not involved_ in all of the_ museum's important dectSionS. To avoid
this implicit insult, he deleted -many of the- in a later draft. Sum-
lady, in referring to museum personnel, he first wrote that -most of
the staff is comprised of . . experts"; to avoid the insulting implica-
tion that some of its staff were not experts; he deleted the qualifying
phrase -most of In another place, he noted that his plan wmdd ad-
dress a problem related to personnel: -How will the individuals
within the structure work together?" Later, to_ avoid the implication
that _museum staff might have difficulty working_ with one another,
he changed the person7oriented_word "individuals- to the more ab-
stract term "positions"a word that was not Jnly more accurate;
but also less insulting.

Goal 23: To Bond with the Reader: Not quite I percent of Bai-rer's
revisions were designed to establish rapport between the writei and
the reader: Most of these occurred when he was emphasizing the
need for consensusnot only among museum personnel, but also
between museum personnel and the consultants_ from the _17 irm.
One such revision consisted of a generalization added to emphasize
the intended interplay between client and consultant staffs: -Con-
sensus comes from discussion; negotiation and confidence:. An-
other change was intended to humanize client-consultant relation-
ships by replacing the abstract connective "furthermore" with_ the
mere personal; diem -including phrase "as we proceed." Another
change emphasized thc ritLI's personal involvement by setting offa
coordinate clause with a comma:

Old: I will have the overall responsibility for the study and I commit to
participating actively in the work.
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NeW: I Will have the overall responsibility for the study. aml I commit to
participating actively in the \kork.

If we had not been able to interview Baker, (if course, we wonld
have classified this last change as a low-affect revision fin- goal 7 (to
signal relationships by means of punctuation).

Coal 24: TO Build Credit. _Over S percent of Baker's revisionS
added elann_s or implications about attributes (that is, those of
the Firiii-s_Chair; fiir whom_ he was ghost-writing the proposal) or his
firm's attributes that would impress the reader (or that would elimi-
nate self-damaging claims or implications): Many of these re,Jsions
dealt with the Firm's capacity for helping the museum (showing that
it was ready, willing, and able to do s(1). For example, at (me point
Baker condensed the text (changing a wordy frame to a conciSe, firSt=
person, active voice) in order to achieve a more positive tone about
the Finds

()Id: From these resources, it will be oui- intention to help the museum
develop a means to effectively coordinate and improve its marketing
activities.

New: Using these sources, we will help the museum develop a Means to
effectively coordinate and improve its marketing a,,tivities.

In vet _a later draft, he returned to the same passage in order to high-
light tlie Firin'S abilities ex n further bv starting the sentence with
the phrase -Using these sources and our management perspective

Elsewhere; he chaaged a low-affect reference t9 the Firm's
staff (-they") with a phrase that suggested more positive characteris-
ties ( our team7). In another plac e. he insert.!d credit7building in
formation about the_ Firm relevant to the client's desire for goals
nth-ce than commercial gain (the bottoniline): -The Firm has eXten-
sive experince working for not-for-profit organizations throughout
Niirth Anierica and abroad. \ long the same lines, he supported an
in itial credit-brilding claim aomit the Firm ("'we guarantee! tkit the
study will achieve the results described in this proposal-) with an
even more positive-sounding claim: . . and we will undertake at
our_cost whatever additional effort is required to ichieve the higheSt
professional standards of performance. And in another reViicin, he
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changed Twe_plan_to use a team of seinor professionals- to the even
nmre creditable (though semantically questionable) -we plan to use
a team of very senior professionals:"

Goal 25: To Create or Feed a Wish. In about 7 percent of his revi-
sions; Baker added claims or implications that stressed positive re-
sults for the reader or that created or satisfied a need in the reader.
Often, these reyisions were prompted by generic reqiiirements to
establish a need for changethat is,_to confirm the reader's concern
about the status quo and hence the belief that consulting assistance
was needed. For example; in an early draft. he buttressed his claim
that there was a need for action with a supporting remark by the
client's chairman of the board:

The museum's chairman . . has suggested that opportunities may exist
for cost reduction, operating synergy, and improved message consistency
through closer coordination of marketing.

Later; he recast this Claim to focus not only on the need for change
but also on the need for consulting assistance:

The 1,;_iseum's chairman . . . has suggested the need for profimnd and
objective counsel to assist the museum to identify what opportunities
may exist for improved communications, operating synergy, as well as
more cost effective marketing programs throughout the museum.

And having recast the text tor this new emphasis; he moved it from
its original position in the middle of the problem section to a more
prominent position near the end; where it could _do the most good
in influencing the client's management to accept the need for_action
and the need for consulting assistance--acceptance_sought by the
writer as a necessary psychological_step toward the_client'S granting
the Firm a contract. Similarly, at the very end of the problem sec-
tion, just before he began to explain what the Firm's proposed study
would accomplish; he first set up the new section with a summary
statement:

It is the_ objective of this study to resolve that and other issues and to
assure the museum of obtaining the most effeeti:e marketing organiza-
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b011 111 tertils of tillpportillg, both the qualitative and quantitative needs of
the museum.

Later-, Ile both condensed this statement and_ fed the reade l.'s wish
for clumge by returning to his -eoinplexity- theme in a recasting of
the summary statement:

Thk study will resolve the complex orgimization and marketing issues
and assure that the museum effectively pros ale 111:Okt hue, SOppOrt to

achieve both its qualitative alai quantitaeie goals

Other changes were intended to -decenter the tc:1to move
from a focus on his task as a propw.al writer or the Firm's task :is a
consulting source to the client's concern with its own prOblems. T6
give only two e%amples of many, we may first examine his revision of
the following scntence:

Should a centralized group approach be advisable, it would be developed
in such a way to assure that priorities and %.alucs oldie Wiltiell111 would bc
internalized and that the marketing function wmild operate as a e.00rdi-
nator and a service rather than as an antagonist.

!n revising this sentence. Baker had many goals in mind, hut one
important one was to get rid of his wr:ter-based- concern with ''in-
ternalizing the goals of the museum. This was writcr-hased be-
cause if' fbcused on his task (and the Firm's); rather than on his
reader's wishes. The revision, among other things; m wed toward a
-reader-based focus by eliminating the idea of internalizing salucs
(which, of course; the client had already internalized):

Should a centralized group approach be advisable, it would be designed
to assure that basic priorities and values of the museum would be main-
tained; that marketing be a coordinator and a service, not an anfagonkt.

Mom ,ubtiv, he dec,ntered one remark by changing a promise to
answer onc qiiestio:, (-Where will the report fit in, the organiza7
tion?") to a p omise to answer anotherone more cleirlv relevant
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to the client's wish 3..or a more efficient organization: "Where will
marketing fit in the organization?-

In yet other cases, the revisions simply dtered_the tone to estab-
lish a mood of positive results. as when lie replaced the abstract
linking expression -such a result witl- a phrase that clearly ex-
pressed the desires of the client: "bringing together the various
r:arketing activities.- Elsewhere; having first written that -we are
impressed vith the atmosphere which you provide,- he played to
his client's wishes by adding a goal-oriented phrase: -We are in]:
pressed with the atmosphere which you provide for a successfid
study.-

Goal 26: To Stroke the Re:Alen Not quite I percent of" Baker's re-
visinns were intended to add claims or implications that would com-
mend or flatter the reader. For example; he first referred to the
museum staff as -experts:. lint then changed that to the more flat-
tering '-reaiive experts:- Ile first wrote that the Firm was sensitive
to "not-for-profit organizations,- but then changed that to "not-for-
profit orpnizations in a professional environment like the mu-
seum.- lie first wrote that the -knowledge and experience of the
senior management of the museum will provide an important foun-
dation for_the study,- but_then upgraded the senior management's
status (and their sense of their status) by saying they would pro-ide
"the' foundation" for the studs' (our italics).

Baker's Draft-By-Draft Process in Bak-A
The analysis of Baker's goals, of course, tells only half the story.

Etizially important is the process by whieh he implenwnted these
changes as he worked his svay through the proposals draft by draft.
BefOre describing that process, however, we_ must first discuss two
matters: first our partitioning of the proposals into three functional
sections; second; our definition of the ambiguous word -draft:"

At the Firm; proposals generally consist_ of three 1;;ajor sections;
problem; methods; and implementation. From the perspective of
the text, these are distinguishable by differences in mode; from the
perspective of the writing situation they are distinguishable by dit-
ferences iii rhettnical function; and, as we will note later, from the
perspective of the writing process, the! are distinguishable by the
fact that both writers in our study often created the first draft of a
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proposal not in one composing session but in several, and each ses-
sion wais generalk devoted to just ..ne of the three miun sections.

As oxplained in -chapter 3, the problem section usually consists of
a brief introduction (salutation and_ statement of the letter'S pur-
pose), an analysis of the_ client's problems, and an overview of the
kind of solution required in the client s particular case: ft dc scrilws
not only a general need for a solution to the pro!) cm, lint also a spe-
cific need for the firm's consulting assistance in finding a solution. In
generic terms, it consists of parts often called -background," -objec-
tives," and -study strategy." The methods section consists of a _de-
tailed exposition of the steps that the firm wmild follow in providing
the consulting_assistance that would solVe the client'S problem. It is
sometimes called the -approach" section. The implementation sec-
tion consists of a par; on the cost fin- the consulting work, a part on
th.x staff to be used (sometimes with an additional -qualifications"
part), and a conclusim voicing the writer's confidence that the work
would be successful. Thus in terms of mode (as we use the term),
the problem section is mainly argument, the methods section is
mainly exposition, and the implementation section is partly exposi-
tion and partly_argument.

In terms of rhetorical function or inn,, the problem section has to
describe the pmblem and need so effectively that the client will be
confirmed in his or her preexisting belief in a problem and will be
confident that the writer understands the problem. Tlw methods sec-
tion has to describe a specific means of achieving a solution which
will seem appropriate to the problem and which will be detailed
enough to show that the_writer knows more than the client About
the means, of finding a solution. The implementation section has to
provide a businesslike estimate of monetary costs; it also has to de-
scribe the Firn:s staff in such a way that they will appear capable of
solving the problem and will seem agreeable to the client (who will
Fiave to worlz with them): In addition; _the impkmentation section
has to help the client -visualize" the potential benefits of consulting
issistance. hi sum, tbe three sections of the Firm's proposals clearly
have different, genre-imposed rhetorical finictions or aims.

Besides partitioning_ the proposals into fhnctional units; we have
dso had t6 deal with_ the problematic concept of a -draft." Because
ioth Baker and Franklin sometimes displayed an asymmetrical pat-
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tern of generating and revisMg their proposals the term -(kaft- can
be quite ambiguous: from one point of s iew. it could be synonymous
with -typescript-; from another point of' view, it couhl be synony:
mous with -session of generating or revising,- so that a writer might
produc:! two -drafts- on one t:.Tescript.

To achieve some wr,plaritv of analysis, we have stipulated that the
-first draft '_ consists of the first, unrevised text ()rat least the first
two of the three sections; whether or not they use(l preexisting ma-
terial (either boilerplate or original text by a second; subordinate au:
thor) and whether or not they were all generated in one session of
composing or were each Nyritten in a different session. We have Inr-
ther stipulated that any subsequent -draft" ni;ist include revisions
of at least two of the three sections on any t\_pescript; if 014 011C
section is revised, we term those revisions a 'nm-through- rather
than a draft, and we include _such revisions in the totals for subse-
quent revisions of the entire draft. At the same time; we have calcu-
lated statistical information for every draft and everv run-thmugh of
each section of all eight proposals; since both Baker and Franklin
appeared to revise different sections in different ways and foi- differ:
ent purposes. These stipulations llold for all eight proposals, mA
just +Or Bak-A.

As noted earlier, Baker's first steps toward writing down a draft
consisted_ of notes that he took during an interview with museum
personnel_ and While reading relevant museum documents. After
studying these notes; he rearranged them and others made during
the study period; cutting and pasting them into a rough line of
thought. lie then dictated the problem section, a six-page (double-
spaced) typewritten statement of the museum's problems and needs.
While that secCon was being typed up by the Firth's word-processing
unit. he dictated the methods section. Then, while the dictation
tape of the methods_ section was at the word-processing unit, he
made an initi . run-through of handwritten revisions (in green ink)
to the problem sect;on. As shown M Appetubx C.7 (where this run-
through is labeled draft 2a); slightly less than half (43 of 94 per 100)
of this first batch of revisions addressed ideas or high affect, with the
remaining -changes_ giving descending attention to style, cohesion,
and usage, respectiyelv. As a result, T-unit length dipped very
slightly (froin 18.0 to 17.8), independent clause length slightly more

d5
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so (from 16.3 to 15.6). Tlw emphasis on cohesion was reflected in
sharp jumps in the rate of cohesive ties and headings. Ako, the
usage-error rate dropped from 26 to 20:

Baker next dictated the implementation section. When bOth the
methods and the implementation sections were_ returned from the
word-processing unit, _he made a revising run-through of all three
sections, adding ,the changes by hand in red ink (so that the type-
script of the problem section had two sets of marks. one in green
and on_e in red, while tbe methods and implementations sections
had only one set of marks; in red). In the second run-through of the
problem section, Baker's revision rate climbed from 94 for the green-
iak changes to 155 for the red-ink changes. High-affect and usage
rates remained abo 0 even, the cohesion rate dropped by nearly 50
percent, and the idea rate climbed threefold, _from 9 to 28. But the
inost dramatic change was in the style rate, which rose from 24 to a
remarkable 77the highest style rate by either writer in any draft
of any proposal. Almost all of these style changes were devoted to
goa: 12, conciseness. This disparate focus on conciseness resulted
partly from the fact that Baker_revised the section twice and_ partly
from his wish to avoid using typical consultant's jargon, which _is
sometimes wordy; and which he felt was inappropriate for this cli-
ent: The results of this extraordinary pattern on the text were
equally remarkable. The Turin mean, which had dipped slightly
from 18.0 to 17.8 in the first run-through, fell to 15.7; and the inde-
pendent elause _mean fell from 16.4 in the first draft and 15:6 in the
first run-through to 13.6, so that, mainly as a result of his revising for
conciseness, the T-unit mean fell 2:3 words during the frst two run-
throughs: At the same time, several cohesion-oriented splits re-
duced the paragraph mean from 57 to 42 words, so that the -look"
of the pages seemed a little cleaner, more attractive, and more ap-
propriate for a proposal in letter format. The general effect of
these ehanges, therefore, was to improve the readability of the text
considerably.

As he turned to the methods section; however, his voluntary rate
was only 119 (vs. 155 in the problem section), and his attention to
the various orientations became more balanced, though more than
half were still devoted to_idea (46) _or high affect (17). In many of
these idea changes, he added new elem,:nts in lists of activities that
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the Firm would perfOrm: this increased the nercent of words in
final-position free modifiers (from 18 to 25). Finally. the usage rate
of 17 caused the triage error rate to drop from 25 to 15 .

lis first set of changes to the implementation section echoed his
approach to the second run-through of the proldem section (column
21) in Apdendix C.7). except for a more balanced attention to style. iii
his high-affect revisions_ to the implementation section. he fleshed
out descriptions of the Firm's proposed staff for this project in order
to but:1 eredit_(goal 24).

When all of these changes were made by the word-processing
unit, the result was a fresh typescript; draft 2 (shown as 2b in Ap-
pendix C.7). Then; in revising the problem part of this typescript to
cr:ate draft 3, Baker continued to mark at a high rate (140). with
ibotit 70 percent_ of his changes orknted toward idea or high affect;
in fact, nearly half of the changes (46 percent) were devoted to high
affect alone. As he made these changes, most of which invoked in-
sertions or replacements that increased the size of the text, T-unit
and independent clause means began to creep upward from 15.7 and
13.6 in draft 2 to 18.1 and 14.9. However; Baker took care to pre-
serve the virtues of short independent clauses as much] as possible;
adding much information by means of insertions of (and inset tions
in) final-p)sition free modifiers, so that the percentage of words in
final-position FMs rose sharply from 3 to 9. His concern with ideas
and attitudes was paralleled by some continuing attention to_ usage
(rate of 6), which _caused a decline in the usage error rate to 20.

Interestingly, the _T-unit mean in this set of revisions was nearly
the same as that of draft L; since it rose to 18.1. But; of course; the
prose was not "unchanged:" While the T-unit mean in draft 3 was
verv similar to that of draft 1 (18:1 vs: 18:0); the independent clause
mean in draft 3 was only 14.9, compared to 16.4 in draft 1. Hence,
draft 3 was much more readable, since it had shorter independent
clauses, as well as greater segmentation of the text by means of free
modifiers and grammatical subordination, In Other words, the po-
'entially misleading_ similarity _of T-unit lengths in drafts 1 and 3
oemonstrates the advantage of examining both process (the seven
variables) and product (the quantifiable descriptors) when studying
writers revisions; for the two perspectives help us identify a revis-
ing process for the problem section of Bak-A with_ relatively dear
stages: (a) in draft 1, genetating ideas (I)) in the first run-through of
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draft 2, modifying ideas. with strong secondary atteiitiOir tii signal-
ing the line of thought and improving stVle. tlie second run-
through of draft 2, primary (Inphasis on style (conciseness) with
ohiog SeCondarY emphasis on idea and high affect; (d) Iii draft 3, a
renewed _primary emphasis on ideas--especially by modifying the
tone M" affective impact of the basic concepts_aul the line oi thought.

In producing drzift 3 of the methods part. Baker locreid hk rate
of voluntary revisions to 147 °rain 119 for that seetiiin in di aft 2); biit
two-thirds tif these changes were oriented toward idea Or high al7
fect. SO that, with the exception of slight decreaSes in T-iiint and
paragraph means, thc quantifiable aspects -of the text were not greatly

Vie same maY be said for the iniplementation part, where
90 percent of the changes were idea or high affect: However, be-
cause new information was added to that small part of the text in the
fOrm of a few sentences composed only of relatively kiiV,
delit clauses. the means for nidependent clauSeS arid paragraphs
rose slightly, while all other ineasures decrelked slughtl

Draft 3 concluded Baker's active involvement in the writing of
Pniposal Bak-A. However, that draft was sent to a sectind author in
the Firm, who made a final round of revisions; data about tlwse
dninges have hecn shown as draft 4 in Append'x C:7, but hav-e not
been included in the totals etilumn, As table C:_7 shows, these e-cA,-1--
sions consisted of relatively few changes (voluntary rates of only 21,
15, and 46 respectively in the three park). MiM Of them_ were
minor adjustments whose ftnict ion Was lesS to alter the text substan-
tivi.1y than to allow the second author to contribute in an active way
CO the writing of a letter_ that would go out under his own signature:
Unfortunately, as a result_ of the secOnd author's tinkering, the usage
errdr rate rose back nearly to the rate of draft 1:

With this detailed analysis of Bak-A in nUnd, we Vriii now tuni tti
the other seven proposals:

Proposal Bak-B
_ _

Propoa Bak-B, written to a major U.S. trafek inachinerv manu-
facttirer. proposed a two-phase study. Phase I would last two months
Mid COSt over $203,000 (plus expenses); phase II. requiring less
time, would cost about $75X,00 (plus expenses): In its final version,
Proposal Bak-B was 3.872 words long.

_ _

The Firm was bidding again.:t several other consulting ComyaiiieS;

los
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including two Of its major competitors. The situation .vas birther
complicated because of the previous relationship between Baker
and the client's ice-pre,;ident of planning. This person had worked
for Baker when both were at a different consulting company. In this
new situation, their roles would be different: now Baker hoped to
work fol someone who used to be his subordinatc . in our first
meeting, Baker recalls, -I hadn't seen him in a few years; and I \vas
very, very businesslike with him. I also didn't want to ()verso!l my-
self. lie knew my background and he knew what I could do and if I
really embellished anything it would hurt, and further than that he
worked with me on the major similar studies that I did in the past-
at the previous constilting company. Therefore, -he was fannliar
with the de% er things I'd try to do to sell business. I did not want
him to think that I had dusted off an old pr, ,sal. I did mit vunt
him to think that I was trying to con hin.. I did not want him to think
that I was taking advantage of our friendship:-

During their_meeting. Baker detected some of the major issues or
hot buttons. The machinery manufacturer was greatly concerned
about its credibility with its lenders because its sales forecasts had
been much too high in the past. Even when it became much more
conservative in its forecasting, th bottom felfout of the industry;
and its forecasts were again too high. Thus, the company Nanted
a consulting company with considerable experience related to the
proposed sudy. It did not want a junior team assigned; and it did
want an ex tensive workplan; specifically detailing how the consul-
tants would produce the study's results. And because it was possible
that the Firm would have to present its results to the _machinery
company's lenders as well, objectivity was the kev: the Firni_had to
establiskits credibility so that ihe lenders would be assured that the
proposed study's forecasts were indeed accurate.

Responding to these issues; Baker decided that his proposal's
most important themes had to revolve around his team's considerT
able experience; objectivity; and commitment to the_ project, and
this decision defined much of the proposal's content. For example,
in each of the proposal's critical worksteps, Baker included a seri:
tence such as_ -This step will be conducted under the direction of
Jim Smith; who developed a similar econometric model in a study
for Acme Machinery Company last year.- In addition, Baker ap-
pended an extensive qualifications section; originally pulled to-
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gether and developed by one of the Firm's senior vice-presidents.
As suggested in chapter 3, an extensive and appended qualifications
section is more characteristic of a government than a comme rcial-
sector proposal. Our analysis of Baker's proposi does not include
this_ section.

There_ w as yet _one more confounding factor facing Baker in pro-
po :al 8ak-I3: a tight deadline. Baker'S first meeting with his old friend
took place on a Thursday, and the proposal had to be presented by
the following Wednesday: Because of the highly competitive situa-
tion, the proposal had to be top-flight, but Baker would not be able to
present_ it. Moreover, the proposal had to go not only to Baker's
friend. but also ti) his friend's boss (the corporate vice-president of
planning) and the compans president. These latter two individuals
Baker had never met and would not get a chance to meet. Worse, the
Firin's major competitor was then doing another study for the manu-
facturer and thus had more access to the principal decision makers.
Baker's response was to write up a number of worksteps related to
some of the major issues and to mee t. with his friend on Ntondav
to discuss those issues and plans. In that meeting, Baker handed
his friend

. . a list of the information that we would require. This was intended
to do two things: see if they were overwhelmed by what we needed and
convince them that we were really very serious about the work. It was an
extremely exhaustive _list and the beauty was that the :;tarted collecting
information for us before the oven made up their minds. . . . Finally,
we had the criteria m there fOr them to follow, such as what direction
they should take to have maximum market possibilities. And we learned
that what was really most important was maximum _cash flow. And we
used that in the proposal; thus making us more specqi-2ally responsive to
what they wanted.

By Tuesday, Baker had what 1w wanted; and he wrote his winning
proposal that afternoon. Using a four-hundred:word draft of part of
the methods section (written a colleague) and his own notes
(from the meeting with the client and from his reading of the client's
request for proposal). Baker dictated the problem section and most
of the methods section. Since this output met our stipulated defini-
tion, we treated it as draft 1 of proposal Bak-B--a draft which for

1_ _At
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Bak(r was remarkably dense: particularly in the pi ()Wm section.
where he produced his highest-ever first-drafi T-iiiiit aiid indepen:
dent clatise means (25.7. 17.3). pe,v_entage 6f Weak clauseS (35). and
(most strikingly) osage error rate (70).

Bake; produced dridt 2 by reViSing the tykScript of the problem
ai1,1 methoE SCCtions in_ one session. As with proposal Bak-A. how-
ever. be n tin _revised the two sections differently. In the problem
section, h oluntarv rate (304) wt-is the highest of either
any draft of any sectionlargek VCry h-igh idea rate

accompiiiiied by high style and tdli-c siiin riit-eti (8.3 and 39 re-
speeds ely). as shown ip Appendix C.8. Yet, despite all of this ac-
tivity; only 13 of c_verv 100 elianges involved a unit larger than a sen-
tence; in fact, only (me of tlw idea -Changes involved a unit of Mere
than one grimunatical structureand that was the move of a five-
stroctiire unit. As is coinmon in Baker's revising-, the eff...et of his
milciseness-oriented deleiions was largek Inasked by the effect of
his idea- and high-affect-oriented insertions: despite a high Style
rate of 83; the eYen higher combined tate of idea aiid high affect
(169) cause the TTunit rates to rise sharplY frOni 25.7 tit 2,8.1 buL
signiAcantly, readability was_ not much dainaged, since the base
clatis IiiCan increased only slightlY, from 17.3 to 17.-i. Many ideas

developed by inserting information into final-position free nitidi:
fiers (mainly lists of problenis; needs; and p( ions activities), so that
tlie T-unit mean and the percent of Words in tinal-posit ion free modi-
fiers increased. In addition; the rate ofusage e-tors dthhoed Sharply,
Fr-c,in 70 tb 48: This at first seems odd, gist ii tlie relatiVelv small
usage change rlute of 13; hot this seeming contradicticm is a result of
our methodological distinction between voluntary and nonvoluntarv
revisions. Nlany of the usage Crrors in draft 1 had been produced by
an niept typist in the word-pnicessing nnit. Since we code tlie Ctit-
rection of typos as a type (if nonvoluntary revision, Baker's extraor-
dinary activity_ in this usually Minor task is :lot evident in the data
about voluntary reVisiOns; but is deArly refleeted ih his rite f6r non-
voluntary usage changes, which was a high 35 iii thiS

In the methods section of dnift 2, Baker'S Viiluntary rate was 186
(wmpared to 304 in the probleni SeetiMi)still m relativeh' high
rate. But while the idea change rate \k-;iiti Considerably lower thah
thia of the problem section (48 Vs. 143); and while the rate oldiaiig-es
greater than a sentence was also lower (5 vs. 13), three idea diiinge
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had a disproportionately gre ta, e. on the text, since ihey nix olved
insertions of three-structure and tweh, -structure passages and a
ni.ive of a five-structure passage. Also, the rates ibr ties and head-
ings decreased: despite a very high cohesion rate of' 74 This oc7
eurred because most of Baker's cohesion changes in this section did
not involve ties; instead, tlwv focused on other goals: For example:
twelve of them were designed to signal relationships bv means of
echoing structures, changing a series of mmor-form sentences (fbr
example, "Review activities") to major-form (for example, -We will
review activities"). In another thirteen cbanges. Baker supple-
mented his original headings with a series of descriptions of pro-
posed activities: In draft I: the headings were merely numerals (for
example, "11; but in draft 2, these numerals were supplemented
with lexical infbrmation (for example, "1. Kickoff Meeting"): Thus:
despite a good deal of eohesion-oriented aetivity, -., of which had
a significant effect on the text, the ties and headings_rates actually
decreased because of the insertion of new T-units. However, the
rate of echoes per T-unit (a measure which we are not normally re-
porting in this stilly) did increase; so Baker's attention to cohesion
did result in quantifiable changes in the text. Finally; as in the prob-
lem section, the usage error rate oeclined sharply (from 31 to 11);
despite a lew rate of usage revisions. Again, this was due to efforts to
repair typos.

While these changes to the problem and methods sections were
being incorporated iato a fresh typescript. Baker dictated two more
pages for the methods section, a six-page passage about qualifica-
tions for the implementation section (three pages of which were
boilerplated from company personnel files): and a two-page passage
on timing and costs (boilerplated from a proposal to another client
written six months earlier). 'When this new material returned from
the wordTprocessm,s, onit, .Ker combined the draft 2 typescript of
the problem and methods sections with the new typescript 6f the
implementation section. With this version Of the entire proposal
now before him, he revised each section in one session, thereby
ptoducing draft 3.

In his aprroach to the problem section in draft 3; Baker con-
tinued at a ,ather high rate of voluntary changes (182): half of which
dealt with idea or high-affect changes. But while one-fourth of bis
draft 3 revisions to the problem section were oriented to cohesion

1i2
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and style (30, 13) this itctivitv did lint deethiiit fin- the drop in T-unit
or independent clause means, since he deVtited Only one change to
segmentation and one to eithcist ness in this session. Bather, the
substantial dnips (from 28.3 hi 24.7, and from 17.7 to 15,1) were an
unintentional by-iroduct of Changes made for_other reasons: First.
Baker decided at this time to change the format of the proposal from
a pure letter to a letter-plus form: To do so, he not only iiiS-ceted
title aftei the introduction; he also inserted A few short sentences to
-n-oYide zi complimentary close to what waS ii-MV A Skirt letter, nither

thaii a salutation and introduction. SeCOnd, in the letter. Baker also
inserted a short sentence tO forecast (refer to) the .mport,ifit qualifi-
cations passage, stnce he knew that the Firm'S qualifit atious were of
great interest Co the client. (This high-affect change would otherwise
be oriented toward cohesion.) Finally; in the problem section peopet.
he inserted an eight-structure paragraph giving an overview' of the
Firm'S strei.4,ths in the field to be studied. As it haiiii-ehed, these
three changes together increased the numbee of Maiits in the sec-
tion from 23 to 33, and each -change COnSiSted ofsentences with rela-
tively short T-units and especially ShOrt independent clauses. Thus;
while the quantitatiye data suggeSt that editing for conciseness had
ocairred, nothing of the sort kid taken place; the changes were
mere by-productS of revisions made with other goals in mind.

In the methods section; the voluntary rate fell sharply to 34
186 in draft 2 fOr that section), These reviSiOnS ethiSiSted mainly
of minor idea changer, that had little efket On the eitiiiiitifiable
descriptors:

_In the implementation seetion, Baker's voluntary rate increased to
118 (Since this was Ins first set Of revisions to that s( ction). His bal-
anced attention to ali orientations except usage produced results
which did not mIte. r the measures of quantifi able aspects of stylei
Still; Several revisions had a great effect upon the SetiSe or rhetdriCal
impact of the text; sMce they involved ehangihg ittekeaht Material
in the boilerplated passages into di-oil-Specific materialmost ob-
viously; by changing a reference_ tO the previous elient by_nanw to a
reference to the current client. SeVeral tither high-affect changes in-
wlved emphasizing key phniSeS about the Firrn's expertise (with
italieS) andinserting more information about the proposed staff for
the stud, That concluded Baker's draft 3 revisions.

Perhaps as a result of his major recasting of the pe-opiial frOin

.;
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pure letter to letter-plus fiirmat; Baker revised the text slightly one
more time, despite U tight deadline: While he did some correcting
for idea i ail& 4, his main focus 'al all three sections was on nUnor
adjustments oriented to cohesion and usage.

Proposal Bak-C
Unlike proposal Bak-_13. Bak-C was not a onupetitive situation.

Baker had been trying _for _abmi four years to secure_business with
this potential client, a leader in the building-materials industry._ so
xvhen they finally dkl need a study done; Baker was the onc calif in

first. And he was the onlv one called, apparently because Baker con-
vinced the company president that the Firm -wouldn't scare the
daylights out of the divisional president with whoin Baker would
be working.

The company's president was a dynamic, _aggressive, slick Har-
vard graduate. Although the proposal was addressed to him, thepri-
mary decision maker was a vice-president in aarge of one of the
divisions; Unlike the preskknt; the vkv-president was not at all
polished: _lie had worked in the mills all his life he was practical
and direct, he did not wear a jacket to work, and he did roll up his
shirtsleeves. The decision was the vice-president's because the com-
pany was -totally decntrahzed;" The president had told_ Baker that
if the_ vice-presdent said_ ves, he would sav Ves (though the vice-
president did not know that). Thus, Baker needed to write a pro-
posal responding to the vke-president'S praetkal sensibilities; but
he also wanted the document to he responsive to the slick-minded
president, who had never before seen Baker's work and whom Baker
wanted to impress for whatever future husiness might be in store.

To respond to the vice-president's needs, Baker used a lot of
straight talk, telling him xyhdt specifie deliverahles he would have at
the end of tlie Audy and how the re!_ilting cost_savings miuld end
up paying for the project. Thus, unlike proposal Bak-A, written to
the art museum; Baker expressed a strong bottom-line orientation:
-The proposal: almost by its nature; had t-) have some boring re-
capitulation of data that_really is not even relevant to the study such
as cost!: and numbers of workers and how big the plant is and how
they were organized over the yeors.- Nloreover, Baker used head-
ings sndi as -Sides EffectiVeness,- :Customer Sers ice,- anti -Or:
ganizatienal EGctix eness- nailer than generic headings sue]] as
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-Background"' or -Methods." Ile did rof -want to sound like a heavy
consultant," but rather wanted to place himself in a -sort-of-good-
or-boy kind of i.ole." In addition: since the viee-president wiis a
Southerner N-Vhose plant wits loco.ted in a small deep-South tow,.
Baker brought with him to the meetings a highly eXperiev..ed
league who spoke with a strong Southern accent.

The proposal itself was designed to lay out a -record of what had
been discussed at the me_eting Med; in particular: to outline the.
Firm's plan for phase 1. Whieh vrtiio take thirteen weeks to com-
plete, at a cost of about $90:0(X) (pHs expenses): In its final version,
proposal Bak-C was 1;8(X) words long:

A little ever half of the first draft WAS dictated lw Baker; thiS coin-
rised the problem section (whieh h ge in r ills iS responsibk tor

when he collaborates) and part Of tlie iiietliods Section._Perhaps as
part of his intention to speak plainly tti the vice-president; Baker
wrote the problem section with short; pithy independent clauses
that iiveraged mly 11.5 words (compared to 164, 17.3: imd 15:4 in
his first draffs if the problem sections in his other proposals), as
shown iii Appendix C:9: The grel:ter piirt of the methods _sectiiiii
Was dictated by the member of the Firm whei had attended the
meeting with the client. This second iiiithOr kid liinger T-units and
independent clauses, though nO .ger than Baker wrote in other
seetions, so there was no striking_ .onfliet of styles. The second au-
thuir. howevci, did writ paragraphs with mean lengths considerably
longer than those fimnd in Baker's writing: the mean paragraph
length in draft 1 was 96; compared to draft 1 means of 48, 51, and 49
in the methods sections that Baker wrote. When the typeSeriptS Of
these tWo_ dictated sections were available, Baker Sandwiched the,
second author's text into the middle. of hiS Since the implemen-
tation seetion of this proposal would be quite short, Baker fidlowed
his frequent practice of revisingelnift 1 of the problem aod methods
Seetions befOre writing_the nearly pro forma final part:

As it turned out; Baker spent the ncxt several days traveling th
visit clients; so that the revisions resulting ih drafts 2 and :3 were
made as ifine became available during airplane flights, tixicili tripS,
and other odd moments. Eilleoding ih hliiek ink to create draft 2,
Baker focused primarily on idea (68 eliiiiigeS)_and high affect (20) in
the section that he had written. Tlie latter included some subtle but
efleetive rewordings designed to emphasize progress that the vice-
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president had alreads made on his own. For example; Baker changed
ymi will be able- to "you are aide," and "improvements which have

been made" to "improvements which von have made.: Elsewhere,
he split in half a passage describing both_ exi_sting problems and pre-
vUms improve_ nents made in dealing with those problems, _in order
to emphasize his recognition of the vice-president's prior efforts. In
the methods section, however,_ the rate of voluntary changes was
ordy 77 (compared to 120 in the problem section): and despite a
slightly dominai it focus on cohesion (22). Baker reduced the second
author's large paragraph mean only from 96 to 88: And because lie
inserted an idea-oriented sentence group (four structures long), the
cohesive ties rate actually declined slightly (from 46 to 41), despite
the insertion of three new signaI words. UnquestioAahly the most
obvious change in the two parts during this draft, however, was the
insertion of one of this unconventional proposal's only three head-
ings _("Customer Service"), along with a recasting of the second au-
thor'S _sole heading (changing "Organizational Productivity Improve-
ment" to "Organizationid Efketiveness").

Still unsatisfied, and still on the road. Baker revised the first
typescript of the problem and methods sections yet again to create
draft 3,_ this time in blue ink, at voIuntary change rates only slightly
lower than those in the first revision of the _text (92 and 66, com-
pared to 120 and 77 in draft _1)._ This tinic. the greatest part of his
attenhon was directed toward idea (35 and 2(1 in the respective sec-
tions) and high affect (23 and 16); with all but a few of the remaining
changes involving cohesion and style (about e(lually divided be-
tween goals 6 and 11that is, between cohesive ties and segmenta-
tion of the text for readability). \Vhile this now almost illegible type-
script was being redone bv the word-processing .mit. Baker wrote
brief implementation section. Although this passage was not_ set off
with a beading, _the_familiar topics (along with some of" Baker's stock
phrases) were clearly distinguishable.

When the typescript of the now complete proposal returned from
the word-processing unit, Baker demonstrated his usual reluctance
to leave the text alone-__fur lie now revised not ,,n1, the newly gen_

crated implementation section but also the rest of the enhre _docu-
ment,_ from beginning to end. Although the low voluntary change
rates for each Of the first two sechons (42. 32) suggest a desultory
going-over. the line of thought in the proOlem section was consider-
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ably altered by the insertion of an eight,structure paragraph that ()tit-
lined the ylient s major concerns and the Firm's general plan of at-
tack. Even the few changes to the implementation section proved
significant, since among other things Baker removed the nonsensi:
cal (and still unexplained) phrase -la bridge- and also raised the cost
estfinate from $85,(XX) to $88,000. Since his changes in draft 4 were
few but significant, Baker revised another fresh transcript; bin most
of the changes were_mmor (for example. -three-phase approach- be-
came -three-phased approach"). Even at this stage, however, Baker
still was willinu 'sj make significant changes, moving a five-structure
paragraph (describing what the Firm would discover for the client)
so that followed, rather than preceded; a description of what the
Firm g, nerally finds in such a studs': The effect of this change was to
avoid Lie implication that the Firm had already made up its mind
and would just impose canned information and decisions on the
vice-president's division; instead, Baker presented himself and thc
Firm as a knowledgeable group_of open-minded consultants ready
and willing to lend assistance to this client s "unique- situation. With
that accomplisned. Baker finally sent the letter to the vice-president.

Proposal Bak-D
Proposal Bak-D demonst7ates Baker's important ability to help

the client's staff look good while achieving his own purposesan
alnlitv illustritted by the iceberg anecdote in liapter 3. where Baker
made a sLiff person in the client company appear tc make a -good
suggestion- that Baker had himself presented to the staffer in an ear-
lier meeting. A similar instance occurred in the situation surrmind-
ing Bak-D.

Bak-f.) was written for a large company that produces metal for
use by other mmufacturers: The company was then considering the
feasibility of building a new, $300 million production facility. To de:
termine feasibility. it needed to kncw how much its product would
be used by other manufacturers ()\ ,r tlU: next thirty years what
competitors might do during the same_ time period, what kinds of
union activities might be expected, and so on. The proposal would
be evaluated and the decision would be mak by a fifteenTmember
committee that Bai :T thought reflected "a very bureaucratic; bum-
bling; traditional organization.- Baker never met all the members of
the proposal-evaluation committee,

1 74

but he dkl know that many of
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theni, the nmre traditional of_the lot, felt their own company could
conduct much of the required study of trends themselves. Because
of this attitude, and because the company did not often use manage-
ment consultants. Baker expected to have difficultv persuading them
that outside assistance was requireddespite the fact that the cor-
poration would base a S300 million invextment decision on the
study's results, and also despite the fact that a number of careers
were on the line.

One of those _with a_career at stake was the proposak addressee.
In relation to the ranks of the other ct oimittee members: he oc-
cupied a junior position: but in terms of personal power._ he had a
forceful personality that the other meinhers_wmild have to reckon
with: This person was Baker's main contact at the company, his pri-
mary source of information that would help him discover what_ the
company needed and what might influence it to select Baker's Firm
instead of anotherand_ therein lies the other example of Baker's
savvy use_ of his_ potential readers.

Since Baker knew that the situation was highly competitive and
tiat the company was Mexperienced in dealing with outside consul-
tar s. he also knew that it was important to help his contact look
good: if the contact could seem to understand _the situation better
than the other staffers, and if he were favorabk disposed tb the
Fire., then Baker would have the inside track on producing a win-
mng proposal. _S6 Baker and the _contact talked privately about how
the company _should go_about selecting a consulting agency; in par-
ticular, they discussed the importance of the company's having a set
of criteria to present to potential consultants: In helping his contact
develop those criteria, Baker tried to tip the balance in his favor in
at least two_ways. First, he discussed the convenience and henefits
of close contact oetween consultant and client. It was no_accident,_ of
course, that the worldwide headquarters of' Baker's firm yvas lo-
cated in the same env where the study was to be done. Second,
Baker stressed the_necossity of hiring_ a consulting agency that not
only had considerable experience in the metals industry (which_ all
the bidding agencies had) hot also considerable experience in the
automotive industry (which only the Firm had). These two condi-
tionsproximity and autonmtive experiencebecame part of the
coin )anv's criteria for evaluating the consulting agencies. Thus, in
helping to develop those criteria. Baker displayed his rare skill: not

I 1 8
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only to adapt the doeulhent to his audience (which he (hies very
well), but also to adapt his audience tii tlie kirid Of PrOpOs:d he wants
to write.

ii its final fOrm, the proposal Was, at about 4500 words, the long-
eSt Of all eight proposals; it committed the Firm to the longest pc:-
riod of work (four months), and it would cost the c bent the most
(about $300,000).

Yet; oddly enough it was the only proposal for whieh Baker pro-
duced only three drafts (instead of foot ot t afid it s as brie of two
pror;osals in which he made onlv a couple 6f ehanges to the imple-
mentation section (though, in both instances, that section was re-
..ised by another writer). It also presented the most difficulties for
analysis oi quantifiable features (at least limn our approach) because

composing/revising process that was ahnost a parody of Baker's
usual strategy. In Bak-D; written in about six hours; Baker first dic-
tate(l what he callod a -draft of sections:" One of these passages. tWii
tx.pewritten pages long , consisted of the convent!onal letter open-
ing It was a pleasure meeting with you laSt ss .-tbek to review your
thoughts and discuss issues"). Aii6ther passsage, a little over oyie
page long, would later constitute thw -study strategy- part of the
philileln section. Next came a fourteen-page passage, the first eleven
j)0:, of which would constitute most of' the methods section, and
the last three pages of Whieh woukl comprise part of the problem
section. At several points in this fourteen-page stretch, Baker die-
tated notes not to his typist but to himself, as in the

Note on Step 3. Be sure _to incloc'e. monometrie forecast / George
Mason AlSO involve Lim in the secondary Firm specialist step and the
words that wonitl go with that: George Mason; econometric' forceaszer,
who accurately forecasted within -V% the valley and rebound of sales in
North America at a time when industry and compaii sources. ;is Well ;iS
associations were forecai Ong, a lo eling:

In other words. there was no queStion that Baker approached
this text with the familiar generic script kir a _prOposal in mind; he
seems to have had less of an idea What_specifie line of thought his
priip-osal would take or how the available data would suppout sudi
an arrangement. Essentially; he wrote out three -argunients" and
then recast them into an overriding line of thought. Iii so doing, he
made the most tbaniatic chans in a text nuide by either

i 9
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Once Baker had a typescript of what he had dictated (whieli we
are calling draft 1, since the various segments had most of the ( har-
acteristics of the problem and methods sections), he set about a very
extensive cut-and-paste rearrangement._ ac(ompanied by hand-
written revisions in blue ink. As a result. draft 2 had very high rates
for all six processes. but particularly high rates for insertions and
moves (see Appendix C:10): For revisions that involved more than a
singk structure, eleven moves were comprised, respectively, of 10,
2, 2, 4, 2, 25, 2, 6, F. 17, and 3 structuresa very great amount Of
reorganizing compared to his normal practice. Ilis unusual cut-and-
paste activity distorted all of the rates fOr draft 2 in luith _the prob-
lem and _methods_ sections, since, as noted earlier, we determine
rates by dividing the number of changes lw the number of T-units in
the draft being revised (and then muhiplying by 100):

This distortion occurred because of two factors in Our method.
First, we determine revision rates by dividing the immber of changes
to a draft by the number of T-units in the text (or a part of the text)
before this set of changes was made. For example, the first part of
draft 1 might have 250 Thinits. In creating draf; 2, the writer might
make 50 changes (insertions and deletions) to _this part. In such a
case, the rate of revisions would be 50 divided hy 2.50 (yielding 0.2)
times 100 (yielding 20). A problem would occur if one of the 50
changes was 3 move of a long passage from miother part of ;lie text
into this part: Suppose that this move imported 100T-units from the
other section and that 24 of the 50 changes made in this revising
session were made in the 100 imported I:units. Under these cir-
cumstances, there would be several_ ways _of computing the rate.
First, one could count the move_ and the 24 changes made in the
imported passage as one move. Thus; the r.:L would be 26 divided
by 250, for a rate of 10 per 100 T-units. Second, one could treat the
number of irnported T-units as part of the original text; that i,, one
could add the 100 imported T-units to the original 250. Then one
would add the number of changs made to both the original text and
the irnported passage (24 plus 1 plus 25, yiel(ling 50). After that, one
xvould compute the rate; 50 divided by 350 yielding a_ rate of 14.
Third, as just noted,_one could divide the total number of changes to
both the original and tlw imported T-units by the number of T-units
in the original (50 divided lw 250) yielding a rate of 20 per 1(/0 T-
unas. Of course, such distortions do not occur if rates are figured ihr
the whole text since io that case moves do not affect the number of
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at i! v-e I ci in rates whole texts. then :mother sort of
distortion occurs, because Our StildV shows that writers rck isc differ-
ent sections in different YctiS s and at ihtYere!,t_ rat,2s.

To b e As consistent as possibie wc sel( cted thc_third tilternati\ c.
figUrIng ratt'S his dividing t1": 111.11nbt-r of Ullangt!s by the 111.1o1;«,T

T-units. _For this reason. the rate for the problem section
(into _which much _material was moved) is distorted high: and the
rate for the methods section (from wnich mudi Material was mov(d)
is distorted low in draft 2 of Bak-I). Even so, the proportions lie-
tween rates continue to be indicative of Baker S ConCerns in etich sec7
Hon: Jo gain a rough idea of the rate tif reviSirig activity expended
on material first generatedregardiess (if_where it ended up after
am iliGv_esone may h,dve the rates Irsted for the problem section
an(l dpuble those _listed for the methods section.)

Iii iriiJi 2_changes to the problem section. Baker focused im
ki and high-affect changes (56 percent of the total number of reci-

slims): the most dramatic of which invoked the moves that resulted
in a substantially new hne of thought: But he also (Ievoted a good
deal of attention to cohesion, style, and usage, so that the number of'
headings _per T-unit elimbed froM 3 to 4 and the partigraph _mean
declined from 97 to 74both of these trends reflecting Baker s con-
cern to segment the text for readability. The rate of usage errors also
declined, but the percent of weak clauses rose: since many of the
imported T-units were of the clausal-frame type (-The client be-
lieves that . 2') that often supplies a necessary distinction for the
rhetorical situation: That is, a proposal is judged hot inetelv
whether it makes true statements about a company's probleinS, bin
also hy whether it makes accurate_statements abdut what the com-
pao_believes its problems to be. ThiS ssas Partfc'UlirlyrieeeSSare in
Bak=_D, Where Baker needed to shape the resPiiiiSes Of -readers un-
fainiliar with (and in some cases antagonistic to) Baker's plans for
helping them solve their_problem.

In his draft 2 revisions to the Methods section. Kiket remained
highly interested in idea and nigh aflect (over 42 j*i-eent of hiS
changes), but_ he focused mainly on cohesion, making changes di-
rected toward every goal in that orientation. As a result, rates fiir
tkS and headings increased, although the parag:,:ph, T-unit, and in-
deperidei.t clause mcans stayed relatively eYeil.

While draft 2 was off to the word-processing unit, the implemen-
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tation se.-tion was generated and included in the resulting type-
script of draft 3. For this draft. Bake r'S Vol u n tary change rate was
reduced to a_ desultory 31 in the problem web and 36 in the
methods sectimi. In both part ,. he devoted over half of his attention
to zdea and high a ffect. with 4he rest given to cohesion and style. Ile
ignored tisag. entirely. The implementation section received a
numlwr of revisions by another member oldie Firm's proposal plan-
mile, team; and di1k three inarks by Baker indic.ate that he re-
viewed those changes, he left Ow tev alnmst exactly as he inund it.

Franklin's Proposals: Overview
Franklin's writing process differs from Baker's both in tedinique

and in extent. The key difference is that Franklin does not dictate
his first drafts, but rather generates them in pencil; as a result his
second drafts consist not of revisions to a typescript of dictAtion. but
rather of penciled revisions to a draft written by hand on litwd
paper Although his usual practice is to make replacenwnts by eras:
ing lind then by writing over the erasure, he agreed (for our study)
to cross_ out the text to lie replaced. Nevertheless, some of his first
drafts did contain crasures,_and thus part of his revising process was
lost from our observation. However, when we inspected the hand-
written drafts closely _to estimate how much of the text had been
erased; we found that less than a single line per page of handwritten
text had been erased and then written over; as a result, we believe
that very little of Franklin's written material was not recovered by
our method of analysis.

_

In another procedural matter, we assumed that Franklins peneiled
reyisions to his handWritten originals_ correspond to Baker'i; hand-
written revisions to the typescript of his dict..Ited originals; as a re-
sult; we have treated such penciled revisions as constituting draft 2
of his proposals. Such an assumptimi; of course; needs to be tested
by subsequent research:

Proposals Fra-A and Fra-B
Proposals Fra-A and Fra-B were both addressed to the_ same

reader (call him Smith), the general manager tA a large manufactur-
ing_division of a major American corporation. The Firm bad previ-
ously done two or three studies for Smith; but the most recent one
had occurred three to five years earlier. Franklin did not lwlieve the
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corporation had hired any other consulting agencies in tlw mean-
time, since one of Smith's kev staff members told Franklin that "Smith
isn't going to make a move without your firm being involved." Thus;
Franklin (who had consulted for Smith before) had established
credibility_going in, so much so that both situations were probably
noncompetitive. As Franklin points out, however, a lack of .-2ompeti-
tion does not necessanly mean the proposals are assured of winning,
because if clients are dissatisfied with the rroposal, _they can always
decide to look elseWhere or to do the study themselves.

Fra-A proposed to examine tbe feasibility of relocating Smith's di-
vision to a new geographic area. In his preproposal meeting with
Sin:th; Franklin determined four key issues that he later addressed
as the fullowing questions in the pronosars "objectives" section:

What steps arc required to execute the relocation?
What will be the cost of relocation?
To what extent can manufacturing resource requirements (space; equip-

ment, manpower) be reduced through a move?
What operating benefits would result from a move?

The task would require six weeks of consulting at a total cost of
about $55,000 (plus expenses). In its final version, the proposal was
1, 443 N%,ords long

(ince the feasihility study was concluded, the division had autho7
rization to pursue the idea further and asked the Firm for a proposal
(Fra-B) on plant location, In the report presentation for the first
study; however; Franklin had some problems with a junior colleague
who fouled up the presentation in some significant ways. Because of
that problem, Franklin was concerned that the situation for the sec-
ond study would be competitive, but_this turned out_ not to be the
case,_ undoubtedly because of the Firm's successful record with
Smith'S company.

In particular, proposal Fra-B involved finding a site for an addi-
tional manufacturing facility to produce a new part that was vital tbr
military and commercial aircraft: The new part was technologically
superior, the_ corporation felt, to others on the market, and thus
they anticipated a great increase in production volume, necessitat-
ing additional capacity. Another filcility was also necessary because
of the quickness with which the part had to be delivered: if an air-

23
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liner in Gc:.1)any were grounded because it needed the part, the
corporation wmdd have to deliver on time or lose the customer.
Moreover, because the company's current production facility existed
in a highly unionized environment and was thus subject to_ strikes,
the corporation needed another location_ to assure timely delivery of
its product. But the potential union problems were only one factor:
a tornado or a fire would also inhibit production if the product were
manufactured at only one facility.

According to Franklin, proposal Fra-B (like Fra-A) was pretty
matter of fact, since -we not only had done work for the company

before, but we had done the same type of work for them.- More-
over, Franklin was advised by Smith to use the same approach the
Firm had employed in a previous study for_ him. Thus; one whole
set of rhetorical decisions was already made for Franklin; and so was
another. Smith was definitely the key decision maker; so much so
that be never even showed the Prst proposal to his staff: The study
proposed in FrL,,B required two phases of five and six weeks, respec-
tively; at a cost of $60,000. It, its final version, the proposal was
1,574 words long.

Before we beOn to analyze_ Franklin's composing and revising
strategies and their effects on Fra-A, Fra-B, and the other_hvo pro-
posals, we should recall the general differences between his prose
style and Baker's (as discussed earlier in this chapter), We should
also note tka, since his proposals are shorter, the number of T-units
in a given section may be quite small: As a result, the rates and per-
centages are much more volatile in Franklin's proposals than in
Baker's, since fewer changes have greater effects. In particular, rates
can give_ an impression of much greater activity than actually oc-
curred. For example, the problem section of F.ra-A had only 15 T-
units. In revising this section to create draft 2, Franklin made only
17 voluntary changes; for a rate of 114. (Voluntary rates shown on the
charts are sums of the five orientation rates; due to rounding, they
sometimes vary slightly from a true rate of voluntary changes di-
vided by number of T-tinits) Of these changes, 12 ,vere oriented to7
ward idea, three toward_ colieskin, and one each toward style and
usage. Thus, even though he made only one style_ change, the style
rate was 7; and since 7 can sound like a lot more than 1; we need to
be carefUl not to overestimate the amount of activity implied by th
rates, at least in the short implementation sections and in some of
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the relatively short problem sections Simi lark. even though the
net effect of Franklin's insertions, deletions, and rcbplacements in
draft 2 of the problem section was to increase the numbcr of words
in the section hy only 19, the section's Thmit mean rose somewhat
sharply (from 18,5 to 19.7).

Thus; relatively small changes in short sections can have rela-
tively large effects on measures of quantitative elements in the text.
Even so; the effects of the changes on the text itself are no less reaL
even if the statistics exaggerate their impact a little: For example: if
a hmg T-unit were inserted into a passage. the T-unit mean woukl be
altered more if the original passage had been five T-units long than if
it had been twenty Minas long;_and while we must keep this statis-
tical exaggeration in mind; we should not lose sight of the fact that
a long T-unit inserted into a five-T-unit passage would have &very
striking effect on the text. With these considerations in mind, we
can turn_ to an analysis of Franklin's strategy in revising Fra-A and
Fra-B, starting with the first of these,

After the initial meeting with the client, Franklin wrote out the
problem and methods section of draft 1. writing in pencil on lined
paper, lie then revised these sections (also in pencil), creating draft
2. While the typescript was being prepared, he wrote the imple:
mentation section in pencil; and also revised it in pencil. As noted
earlier; accordMg to our approach; all of the material generated in
pencil (in the problem; methods; and implementation sections) con-
stitutes draft 1: The revisions to all three parts constitute draft 1

As Appendix CA1 shows, in draft 2 of Fra-A, Franklin's moderate
Voluntary change rate (114) oriented largely toward idea (80), iii:
volved only minor insertions, deletions, or replacements of a word
or phrase_ (for example,-"basie" to "major: "operations" to
sions") The N.-liintary change_rate was higher in the methods sec-
tion (143) because of increosed activity oriented toward high affect
and style: The high-affect changes were directed toward several
goals: To avoid an insult, Franklin changed from saying that the
Firm would "carry out its own analysis" of data supplied by Smith
(which sounds distrustful) to saying that the Firm would "make an
assessment" (Which sounds thorough). To build credit, he changed
the distant:sounding "the study team" to _the more personal "we";
and instead lif saying that the Firm would take _stcbps to "minimize
the effort" of conducting the stild; (which sounds lazy); he said the
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Firm would -minimize the time- (which sounds efficient). Ti) feed
wish; he emphasized the positive by changing -tasks that Will be ui-
volved in relocating to tasks reqifired to effectively relocite2' 111(1
he A50 changed the hypotheticzd -.mild- and -plan to- to -will- (for
eattiple, -We plan to do this- to -We will do this ) Thi -,;..atern of
greater voluithtry activity in the methods section 'lian in the prob-
lem section is typical of Frzinklin's_apprmich, Jccurrnig ih netirl
everY draft of every part and holding true for_the_Mtal number
of eadi part s revisions in all but one proposal (Fra-C). In thiS_i-e=
speet. Franklin's approach to the functional parts of a prdposal differs
significantly from Baker's; since Baker -always revises the prob-
lem section at a greater voluntary late than he does the methods
section.

Iti the _implementation section of draft 2 of Fra-A, Franklin dem-
onstrated both writers' typically increased amount of attentiOn to
high affect in those sections; since an implementation
tion is to describe the Firm'S staff and to bond with the -client bV
means of a -complimentary close- to the letter-fig-mat Proposal. As
it tunied out; these were the last revisions Franklin made to the im-
plettic-titation section of Fra-A (e t for a single idea change in
dr(ft 4). There could be no clearer evidence of his lack of interest in
tinkering with the textthat is, _in giving it the sophisticated polish
that Baker Characteristically seeks.

When Franklin received the typescript of draft 2 of the fii-!;t twO
sections, he went over it twice--once in black _ink (draft 31, then
again in blue ink (draft 4). Neither set of changes had much effect on
the measures of the quantitative elements of style. In draft 3; both
Set:turns _received some attention to cohesion; but Franklin was
Merely dianging major headings to minor oneschanges that were
perhaps more akin to_correcting typographical errors than_to arrang:-
ing or rearranging the _text. And while T-unit and ifidependeht
clause length declined slightly in both sections in the final deaft, the
decrease was due to the insertion of new; short senteneeS_briented
toward idea or high affectfor example; sentences about the speed
with which the Firm could complete its study.

All things considered, Franklin's approach to Fra-A is emblematic
of his general concept of composing and revising:_ he knows what line
of thOught he Will take, he writes it down, he knocks some of the
rough PlaCei; Off, and he sends the proposal to the client. But while
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his strategy of revising Fra-A serves as a useful emblem, it should
fibt be considered a stereotyPe. To enforce this point, we need only
examine his process of writing Fra-13, hich, as noted earlier, V4,as
a _highly similar proposal written to the same client as Fra=13,_and
which was composed only two months later. Franklin gcnerated the
first draft of this proposal in two sessions. _In the first, he wmte out
the problem section in ink; in the second, he wrote out the methods
and implementation sections in pencil, boilerplating freely from a

_ _ _ _

previous site-selection proposal written for another client: Gener-
alk' speaking, the quantifiable features of this draft (shown in Api:
pendix C.12) do not varY ranch from the usual _rates and percent:
ages, except that the T-unit means for the problem arid methodS
sections were in effect reversed: that of the problem_ section was
quite high for that section (26.2), while that _of the_methods section
was somewhat low (20.9). The high mean in the problem section was
caused by a high percentage of weak clauses, brought about because
Franklin recapitulated the general manager's remarks from their ear-
liei

The client believes that the new technology Inherent in the manufacture
of its product will, lead to a dramatic increase in demand for that product.
It believes; too, that its development program and mditary aneraft we--
Ilona. give it a competitive edge that will enable it to capture a signifi-
eant share of the available market.

The low mean in the methods section; however, appears to havi-
curred by chance.

Franklin produced draft 2 in his usual manner, making ChangeS_ in
pencilexcept for the boilerplated passages. These, Whiek had lit-
erally been cut from the typescript of another proposal and Pasted
onto the lined paper _on which Franklin characteristically writes,
were revised in red ink. As he went over the Pr-Oblem and methods
settions, Franklin departed from his stereotypic process in two itiA-__ _

jor reSpects._First, he revised at a higher rate than usual (182). See=
ond; he paid more than his usual amount of attention to cOliesion
and style. In particular; all but one of his style changes in these two
sections had_ the goal of coneisc. ness. This extraordinary attention
brought the T-umt and independynt clause means dowii in the Prob-
lem seettoo, but failed to do so in the methods section because of a
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rdatively high rate of idea changes (56), many of them ;nsertions or
replacements that increased die size of the text. Third, and perLips
most reimIrkably. Franklin made a very great inimber of changes
w.hose effect was tomake the concepts in the proposal more specific.

Some of this can be explained by the influence of situational norms
operating on the boilerplated material. For example; the boilerplate
listed the following "factor- as one to be covered by the study: "En-
er1_,Ty resources and availability:" The new client; however, needed a
particolar pe of energy for its manufacturing process; so Franklin
revised the phrase to "Availability of natural gas.- Similarly. he
changed the boilerplate's general phrase "your operation" to the
client-specific phrase your proposed operation.-

For many other passages_in the boilerplated material._ however,
there was no pressing need for a change, since the boilerplate, while
somewhat general and vague; was no fess relevant to the new ,:nent
than to the old. Even so, Franklin revised many of these: Here;
again, different potives appear to have been at work. In some of the
changes, Franklin moved from writer-based to readerTbased prose.
For example, thinking of the task that he would need to perform in
this study, Franklin first wrote that a touchstone or standard-setting
community %vould be "selected- by the Firm. In draft 2, he_ consid7
ered the idea from the client's perspective; and wrote that the ideal
community would be "identified- by the Firm: the implication n-iw
was that the _Firm would "identify" while the client would "select:"
Elsewhere, Franklin first wrote that such touchstone communities
"are- identified for a particular purpose; in revising, he adopted the
reader's perspective, and wpite that such communities "will he"
identified (that is, for this particular purpose for this particulor
client).

Other changes made to the text were neither required by the new
client's situation nor prompted by the need to adopt the client's per-
spective; they simply made the information dearer. For exampie; in
draft 1 Franklin said the Finn would verify information about the
touchstone communities by contacting "knowledgeable sources in
the area"; in draft 2, he said they would contact -knowledgeable
sources in each of the areas being analyzed.- In draft 1, he referred
to a -recommendation- to be made by the Firm; in draft 2; he changed
that to th:.. more specific "recommended location."' In draft 1; he
wrote -geographic area": in draft 2; he changed that to "operating
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environment:" This desire for specificitV and accuracy is typical of
Fianklin. hi fact, in another proposal; he changed the boilerplated
phrase "over 75 ,(.!ars-_t(i --tWei- 78 years"not because the number
78 was more meaningful or impressive to the client and eettainly
not because it mattered to anyone else whether the tihii..-4Jah had
been 75 or 78 years; hut simply because it was inure accurate. ThiS
habit of mind may account for part of Franklin's Siicei..SS_as a manage-
nwnt consultant, as well as for his success ;IS a PriiPOSal writer.

In the implementation section, hiS CharigeS in diqift 2 focused On
idea anti high affect; but he also paid a goOd deal ofattention to style
(coneiseness), _so that the independent clause mean declined sharply

21.5_tii 18.3), as did the T-unit mean (from 23:5 to 20.2).
When the typescript -of draft_ 2 was returned to him. Franklin

revised _it in red ink ii1 he first twc; sections, he foeust..d Ma:rt!v on
idea and high affect; continuing to make elieht:qii..-cini:ChanOs of the
sortjust described: Op the whole, though, theSe SOriieWbat desultory
changes had no significant effect on the qinintifiabk deycriptors.

Proposal Fra-C
PrOpOsal Fra-C was written for a companY quite different from the

onc_ addressed in Fra-A and Fra-11a much smaller, reliitR',ely_ Un
sophisticated company that knew little about the Matters the firm
would be proposing. _In Fra-A_ and Fra-B,, Franklin aSSumed that;
when he "made a statement, they_ knevv_ What I WaS talking about";
but in proposal Fra-C, he "felt that I had _to Walk them thiough_

rather specifically,_ and_ very dearly tell them what it was that
we were going to do." WhereaS the Fia-A/Fra-B manufacturer was
"tedirinkgicallY oriented" and coniposed of "hard hitters, the heav,
hitters coming out of automotive and aerospace," thOse at ediiipany
Fra7C vere friendly and "humanistic," and "W-eit hOt at all Sure What
kind of study thev wanted: At that time, they Weft trying to devt:op
a strategy forincreased growth and profitability during an expected
econoime upturn. Basically, their Pralem_ Was that they were not
sure how mudi growth (if any) the company's manufacturing division
Could Siistain. Thus, they were eXploring the possibility o having
the Firm -audit- various aspects of that division:

When Franklin made his initial visit, about three monthS behire
he was asked to Write tlw rroposal. he iketit with two otIkE spe-
cialists to talk about several sp,cific areas that might be examined.
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At first, the company appeared to favor a limit(d investigation of
just One area. but made 10) commitment tn authorize it. NIOnths
later: after Franklin made repeated phone calls: the company de-
ckled on a full study of all the areas discussed at the first meeting:

The company s reluctance to decide on the study's scope stemmed
not only from their inexperience, but also from_ a volatile political
situation_ in th division to he audited. Sevcral of the company's
leaders felt_that the division _had_problcros: for example. the vice-
president of finance told Franklin he just was not getting from maim-
facturing what was needed to rtm the company. But the vice-
president of manufacturing was the _son of the _company's formeo
chairman, and lie carried a lot of weight_ in strategy decisions: Thus .
even after delivering_the proposal, Franklin did _not ot the go-ahead
for V et_another month because the company_'s chajrman had to clear
everything with the vice-president of manufacturing.

Nevertheless. in writing the proposal to the chairman, Franklin
felt no need to avoid tke sensitive issUeS. Since so much was wrong
at the company; and since so many of the principal players knew
there was so much wrong. Franklin felt justified in sidestepping the
former chairman's son: "I was not trying to write behind the scenes
for the vice-president of manufacturing; I was writing to the chair-
man hem. Ise, after all, he is the major stockholder in the company
imd it's Fis responsibility _to r_un the company well. And if manufac-
turing isn't being _run well,_the company is not going to run well..._
The project wonld require five weeks of consulting time, at a cost of
about $60;000 (plus expenses). In its final version; the proposal was
1,337 w'irds long:

Over, 1, Franklin's writing of this p:oposal was quite similar tu that
for proposal Fra-A.He first gepenited the problem_ and methods
sections and the staffing and deliverables passages of the Implemen-
tation section and then he revised them (all in pencil, creating
drafts I and 2 of those sections While a typescript of dratt 2 was
being prepared; he generated revised the timing; costs: and
qualifications segments of the impkmentation section (using three
lung pieces of boilerplate). These passages received no further revi-
sion atter the penciled changes to the original draft, and went to the
client -as is." Thus data in Apiwndix C.13 about the implementa-
tion section of_ draft 3 are somewhat misleading, since only about
one-fourth of the section was actually revised.
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Like his overall revising procedufes. Franklin focus in respect
to the orientations and goals in Fra-C was quite similar to hat of
Fra-A, as shown in Appendix C.13. The_most striking difference be-
tween the last drafts of the_ two proposals is_ his n.uch tweater use of
cohesive ties in Fra-C's pnthlem and methods sections (41 vs. 18: and
81 VS 26, respectively. Clearly, his desire to lead his inexperienced,
unfocused audience through his line oithought had a marked impact
on the textnot only in the increased incidence ofcohesive ties, but
also in the accompanying imrease T-unit means.

Proposal Fra-D
Proposal Fra-D, written dOring an economic recession. presented

the Firm's_plan for a relocation_ study tor a division of a Fortune 500
company. Initially it presented Franklin with two difficulties: First-,
ar_Tording to Franklin; the division was a -chintzy outfit _and Lot
forward-thinking in terms of investing,- That is, the client_saw _no
need for full-scale feasibility and site-location studes. so the plan
had to be -confined to what we consider the first phase ofa compre-
hensive manufacturing facility relocationstudy.- Second, a_ rather
large number_ of consulting firms were offering_competitive bids in
response _to the request for proposals. NOrmally, FraLldin and his
firm would not even have pursued the project, but )rsiness had
been bad during +le recession and Franklin had not done a study for
mon ths.

The propeal's final draft quoted fees of $25,000, _even though
Franklin's firm had originally proposed a study for about $10,000
more, based on its estimate of the time and ,,ffort needed to sole
the client's problems. When Fraaklin discussed the larger study
scope and fees with the client; however . the latter was shocked by
the price: other firms, the client said, had come in at around $15,006.
But those firms; advised Franklin; did not have the resources to do
the kMd of study needeck As a compromise, Franklin pared down
the Ytudy 's scope and price: The text that Franklin sent to the client
took the form of a tv o-page, single-spaced_ letter to the company's
manager (the only person he had contacted at the company); along
with an_ eight-page segment constituting the proposal proper.

'two features of this proposal are particularly noteworthy: First,
because of the client's reluctance; Franklin took special care to ex-
plain the client's problem in detailboth
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understandurg of the client's sittiatkm and to convince the client that
ks problems were severe enough to require an unexpectedly high
expenditure for coi:sultants_. As a result, the problem section
Fra-D constituted nearly tiO percent of the entire proposala far
greater percentage than in any of his other three proposals (20, 18,
and 26 percent, respectively), as shown in Appendix CI 4. And
when Franklin revised this section to create draft 2, his_ratc_ of high-
affect revisions (28, accompanied by an idea change rat., of 85) was
atyn:cally high for that section:

The second noteworthy factor about the revisions in Fra-D was
that another member cf the firma less experienced and less
skilled _writer than Frankliirhad .,rei-lerated the first draft Of the
'ilethods section, As a result, when Franktin revised to create draft 2
of this section; his cohesioa, style; and usage rates were extraor-
dinarily high. since he needed to make many changes in order to
blend the second writer's passages in with his own. For example,
Franklin had to recast the second author's frequent minor-form inde-
pendent clauses (-Meet -Yith you and other personnel-) to major-
form clauses like those he used in the problem section (-We Will
meet with you and other personnel").

In this chapter, we have examined in detail t1i differences he-
tween the cultural and personal norms that motivate Baker and
Frankim and we have seen that differences in _their respecti
styles of prose are matched by differences in their strategies for gen-
erating and revising a text. We have also noted _in detail the ways_in
which both product_ and_ process are affected by audience and by
other factors governing the rhetor;c proposal in a_business_ set-
Ong. lii the final section of this study, we will review the main find-
ings of chapters 3 and 4 and then brieit' discuss sonic implications of
our method and results for scholars and teachers:
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Conclusion

II.Af, TIIEN, MAY WE CONCLUDE FEOM OUR AVIA t)F THIS FIFINI
and the eight p:oposals by Bake, taid Franklin? Iii answering_ this
question, we will first summarize what -,Ye have reported in chap..
ters :3 and 4: Then we w:ll suggest how our fintbngs ore relevant to
theoretical and pedagogical issues in rhetoric tual cnp:rsition:

Stinuriary of Findings

From the perspeeti\ e of what might b.. called the "macroprocess
of composg: both writers demons;rate clear stages of prewriting
(described mainly in diapter 3) and of generating and revising the
text (described mainly in chapter 4). Baker organizes his notes. dic-
tates at least a major section (with no doubling back for revision, be-
cause of the very nature of dictation), and then revises each type-
script, with ver .v. ftnyof his changes involving insertions, deletions,
or moves of material larger than a word or phrase. Franklin's macro-
process is even more linear: he thinks; he writes in longhand. he
revises a typescript, and he sends the proposal off--and even fewer
of his changes involve units larger than a werd or phrase:

To soinc_exteut, the -staged" aspects of their composing processes
somewhat obscured by the fact that they generate and revise in

rhythmic waves. Baker typically alternates text-generating sessions
with text-revising ses,;ionsnot, however, lwcause he is rcviewing
and evaluating th text in order to see where lw might go 'Next (that
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Is, how he nught recast the line of thought or redefine the overall
purpose of his _text), but simply because he is usually _pressed for
time. As a result, he generates one part ;old. while it is being typed
up; generates another: and when the second segment is being typed
tip he revises the first segment and/or generates a third: In Frank-
lin's (.4Se, the opportunity for recursive rather than _staged compos-
ing is much greater, since, by writhig in longhand, lie can revise as
he goes along, revise when he has fnushe I a segment, revise when
he has finished a draft, or revise at all of these moments
as we noted earlier,_ our approach does not us to observe what
went on while Franklin was generating the first draft of a text, we do
know that he made verv few i.rasures in writing F;-a-A (written be-
fore he agreA not to erase but rather to cross out and write Over)
and_ that he made few Jalse starts- in the other three proposals_(that
is, few passages which were aborted in favor of another). Thus,
there is little evidence of revision occurring whde he generated the
first draft, rather than afterward. This evidence suppoos Franklin's
claim that he_revises_little as he writes, making most of his changes
in a final reading of the whole text or section. So in Franklin's case;
too; the writer did not review or edit his work much as his ideas
were committed to the page; but_ rather revised in stages quite dis-
tinct from the episodes of generating text.

For both writers, therefore, v.e found no evidence that their
rhythmic alternations of generating and revising texts were truly l-c-
cursive, in that the revision of (say) the problem section before the
generation of the methods section had no impact upon the methods
section. That is; the writers did not go back to revise one section in
preparation for writing a subsequent one; in Flower and Hayes'
terms: the revision of one sc;:tion did not alter the overall plan or
the goals for the subsequent section. Rather, the alternation of gen-
erating mid revising was almost always imposed by a tight timetable
for producing the proposal; if the writers bad bad time to produce a
whole_ text at ore sitting, _they very well might have, and subse-
quently could liae revised the whole text in one sitting.

As we have seeu in chapters 3 and 4; a number of aspects of the
writing environment influence this macroprocess. hi particular;
they influence the limitation of the writers revisions to relatively
small elements of the text. First, their writing is a task-specific re-
sponse assigned by the Firm (rather than ';elf-initiated); so they do
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not -grow' _into a serse of purpose, but begi with it. Se.olid, theit
prvpirsals always develop sarne overall lin-e of thotnr,ht prohk m.
methods. implementation); 50 theY need hot S( ami fOr or develbp
an appropriate organization fot- idea. Third, their highly con-
Vt_ ntional line of thought s dolued to a fiirk imited range of sub-
ject,; (,:rianufacturing and Marketing trends for Baker; and relocation
feasibility and site selectiiiii for Franklin); so they do nOt need to fa-
miliarize therriSelves_ with a new area of inquiry Fourth, rnatt of
their strategieS in bidding for jobs and their procedures for produc-
ing propoSals are prescribed by the Firm so the;' dd Mit need _to
devehiP new arguments or approathes. Fifth, th-ey bOth use the
Firm's wOrd-Processing unit; so fresh tYpescripts are readily avail-
able: Sixth, deadlines for prodticing finiShed proposals are normally
quite short; so they aee foreed to adopt relatively bine-efficient
methods and to prioritize goals.

From the_perspective of what might be called the "microproeess-
of revising, lid_th Writers' dynamic patterns of revisions from draft to
draft eXhibit the Muhiplicity and simultaneity of thetoriCal and lin-
guistie concerns associated with reeersiveneSS. In all drafts, their
Changes are oriented as much toward ideaS and li:gh affect as toward
cohesion style, an0 usagethat iS, toWard modifications of the in
formation, ideas, or argument_cif the document; as much as toward
what might be called 7text polishMg," -cleaning up," or -repairing
mechanicS.- Later drafts chi not ignore ideas to focuson (say) ti-ag-e,
btit rather maintain a Pattern of multiple focus on all -p-e-cts of,th-e
dOeiiiii6nt. In Baker's case, however, and pattiothely in the problem
section of Bak-A, there appear to be thythMie tVaVeS Of attentiona
rev:sing session mainly focusing on aterrng deas and signaling con-
nectiow, followed by a session MairilV foerising on cleaning up Ian-.

guage (especially for conciserieSS); foil-Owed by a session primarily of
renewed attention to idedS, followed by a final session of polishing
text and making very minor adjustments to the sense.

And jiist_as macrof -esses are altered by faetors bevond the Writ-
ers contrOl; so too are microprocesses. In analing draft7by-draft
patterns of revision, we found geoat variability in rates and propor-
tions Of attention ro the variotiS orientationsin_ proposals on the
same subject to different readers, and_eVen in similar proposals writ-
ten to the same reader. A number of factors about the writers' !Atha-
tiOn underlie this variability: the degree of famiharity with the
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reader or readers; the number of readers; the knowledge and atti-
tudes of the readers (especiallv when there is more than one reader
or (ecision maker); the writers' or the Firm's )reexisting reputation
or credibility; the difficulty of the task, whether figured in terms of
typicality, scope, or abstractness; the presence or absence of a sec-
ond writer; the use of boilerplate: the importance of the task (in
terms of the Firm's interest in making money); tlw quality of one's
typist or word processor (as in abundance or sparseness of typo-
graphic errors): and the demands of superiors or colleagues in re-
viewing the text.

Affecting all of these is the ...mount of time axailable to produce
the document. Such availability can affect macroprocess, for ex-
ample, in that some Timmediate-need"_texts (such as memos) may
be plamwd only_ briefly and generated hurriedly, with virtually no
revisi.tg of the first draft. And time constraints can affect micro-
process in that they may influence the writer's very notion of a
-draft"; that is; they may partly determine the point at which the
writer treats the existing text as a temporary or final product: This
issue of what constitutes a draft is sidestepped by studies using
artificial composiog envIronments, where subjects generate dis7
course in one session and revise it during another, with the output
from each session eonsidered a draft. BUt in a nonartificial situation,
what the researchers and the subjects consider ii_draft might be
markedly different. For example; in self-sponsored writing under
ideal conditions; a writer might compose and revise for a certain pe-
riod of time, until something tells him or her that enonO time has
been spent on that stretch of discourse and that more will be gained
by setting the text aside than by continuing to work it over. In such a
case, a draft is the product of an at least partly conscious_decision.
Even under such ideal conditions; of course; space_may become a
factor even though time is not; that is.; a writer might wish to con-
tinue revising; but the composing surface (the literal sheet on which
the text is recorded) might be so littered with emendations that it
must be abandoned and the output called a draft:

But under the working conditions of a business environment, con-
straints of both time and _space_ might significantly influence the
writing process. For example; if the writer were a management con-
sultant for the Firm, composing at the office; a conscious decision or
lack of spacc still might lead him or her to leave off generating or
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revising in order to have a fresh typescnpt pre. d. _But if the
writer wore away from_ the office for a week. seribbling doWn parts
of the proposal in airplanes and_ airport liMos and taxicabs; so that
time COnstraints were imposed_ by the duration of a flight or a car
tide. _then the drafts and cOinposing strategies might be consider-
ably different. For instance; Baker's proposal Bal:-Cwas revised over
several days while he travekd from chent to client. Leiwiiii4 on the
trip with a typescript of draft 1 in hand, 13-akee i--ek-ed it iii bits LOW
pieces; first going through the text (sporadically) in -one color Of ink;
then _having a false-start session (in _peneil) during which only a
couple of changes_ were made (treated aS a -nin-through- and thus
iiiclüded aS data for draft 3); and then going over the typescript
again in another color of inkagain doing so as time allowed oYor
period of days. As a result; the original draft 1 tyryektipt WaS
nearly illegible that; when a new tpescript incorpolating _WI sets
of revisions was available, Baker !-evised it and then had an-other
typescript (draft 4) prepared for a final set Of re\_ISiOriS (draft 5). Had
he written the proposal entirely in hiS effiee, his revising process
might have been different.

Yet ahothei- factor influenc.?c both macro- and microprocesses (if
reViSion: the predominant mode (for example; cirgument, OXpOSi-
tion; narration) of the text or the part of the text being revised.
Mode affects not only the product (as measured by woe& 0-ei- Tunit
and so fOrth) but also the_ amount,_ the hatuee,_ aiid PerhaPS the
quality of revisions_made. We found consiStent differences in each
Writei:i; strategies of revision for the problem; methods; and imple-
nientatiOn sections, respectively. Just as sentence-combining re-
;eareh has had to tal.- mode into account in developing pedagogy, in
d signing empirical studies; and in assessing results of qudies, so
too must studies of the revising process For, aS Ont study cleady
indicates; proeess and product are interdependent: the COmposing
and revising process reSults in a document, but the nature or fimc-
tion of the deMrod product affects the proceSS_USed to Create it.

A final dominant factor that our study found tii affect revision in-
volves the writer's verbal skills and characteristic configurations
Of linguistic and rhetorical featuresin a word; the writer's ts,le,
whether of the product Or of the composing prooes. As We haYe
seen; Baker is a tinkerer: he has a w:der etv-ettoit-e bf lifigiiiStie and
rhetorical a.id he spends more time fashioning the text after
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the basic line of thought and kvel of development have been laid
down. Franklin, however skilled he mav be in comparison with
other groups of writers (for example, college students or colkge
teachers and researchers in his field), has a different approach, rely-
ing_ more heavily on graphic devices to supplement the limitations
of his linguistic repertoire. Partly as a result of these language-
oriented constraints; he revises at a lesser rate: thmigh he does re-
vise effectively and adequately for his task and readers.

Implications for Research and Pedagogy

Our_ study appears to contribute both to the methodology and to
the substance of current research in rhetoric and composition. So
far as method is concerned: of course; we have discovered several
constraints on our approach to the study of revision. The most ob-
vious is that it is extremely time-consuming. Any future study using
this approach should take advantage of more advanced_ computer
techniques for recording, coding, and anah,zing texts. Interviews
with writers should be _more structured, so that more information
can be aceumulated earlier to guide coding and subsequent analysis
of texts. ihe same time; single texts should be coded by several
researchers working independently; so that the coding (and hence
the analysis) can depend less on decision by consensus and more on
decision by quantifiable measures. Finally, a greater number of texts
and writers should be analyzed, so that statistical tests of reliability
rnay be applied to the apparent similarities and differences.

Despite these constraints, however, the approach we have pre-
sented appears to provide useful information about the revising pro-
cess as it occurs in one actual business environment. With appropri-
ate modifications of the coding r-ocedure used in this study;_ the
seven variables of composition might serve as a useful point of de-
parture for studies involving larger numbers of writers, writers in
different environments (for _example, the research laboratory, the
government agency, the freshman composition classroom), and writ-
ers of different kinds of document ,for example, familiar essays; re-
search reports; business letters).

Since we have observed highly staged writing processes the
proposals written by Baker and Franklin; our study's method and re-
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stilts would appear to conflict with recursive models of ti coripos-
mg process, particularly as described by Nancy Sommers in her
important essay -Revision Strategies of Student Writers and Experi-
enced Adult Writers" (1980). In that essay; which was so useful in
bringing to light the importance of recursiveness in writing; Som-
mers made several claims which sharpened her argument at the
time but which may now need to be refined. First, in contrasting
-linear" and -recursive" models of the writing process, Sommers
claimed that in a linear model -each stage . . must be exclusive
(distinct from the Other stages) or else it becomes_ trivial and counter-
productive to refer to these junctures as 'stages (379). This claim is
not explained or justified; despite the fact that it runs counter to
accepted practice in many areas of scientific and scholarly inquiry,
Very often; a linear model is used to conceptualize a process in
which each stage is not absolutely distinct from any other stage or in
which the boundaries between stages are not clear. To take a familiar
example from the sciences, the process of mitosis is not rigidly seg-
mented _or episodic, but occurs in one steady movement; the fluidity
of this change; however; does not eliminate the utility of conceiving
of the process in terms of stages (prophase; metaphase; anaphase;
telophase). In language study; too; the usefulness of conceptualized
stages is common: For example; Albert C. Baugh (1957) prefaces his
overview of the periods in the history of English by noting the dif=
ference between the process itself and the concept which allows us
to understand the main stages in the process: -The evolution of En-
glish in the fifteen hundred years of its existence in England has
been an unbroken one. Within this development; however; it is pos-
sible to recognize three main periods. Like all divisions in history
the periods of the English language are matters of convenience and
the dividing lines between them purely arbitrary. There is no break
in the process of continuous transition. But within each of the peri-
ods it is possible to recognize certain broad characteristics and cer-
tain_ special developments that take place" (59). Thus; if one wishes
to claim that, broadly speaking; many writers' composing processes
may be conceived as occurring in three stages; and if this concept is
pedagogically useful; then the idea of linearity in the overall act of
composing (that is; the macroprocess) is not inherently trivial.

On the contrary; as writing teachers have long known (less as the-
ory than as a working notion), ngidly imposed staging of the com-
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posing process can be pedagogically useful. In regard to invention
(or "planning" cr "prewriting"), for example, it is sometimes _useful
to brainstormthat is, solely to generate and write down all ideas
that_occur, without reviewing; evaluating; or organizing them. In re-
gard to generating ("translating: "writing") a text; too, it is _fie:
quently useful to urge unskilled writers not to be recursive: "Don't
worry about spelling or usage in this draft; just try to get your ideas
down on paper, without stopping and going back to change some-
thing you think_might be grammatically incorrect." In this example,
of course, revising ("stopping and going back") is equivalent to edit7
ing for usage, but it need not be; many teachers find it useful to tell
some_ students; "Don't worry about details in this draft; just tr to
sketch out your main line of thought. You can fill in the details later."
Finally; in regard to revising; it can be useful for learners to stage
the process:_"Read through your essay the first time for ideas; then
read through it again _looking for problems in cohesion; _then look
through it once more for problems in style_ or usage." Indeed, such
staging in some nonacademic settings is highly conscious. as de-
scribed by Mary Fran Beuhler in "Controlled Flexibility in Tech-
nical Editing: The_ Levels-of-Edit Concept at J131.," (1977).

A second troublesome claim made by Sommers is that 'by stag-
ing revision after enunciation; the linear models reduce revision in
writing; as _in speech; to no more than an afterthought. In this way
such models make the study of revision impossible" (379). The first
part of this remark quite unnecessarily reduces any "second thought"
to the pejorative category of "afterthought." But everyday experi-
ence is replete with instances of second thoughts being just as im-
portant; if not more important, than first thoughts. For exampk; we
might see something on sale and decide to buy it; paying with a
check; but even as we write out the check; we suddenly remember
that our paycheck_will not be deposited in the bank until the next
day; so we decide to use a credit card, or postpone our purchase, or
go without. Similarly, in a rhetorical situation, a male chauvinist col-
lege president writing a memo to his administrative staff might first
generate the sentence "Each administrator may bring his wife to the
dinner." Later, however; as he reads through the typescript of his
dictated memo; he might as an "after" or "second" thought re-
member that the college has recently hired a female assistant vice-
president for student affairs (in response to an affirmative action
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program imposed by a Federal court). Thus. whether frOm raised
consciousness or from fear of antagonizing a court-appointed medi-
ator. he might change the _sentence to -Administrators may bring
their spouses to the dinner.- We might well lament the fact that this
change occurred to the college president only as an afterthought:
but from a rhetorical perspective. the change would be_ an imporT
taut -second thought,- or -revision.- or :re-seeing of what he_ had
said originally.- In other words, even if reyisions consist only of
minor adjustments _of the text (in terms of its size, informational
content, or overall line of thought)_, such adjustments might yet_ be
rhetorically significantparticularly if they focus on tone or other
reader-oriented aspects of the document being composed; Sommers'
further assertionthat a model based on stages and -afterthoughts-
makes the study of revision impossible is simply inexplicable from
the point of view of our study.

The third and final difficulty presented by Sommers approach in
that essay is her focus on composition-class composinga focus on
academic, belletristic,_ or literary writing that is shared by most
other _revision researchers; who have primarily examined the as-
signed writing of students; or writing by English teachers or profes-
sional essayists such as Donald Murray, or the writing of poetry and
fiction; as in the Paris Review interviews edited by Malcolm Cowley
(1958): In such academic and literary circumstances, writers in
many cases may not have what Flower and Hayes (1980a. 1980b)
have called stored representationsappropriate _notions about pur-
pose. audience, line of thought; or tonewhen they begin to write.
The student_might say; vaguely; ", think write about my summer
vacation.- The poet might say; -Iimmm that windhover I saw
this morning might make a good subject for a poem:- Of course, the
student would be much more likely_ to make such a self-conscious
remark, since poets rarely have teachers give them assignments or
ask them what they would like to write about _this week. In any
event, if we asked Baker or Franklin to write about their summer
vacation or to write_ a sonnet; they might well display a decidedly
nonlinear_process of composing; but if their Firmrs president asked
them to develop a proposal for Company X; their composing pro-
cessin particular, their macroprocesswould probably be decid-
edly linear;

These objections to Sommers' illuminating essay would not be
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worth making were it not for the fact that, as theory trickles down to
classroom practice; the distinction between recursive and liiiear
models could lead teachers and students (and perhaps some re-
searchers) to ignore the fact that linear as well as recursive processes
or strategies are frequently employed in on-the-job situations. This
fact does nothing to diminish the theoretical and practical useful-
ness of Flowei and Hayes recursiyeness-oriented -cugnitive pro:
cess- model, fOr nothing in that model requires that writing cannot
be rigidly staged. Naturally. based on their observation of student
writers; Flower and Hayes have found little evidence of highly
staged processes. In contrast; based on a single observation of one
engineer writing in a business environment, Jack Selzer (1983) has
found such evidenceand so have we in our study of two writers
and eight proposals.

Consequently, although most previous studies have examined
highly recursive writers, researchers and teachers would do a dis-
service to the flower and Hayes model in assuming that highly
staged writers do not exist; that a linear_model fails to describe their
processes; or that a linear model might be pedagogically useful. But
our concern here is not to perpetuate a competition between linear
and recursive models: From the perspective of our study; the
recursive-priented _cognitive process model is clearly superior be-
cause it allows for both recurs:ve and staged (linear) writing strate-
gies or behaviors. It is no lOnger a case of choosing beti.veen the
models: it is rather a case of recognizing different composing strate:
gies; variant adaptations of a general model to different rhetorical
situations.

Thus; the theoretical significance of our study is that Baker's and
Franklin's composing strategies can be understood in terms of a cog-
nitive process model that to date has mainly been used to describe
and explain highly recursive strategies. In other words, while our
appr iach is inherently stage-oriented (since it examines the writing
process from a draft-by-draft perspectivei, it supports man
made on behalf of the cognitive process model.

First; our documentation of the distinction between voluntary
and nonvoltintary revisions supports Flower and Hayes: claim that
networks of interactive goals (norms) are at work as writers revise,
since many changes in idea require that writers develop new text-
oriented goals that result in changes in cohesion, style, and usage.
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In particular,_ our_ tracing of high-affect changes illustrates Flowc
arid Haves idea that the_existing text helps the writer make more
preeise his_or her reader-based goalsat least to the extent that, as
the idea takes shape in the first draft; it is consistently revised for
reader impact in subsequent drafts.

Second; our detailed break-down of the prOportions between
rates of orientations and other variableS in eaeli reOsing session or
draft (as shown in Appendix C.7 thrinigh C. 14) illustrates and ex-
tends Flower and Hayes' idea Of the Simultaneity of different and
Oreii disparate goals (for example, thOroughness . conciseness):
That iS, Baker and Franklin do not, strictly speaking, stop generat-
ing text in order to review and r:- 'iFP existing text or to plan for new
text; but in each stage or sessio:: the composing process, whether
generating or revising, they have their eyes Oh riiiire than one goal
or one aspect of the writing sitüdtitiii.

Third, by _isolating and eategdriiiiig Stieeifie changes made in a
given rhetorical Context, our StUdY haS established a fiamewoil for
doctimenting the specific factOrs inVolved as a, writer reformulates a
plan_or goal. Oui -:oncepts nOrMs; orientations; and goals (in Our
much narrowe-r sense ot the word) may help to disinvolve several
factor's signified by Flower and Hayes' broad notion of 'goals," which
they range on a scale from abstract to specific. In_Contrast, we de-
scribe them in terms of the fortes that Motivate them (that is, _the
norms imposed by culture, by inStitUtiens; by genres, by readers
and tasks, and by idiosyncrasy)ind in terms of the elements of the
ilietbrical situation on which they act (that is; their orientations,
which_ are divided into relatively more specific goals): Goals as we
have defined thein encourage a descending scale of specificity, lead:
ing us_step-by-step from the most cbstract formolation of a goal to its
concrete embodiment in the text. -Signal the Connection with a co-
hesive tie" becomes the more specific "signal the temporal relation-
ship with a free modifier,' which in tUrn be-Comes the yet more spe-
cific "insert the word:later' here as a free adVerbial modifier,"

In sum, our study does nothing to deny the claim that_a recursive
modelor at _least a cognitive process model which allows for re-=

cursivenessis better than a linear model. But it aptiedi-S to Offer
dear evidence that rnirch nonacademic, rionlielk triStic (!omposing is
highly staged. Based on our inf6i-i-nal ObSeri:atiOUS Of a wide range of
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writers in the Firm, and also Gn our classroom observations of writ-
ers who -wish to work for such companies, we believe that as writers
become more skilled and more efficient in at least some kinds of on-
the-job writing, they become more highly staged.

_The pedagogical implication of such_frequent staging in on-the:
job writing is not that; in our teaching of con;posing skills, we should
ignore the processes; subprocesses; goal setting. and other behav-
iors that Flower and Haves have shown to be of great potential
value: Rather, the prevalence of staging in two successful real-world
writers implies that, at least in advanced composition classes (in:
eluding business, technical, and scientific writing classe.$), we might
well help students learn the skills and routines used by many suc-
cessful writers in job situations.

Despite the limitations of our approach noted earlier, the vari-
ables of composition appear to offer a fruitful perspective for com-
position pedagogy: By focusing on purpose and motive as outlined in
the norms, orientations. and goals, students can become aware of
the complexities of revisien within a clearcut frame of reference
Students rnay apply the variables ',o_the analysis of documents and
rnay also use them as guidelines for inventing, organizMg, generat-
ing, and revising coinpositionsespecially writing assignments
based on a case approach; in which students are given a writing task
to peHOrm within the lts of a clearly described rhetorical situa-
tion involving an audience with specific characteristics relevant to
the document to be composed:

At the same time, however, even when students and other writers
can identify and anticipate their own and their readers expectations
and motives, they must_ still be able to shape a text appropriately in
re.sponse to those insights. Having a method and a strategy is one
thing: implementing them is quite another. For this latter task, our
approach offers a framework of descending specificity; linking ab-
stract concepts and operations with their_ concrete embodiment in
texts. In this respect, we can draw particular conclusions about
pedagogy from the differences between Baker and Franklin: both
are experienced and highly skil!ed at determining their readers'
needs and desires, but Baker, in our opinion, does a better job of
adepting his prose accordingly_ because he has a_greater -vocabu-
lary- of linguistic and rhetorical strategies. Thus. from our perspec-
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tive at least; our s!udv of Baker, Franklin; and their inana4cmeirit-
consulting firm leads us to a renewed sense of the need for a eli
rounded pedagogy for composition at all le,;ek _aiid for all Varieties
of writersa pedagogy that achieves a bald-need apprOaCh to the in,
terrelated demands of the writing prOciss, the written product; and
language itself'.
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Appendix A: The Variables of Revision

1: The First Six Variables of Revision

Impetus: Is the change oiuntar or non. oluntary?
Voluntary
Nonvoluntary

Involuntary (required_ by a voluntary -change)
Typographic (required_by a typist's error)
Second-Author (made by another writer or editor)

Item: What is changed?
Chapter
First-level heading group
Second-level heading gioup
Third-level lieading group
Paragraph group
Paragraph
Sentence group
Sentence
Tunit
Macrosyntactic structure
Ph raSe
WOrd
Alphanumeric character, affix, or other subword
Punctuation mark

Process: Ilow is the change made?

lYekt-e.
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Replace
join
Split
Move

Norm: Whatprompts the change'?
Culture: The writer's background and training
Institution: The writer's environment at work
Genre: The format and other conventions of a genre
Personality: The writer's unique charactensties
Situation: The task and audience

Affective Impact: Is the affective impact low or high'?
Low impact: Emotionally neutral fOr the ;iudience
Iligh impact: Emotionally pleasant or unpleasant fOr the audience

Orientation: What is the rhetorical focus?
Idea: The information and Iine of thought
Cohesion: The signals of relationships between ideas
Style: The configuratiOns of linguistw and dietorical elements
Usage: Sociolinguistic conventions (as in handbooks)

2. Errors of Cohesion (By Goal)

Goal 6: To signal relationships with a cohesive tie.
False coordination (usually misuse of -and')
Lack of cohesive tie
Lack of or misuse of article
Telegraphic style (lack of signal words)
Unclear or ambiguous pronoun reference
Unmarked reLtive clause (no relative proimun)

Goal 7: To signal relationships with punctuation.
Comma splice (separation of two independent clthises With a
comma)
Comma split (separation of subject and main verb with a comma)
Failure to punctuate the last element of a series
False parallel punctuation
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Fused or run-on clause (unpunctuated added clause,
Lack of hyphen
Lack of or misplacement of apostrophe
Mispunccuation of a bound (restrictive) modifier
Misuse of semicolOn to set off a free modifier
Nonparallel punctuation
Overpunctuation (other than comma split or set-on oound
modifier)
Unpunctuated coordinate clause
Unpunctuated free modifier 04 example. subordilkite elauSe.
appositive)

Goal 8: To signal relationships by graphic means.
Lack of beading
Nonparallel linguist:6_ form for heading
Nonparallel typographic form-t l`or heading

Goal 9: To signal_ relationships through syntax:
Confusing sentence fragment
False grammatical subordination (misuse of free modifiers(
False parallelism of bouLd structures
False parallelism of free structures_
False parallelism of independen.. clauses
Lack of desirable parallelism ly:tween free modif.rs
Lack of desirable parallelism between independent clauses
Lack of echoing structures (failure to use parallelism)
Lack of given or new order
Lack of grammatical subordination (failure to use free modifiers)
Lack of required parall(lism between bound structures
Shift between active and passive voice
Shift between direct and indirect discourse
Shift between major-form and minor-fOrm sc.:fence structures
Shift in grammaticA mood
Shift in tense
Unclear reference for free modifier (-squinting modifier )

coal 10: To signal relationships by lexical means.
Lack of' backward reference (anaphoric cohesion)
1,ack of forward referenc- (cataphoric cohesion)
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Lack of or misuse of abbreviation
Lack of or misuse of acronym

3. Errors of Style (By Coal)

Goal 11: TO_ be readable.
Awkward interruption of a structure with a_ free modifier
Ilyperembedding of bound clauses (bound clause within bound
clause)
Overloaded (overlong) structure (lack of segmentation)
Stacked nouns (hvpernominalization: use of strings of modifier
nouns)
Unnecessary anticipatory constructiOn (-it is, 'there ure-)
Unnecessary sentence frame fahle 6 shows that

Coal 12: To condense.
Umwecssary passive voice
Unnecessary grammatical expletives (-We do use this-)
Uniwcessary nominalization (usc of noun phrase rather than
verb)

13: To avoid weak repetition.
1nctfe,qive restatement (redundancy of clause or sentence)
Redundancy of word or ph rase
Weak repcfition (excessive or ineffectixt use of a word or phrase)

4. Errors of Usagv (By (;W)

Goal 15: o spell correctly.
Inconsistent expression of numbers (nurnerab vs. words)
Misspelling
Nhsuse of' homonym
Violation of a rule about expressum of numbers (fbr example-,
-rule of ten-)

Coal 16: To use uhornatie or conventional librasing.
Inappropriate contraction
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Inappropriate use of an abbreviation or acronynl (for example.
-Dear Prof.-)
Nonichomatic phrase

Goal 17: To capitalizi_' letters correctly:
Misuse of lower-case letters
NI isuse of upper-ease letters

Goal 18: To observ, usage.
Absurd dangling modifier
f!: ,7Thropriate sentence fracment

Ilaneons usage errors
St ,11.4uage (especially pronouns)
Sri; infinitive
Us: of banned personal pronoun
Use of banned w ord or phrase (for example, -is xvhen-)
Use of coordinatoi- -And- at the beginning Of a sentence
Use of demonstratixc Itronoun without a 1101111 ("ThiS is cimmon
Use of preposition at the end of a clause

Goal 19: 'fo punctuate collentionally.
c to punctuate the last element in a series (when not

confusing)
Lad: of or misuse of nonsyntactic punctuation (f)r example. -Mr
Brown-)
Use of a colon in the middle of a structure
Use of a dash to set off an initial-positithi free modifier

Goal 20: To achiexe grammatical agreement.
Double negative
Garbled syntax
Lack_ of artiele/iioun igreeinent (fOr example, a successful
conclusi)ns-)
Lack of noun/noun agreement
Lack of noun/pronoun agreement
Lack of noun/verb agreement
Lack of pronoun/pronoun agreement
Vrong gramumtieal fiffm of a word
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5. Tke composition

Idea

Goal I: To be accurate. Removes or replaces inaccurate information
or language (including jargon).

Goal_2: Fo lie safe. Adds a qualifier: reiii6Ves or rePlaces question-
able claims or implications.

Gl 3: TO be thorough. Develops an idea ,r logical or dietorical
consistency. for organizational or persona; :,,tandards. or fbr situa-
tional needs.

( oil 4: To be reliwant: Renim es or replaCeS aalieedeil iiiforniatkm.
Goal 5: To be coherent. Alters the logical or diet-cid:al Structure of

the text:

(:ohesion

Goal 6: To signal relationships with a cohesive tie: For example. ad-
verb, prepositional phrase, infinitive phrase. whether free or
bound.

Goal 7: To signal rdationships witli punctuatiOii.
Goal 8: To signal relationships h graphie Means. For example,

headings, white space, paragraph Mdentafion, highlighting.
GWl 9: To signal relationships thriiiigh SYntax, For example. given/

Order, panillelism, coordination. subordination:
Giial 10: To signal relationships by lexical means: For exampi, repe-

tition of a ke-y term in original or altered fOrni, use of a Sy0OliViii.

Style

Coal 11: lb be readable. Recasts idea IiitO more easily Comprehensi-
ble Structures through segmentation, desegnientation, or other
rearrangement.

GiO 12: To condense. Eliminates wordiness
Coal 13: To avoid weak repetition.
Goal 14: To sound good: Creates etiphoo' or dolim.
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Goal 15: To spell correctly.
Goal 16: To tise idiomatic or conventional phrasing:
Goal 17: To capitalize letters correctly.
Goal IL To observe usage. For example, split infinitives, dangling

modifiers.
Goal 19: To punctuate correctly.
Goal 20: To achieve grammatical agreement. For example, noun/

verb; noun/noun; noun/pronoun; pronoun/pronoun, or conven-
tional syntax.

High Affect

Goal 21: To avoid a threat. Removes or de-emphasizes a_claim or im-
plication that threatens the position or well-being of the reader.

Goal 22: To avoid an insult. Removes or de-emphasizes an offensive
claim or implication.

Goal 23: To bond with the reader. Establishes rapport between
reader and writer:

Goal 24: To build credit. Adds positive claims or implications about
the writer's_ (or _firm's) attributes or position: also avoids negative
cliums and implications.

Giial 25 Ta feed a wish. Adds claims or implications_ that stress
positive_ results for the reader r that create or satisfy a need in
the reader.

Goal 26: To stroke the reader. Adds claims or implications that coin-
mend or flatter the reader:



Appendix B Sentence Structures

I. Nlacrosvntactic Structures

Independent Clauses

010 Base clause
Jim opeiwd the door.

020 Coordinate clause
Jim opened the door; and then he closed it:

030 Added clause
Jim opened the door; Louise shut it.

040 Repeating clause
Jim succeeded in his task: he opened the door.

050 Inserte4 clause
Jim (he hated a s(uffy room) opened the door.

Free Modifiers

110 Ting verb clustet (present patticipial phrase)
Feeling Claustrophobic, Jim opened_ the door.

120 -edl-en verb cluster (past partieipial phrase)
Startled by noise, Jim opened the door.

IT) Infinitivp verb cluster
To air the room; Jim opened the door.

140 -As is- verb cluster
As is clear. Jim opened the door.

150 Detached vetb cluster
Jun opened the door, and was glad lie did.
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210 Noun cluster (appositive)
A burglar of great skill, Jim opened the door.

220 List cluster
Jim opened three things: the door, a window, aml a bottle:

230 -Such as- duster
Jim likes to open lots of things, sudi as doors.

310 Adjective cluster
Curious ab(iut the noise, Jim opened the door.

410 Adverb duster
Shndy and carefully: Jnn opened the door. (Developmental)
llowever Jim opened the door: (Cohesive)

510 Free prepositional phrase
Like a butler, Tim open_ed the door. (Developmental)
As a result, Jim opened the door. (Cohesive)

610 Free subordinate claus0Non-restrictive)
Since the room was stuffy; Jim opened the door.

620 Free relative clause (N(in-restrictive)
Jim opened the door; which had blown shut;

630 Free absolute clause (Non-restrictive)
His fingers trembling, Jim open_ed the door.

640 Quote- or thought-attributing clause
71 opened the door,- said Jim.
Jim, we now believe, opened the door.

2: Internal Structures of Independent Clauses

Anticipatory construction (it is-)
It is interesting that he opened the door.

Anticipatory construction (-There iS")
_There is a door that he opened.

Elided construction (sentence fragment)
A door to be opened.

Formulaic expression
a = b:

Imperative
Open the door.

Interrogative
Did he ope i the door?
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\Vas the door Opened?
Inverted

Opened he the door.
Opened was the door.

Passive Voice
The door %vas Opened bv

Passive _+ infinitive
The door was opened to let in air.

Noun + copulative verb + infintive
The ,loor seemed to open:

Noun + copulative verb_+_noun ot -iidjective
The door became an obstacle.
The door_became open._

Noun + linking verb + adjective + noun
The door7opening was worth it.

Noun + linking verb + phrase
The door-opening activity was as follows:

Noun + linking verb + adjeetive
Tfie door was open.

Noun + linking verb + adjective + infinitive
"Fhe door_ was likely to be open.

Noun +_ hiking verb +
The door_was to be. opened.

Noeni + linking verb + noun
The door was an antique.

Noun + linking verb + prepositional phrase
The door was in the sou_th

Notni + linking V-eth + relative clause (with relative pronoun)
We knew that he opened the door.
The point is that be opened the door.

Noun + Verb + _relative clause (without relative pronoun)
We knew he opened the. door.
The point is he opened the door:

Noun + finking verb + subordinate datitt
The openi_ng of the door was because he needed air.

Noun + verb
Ile chuclded.

Noun + verb + ':bsolute
I le opened the dOor built into the wall.
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Noun + verb + infinitive
Ile wanted to open the do(ir.

Noun + verb + noun
Ile opened the door.

Noun + verb + noun + adjectiv,2
Ile painted the door brown.

Noun + verb + noun + infinitive (ivsult)
Ile caused the door to open.

Noun + verb + noun + infinitive (-purpose)
Ile opened the door to go outside.

Noun + ve_rb + noun + noun
Ile considered the door an Ahtioo.

Noun + verb + relative clatise (with relative pronoun)
Ile thought that the door was okh.

Noun + verb + relative clause (without relative pronoun)
Ile thought the door was open.

Relative clause + verb
That the door was opened seems clear
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Appendix C: Statistical Analyses of
Cön-ipösing/Revising Processes

1: Stylistic Variables: Four-Proposal Means of Rates and
Percentages (Bv AnthOr)

Baker's
Four ProposalS_

Franklin's
-Four Proposals

Mean S.D. %1:ati S.D.

Coniplexitil_inid _Variability
words per T-unit* 19.7 0.6 21.9 0.9
Words per independent clause 14.7 0.2 17.9 1.3
S.D. of T-unit mean I4 9 11.5 0.9
T-unitlInd-dause difference 5 0 t3), : t2i 411

Bound clauses per 1(X)_T-un its 30 5.7 43
_1.2

10.5
Total words in largest T-unit 135 57 73 7

X'ai-i0-/

Kinds of macro structures 16 1:5 12 1.2
Initial-position FMs (Pct) 2o 0.0 19 4:8
Middle-poutimi FM-!: (Pet) 6 1.6 12 5.6
Final-position FMs (Pet) 17 2.9 S 3.1
WOrds in final-pus FMs (Pct) 16 2.8 7 3.6
FMs inside other 17Ms (Pct) 7 2.1 3 :3.3
Number of clause types 00 1.2 17 1.7

Linguistic Cohesion
Cohesive ties per 100 T-miits* 45 3.1 42 21.9.Cohesive 1' Ms per 100 T-iiiiits 16 2.3 18 5.6
Pronouns per100 T-iinits 132 5.9 172 17:7
Echoes per 100 T-iiiiitS 11 3.5 9 4.7
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Baker's
Four Proposals

Franklin's
Four PropoSal-S---

Mean S.D. Mum) S. I).

Non-comma punctuation (Pit) 22 7.0 29 7.6
Unpunctuated structures (Pet) _3 4 :1 15 3.9
Cohesion errors per 100 TiiiiitS 15 11.4 15 5.3

Gre:phic Coh:sion
1 (dings per 100 Monts* 14 8 7 21 5 ))

Highlights per 100 T-units
italics per 100 Thiriits

19

6

7.0
3:7

...,

,-,

1 I ,I

3.9

Words per paragraph* 60 15 ', 53 1.7

S.D. of paragraph mean 40 10.8 li.) 3 9

Stylr
Passive-voice clauses (Pet) 12 51 21 6:8
Anticipatory clauses (Pet) 4 1. 3 5 4.4
Framed claues (Pet) 5 2.1 17 3.8
Total weak clauses (Pctl* 20 3.9 -VI 6.4
Personal pronouns per 11/0 T-units 51 5 2 49 7 .1

St.* error; per 100 T-iiiiitS 3 1.5 10 4:0

Usage
Usage errors per 100 T-iihik 18 3.0 24 4.3
Mispunctuated stru(tures (Pct) i 1.5 7 2.4

Note: :As explained in chapter 2; rates in this and all subsequent table's arc expressed
per 1(/0 T-nnits for the licit] named. Penis marked Wi11; are.asteriSk ini.luded in
draft-by-draft comparisons in 4.7 through 4.14 (Appendix

2. Stylistic Variables By Prnposal)

Bak

A

3ak
li

lick
C

Beek

D
Fra
A

Fra
B

Fra
C

Fra
-D

Inplevity_und Variability
"VordS per T-nnit (ine11,0* 19.4 19.9 18.9 20:4 20.9 22 3 21.4 23.0

'eerds per hod clause." i 1.8 14.8 14.4 14.6 17.9 19.5 16.4 17.7

S 3 of T-uni, mean i 6.2 10.7 14.4 18.2 115 11.0 11.9 10.5
T-MidfIC dif!. 4:6 5:0 4.5 5.8 3.1 2:9 5:0 5:2
Boueid e ie 27 24 34 26 r 48 47 49

:n 1-unit 175 72 110 194 78 80 64 70
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Bak

A

Bak

B

Bak
i. :

BA
D

Fe-a

A

Era

B

Era Era
: D

Variety
Kinds of macro structures 17 17 14 15 11 11 13 13
Initial-position Fikts (Kt) aa 20 2_1 17 23 1 5 al-- 12
Middleposition l'Nts (Pet) 6 4 6 5 6 16 8 17
Final-positieni EMS Wet) 14 15 20 19 6 4 9 11
Words in fin-pos EMs (l'ut) t 14 14 16 20 5 4 12 7
FMS inside other EMs (Pet) 7 4 9 7 :3 0 0 7
Number of clause types 23 21 21 2.3 17 16 15 19

Linguistic Cohesion
Cohesive ties rate 48 47 45 41 26 73 42 26
Cohesive EMs rate 15 14 18 14 17 26 16 13
Prommns rate 130 12.5 139 134 149 186 168 156
Echoes rate 16 10 11 17 4 15 8
Non-ounina punctuation ( Pet) 14 25 19 30 29 32 19 37
Unpunetuated structures (Pet) 0 3 3 9 16 18, 15
Cohesion errors rate 17 10 18 14 12 22 10 16

Graphic Cohesion
Headings rate. 'V 22 _5 7 18 28 21 17
Highlights rate 17 16 13 29 40 13 31 24
It(ilies retie 6 1(1 1 6 0 0 8
Words/paragraph 49 52 82 55 55 51 54 53
5.1). of paragraph mean 29 33 53 43 29 24 31 33

Stede

Passive-voice (lenses (PO) 18 14 Ii 10 11 21 26 25
Anticipatory clauses (Pet) 3 a 5 4 10 6 6 0
Framed clauses (Pet) 5 2 7 5 14 16 la, 14
Total weak clauses (Pet) 26 15 15 19 35 43 50 39
Personal plamouns (Pet) 44 63 49 49 50 41 47 55
Style errors rate -6 4 5 * 4 12 10 13

I 'sage

USage errors rate 19 22 15 17 12 20 24 30
Misputietuatud structures ePet) 5 3 6 3 5 9 4 5

Note: As eXplaiiied in elialiter 2, rateS in this and all sobsequent table", ant. per 100
T-units for the itein_ named. Items marki.d int-Indtql in draft-by-draft
comparisons in 4.7 through 4.14 (Appendix C).
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3: Overview of Voluntary Revisions: Norms; Processes; and
Orientations (In Percents, by Author)

Baker's
Four Proposals

Franklin's
Four Proposals

Mean S. D. M can S.1, .

ImpetuA
Voluntary* 74 4.9 86 3.8
(Non-Voluntarl* (26) i4. 91 (141 (3.8)

(Involuntary) (15) (1.3) (10) (3.2)
(Typographic) (6) (2 9) (4) i3. 6)

(Seeinid-Aiithiir) (5) (5:9) if)! (0:01

7Vorm

Cultural 80 ¶16 5.3 11.6
Situmal 18 7.0 : 7 11.1

Generie 1 1:4 0 0:0
institutional 1 0.8 1 0.5
Personal 1 0.8 1 0.5

Process

1nS'ert :37 3 6 29 11:1

Delete i 5 1:3 5.9
acc 52 8.7

Split 3 1.3
ll/i'l 2 1.5
N160.. 1 1.5

Pd over sentence * :3 0.6

Oili.ntiitiOnhiligh Aji
11 igh affect* i 7 , (i. I

ldi..::i * :1:3 4 4.7
Colwsior 22 ) .) 16 :3.1

St le * 11 1 7 L.:3 7.3
USiii.,,e * i 2:0 5 2:1

1 61
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4. Overview of Voluntary BeViYions: NotitiS. PriiceSSeS, and
Orientations (In Percents, Iw Ptoposal)

liak
A

Kik
13

Kik
C

H.k
I)

Fra Fra
JI

Vra Fra
I )

impetus
N'01untar 76 77 ) 67 91 53 8"; 8:3
(Noll-V9111f(tar% ) (24) )23) i2:3) )33) (9) ;17 (1:3) ;17)

ilnvoluntar., (14) OW (15) )13) (7) 131 ,12\ i'7
(1. pographie) (2) (7) 151 (8) cl; ,.5, 1, 191

(Second-Author) (7) (0) (0) (12) ,0) ;0, )0 ) )01

Norm
4:), 1 t u rill 66 55 82 87 54 67 94 SS
Situation:if 27 14 15 11 Ui 32 fi 12
Generic :3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1nst it u t tonal ,-)

1 0 i 0 I 0 0
Personal 2 1 0 1 I 0 0 0

Proo.s.c
111),ert 32 .39 36 40 :39 15 37 26
Weir 17 14 IS 15 8 19 16 7
fleplace 42 37 34 :30 4S GO -11 57
Split 4 4 9 5 n

:3 3 5
Join g 3 .) 3 l 2 1 5
Move 3 3 3

-
:3 1 3 0

Pet over sentence 5 4 :3 1 3

Orien tafion /I I igh AffiTt
Ii igh affect 27 18 11 IS 18 4 11
Idea 28

_12

:32 :33 40 51 43 43 40
(;0liesion 17 24 21 24 IS 11 16 17
Style 23 22 22 19 13 2:3 29 28
Usage 6 10 fi 6 3 5 5 5
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5.
. .kJvcr.iew of \ oluntarv nevisions: Goals

Percents by Author)

Baker's
:Four Proposals _Foiur Psoposals

Mean S.D._ Mean S.D.

Idea
I Be accurate
2 Bt.- salt-
3 Be thorough
4 Be releVant

Be coherent

Coia'siOri
6 Signal with cohesive tie
7 Signal with pulictii.ition

:41

o

7

:3

4.h
0.5
2.5
0.h
2.4

' 4
i 5

32
3

9
,,,

1

(i

1

2. 9

1.0

5.6
2 4
1.5

1 3
1:3

S Signal with graphics 5 ,, 5 _' 2 4
9 Signal with syntax 4 2 3 1 0 5

10 Signal with reference 5 1 5 5 1 5

St0'
11 Segment 6 2 .9 4 3.7
12 lie coincise 11 :3.1 16 5.7
13 Avoid weak repetition 3 1.5 3 I.()

14 Sound better ,, 11.5 1 1.5

Usage
18 Spell correctly G 0 G 0 0.0
16 Improve idiom or phrasing 2 1 0 4 1 7

17 Capitalize correct!. l 41 I 1 0

18 Olii:erVe wiage 1 0.6 1) OA)

19 Punctuate comentionalls 2 1 (1 0 0 0
20 Achieve agreement o 0 6 1 1.(1

High Affra
21 Avoid threat :3 10 1 1.(1

22 Avoid insult 1 2.0 2 1 3

23 Bond with audience .1 0.0 4 1..2

24 Budd credit 6 2.4 :3 2:1

25 Feed a wish 6 :3.1 6 3.11

26 Stroke the atidiMei
3- 2 4 i i fi

1 63
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6. Overvtew of S-oluntarv Revision.i: Goals
(In Percents, by Pr, i;)sab

1(11.a

I lic ,i, t nrate
2 lic sale
:3 Be thorninl.h
.4 lic rely \ alit
:-) Be coherent

colicAinri.
(-3 Signal with mhesivc tic
7 Signal with pt1.(t
S Signal \%ith graphics

_9 Signai with 3. nta\
19 Signal with reh.remv

Stute
II Si.gnit:nt text
12 Be (-01wisc_

1:3 Avoid weak repetitiun
14 Sound bett r

I 'agi.
15 SI, ,I1 corryctl
16 linproe alioin or phrasino.
17 Capit-ithm, correctl
18 tIbtatrve 11Nagl
19 Punctuate con.clitionall
20 Achie agreeinetit

M.-1/1:1/ket %Judy 1itrii ,
21 Avmd a thwat
22 Avoic_l :03_insult
23 Build with audience
24 Build credit
25 P-t.tql 3 wish
26 Strnke the aildicnce.

Bak Bak F. Bak Fla Fra Ir. VIA

B 3 I) A B 4 1)

1-1 IS 25 22 31 34 2'3 3-4

1
:3 I

q 9 .3 1(3 4 II 5
2 1

I .3 2 5 0 0
1 ,

3 7 0 0 .3 (4

1 5 5 5 4 li 5

2 3 3 5 0 I 1

4 1 4 5 3) 0 "
5 7 1 2 I I 1

4 7 1 4 9 :3

3 _5 19 ii 4 4

1.4 1:3 II 7 9 133 2:3

:3 1 1 4 1 3 :3 2

:3
-,

1 2 :3 0 0 0

(4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

:3 :3
:3

1 ; 2 (i :3

I :3 1 I 9 2 9 I

i I 0 0 0 0 0 11

1 3 1 I 0 0 0 0

I I :-, :, 0 1. 1 0

7 1 1 1 0 2 0 I

4 0 0 9 .i_ :3 0

I I I I '-' .' 41 (I

5 5 6 .-) 5 I 5

7 '-' 9 4 9 9 I_ .4

0 .5 0 1 0 0 I

11 4
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7- Summary of Revisions to Bak-A (By Draft and Part)

la 214 Tot

F'Obb.7// Se' UtiOn

155 14)) 389
Hatt (A Cr Selltt.11(1' 6 1 0)

iligh affet 34 .._, 65 itn 132
Idva 9 .30 :35 (0) 74
Cohesion 20 12 16 (9) 45
Stli. 2: __

, , IS (6) 119
Usage -. 4 6 (141 18

(Nonvol usage) (1) (14) Mt (4) (26)

T-unit mean 18.0 17.8 15 7 18.1 15.2
1113 ilnise Illeall 16.4 15.(i 1.) 6 14.9 14.8
Fin-pos FM words i 3 3 9 10

Cohesive 'ItIS Fah' .41 ;8 48 49 49
Ilemlings rAtt I :4 5 6 6

Paragraph mean 57 53 42 45 45
Pct weak clauses 21 19 IS 17 17

Usage error rate 16 20 :' 24 19

Afethod Section
\:oluntary 119 147 (15) 266
I(;(te uver sentenee 5 II (0) 16

1 ligh afheet 17 23 (3) 40
ldea 46 -' (101 117
Col_icsioN 24 :35 (2) 59
soe: 15 15 0) :30

l'sat2,a 17 :3 , 0) 2(3

(Nonvol usage) 12) (41 (0) (16)

T-imit wean 116 20.8 20.1 20.1
Ind dans!. Inca» 13.5 1:3.6 13.9 13 9

Fin-pos I'M words 18 25 26
(:ohisive ties rate 5S 56 57
Ileadings rate 41 10 13
Paragraph Mean 48 .114 .41 45

Put :eak clauses 'IC; 59 :31

t'sage error rate

jf mentrition Sectirm

25 15 18

\ tyy 96 54 (54) 15))

sent( fluc (o)
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1 2a 21) 4 Tit

illigh affect 27 ,s (I; 55
Idea 23 20 (121 43
Coliesior 23 12 13) 35
Style 19 0 (9) 19

.4 4 (15 ji
(Nonvol usage/ (12' (S) (15) (20)

T-unil inean 20.0 20.6 19.5 20. I
Ind clause mean 14.0 14.9 16.4 16.7
Fin-pos FM words 21 19 10 9
Cohesive ties rate 46 36 33 25
11(..achngs rate I.'_ 12 I 0 9
Paragraph mean 65 57 60 55
Pet weak clauses 23 24 23 25
tage error rate 39 24 23 25

Summary of 11;-\ isions to Bak-B (By Draft and Part)

4 Tot

Problem Section
Voluutarv .304 l'-' 21 5: I:-

Rat). Over SClIter'.0 13 13 0 29

3

43 6 192
30 6 75

13 4S 6 67
(35' 261 (9 (70)

T-unil i-oar 25.7 2Is o 24.7 24 `..,

Ind cla,.y.- or In 17.3 17.7 IS 1 14.8
Fin-pos F'.'l \\-c,i-ik 14 23 21 '2.-1

Cohve tie. rate 57 52 I i 44
fle;idingS ride :35 39 :PI :30

Paragraph wean )12 4:3 I I 44
Pet svea chaises :3.5 30 :30 :30

tiSagc error tale 70 45 41 41

Afrthod Suction
olootarv

Rate ov( 1 sootence

1.GO

156 225
7
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157

High alfeUt _S a 0 10

Idea 45 19 :3 70
Cohesion 74 5 I SO

Stle 45 6 0 54

Usage 5 a 4 14

(Nomad usage)

rum( inean

(3,

19.-i

10,

19 3

(11)

19 ;

,43,

21.3
Ind Chi 11Se Mean 16.4 15 0 I 4.5 14.5
Vin-pos 151 words 12 12 14 1-1

Cohusive tius rate 60 55 53 53
Headings rate :32 15 13 23
Paragraph Meal) 51 61 6' 62

Put weak clauses 26 20 20 20
Usage error rate

hripleinentithon Section
fInntarv

31 13 13

27 14,3

.ate over sentence :3 5

High affect 31 0 31

Idea 29 S :37

Cohesion 24 5 29
Stte ..., 6 33

Usage 5 5 13

(tionvol usage, (-V , I 1, (151

T-unit wean 1S.:3 15 :3 IS 3
Ind clause mean 15.7 15.5 15.4

Fin-pos F51 Words 7 5 9

Cohesive tius rate $9 40 41

fleinlings rate 16 19 19

Paragraph wean 47 -17 -17

Put We'ak clauses 1:3 11 10

Usage error rate 29 :31 15

167
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9. Summary of Revisions to Bak-C (By Diraft and Patt)

5 TI
Pwidern Section
Voluntar 120 92 42 9 263
_late Over Selltellue 0 :i .i 0

fligh aflect 2(1 23 5 0 51
Idea 68 :35 15 0 118
Cohesion 4 15 15 :37
St t li. 24 15 4 46
I._ sage

-1 4 0 A 11
%Nonvol usage' 2-l1 (121 (121 ((n 148)

T-unit mean 18.2 18.0 15.8 17.9 17:5
Ind clause mean 11.5 10.9 11.1 11.4 11.4
Fin-pos 1.51 words 25 30 ,,,,) 29 :29

C01,::slye ties rate 45 42 45 .. 55
Ileadings rate 4 4 4 3 3
l'a:,!graph mean 65 67 71 70 69
P.-...t weak clauses 3:' 27 ..i 27 27
Usage error rate 24 19 12 23 23

Method Section
Voluntary 77 66 32 26 195
Hate over sentonce 4 0 0 6

11.gli all ! 15 16 2 4
Idea 15 20 8 6 4,
Cohesion ' 14 (i 6 48
Styli. I', 16 12 4 50
1,Tsage 7 41 .1 41 11

(Nonvol usage) (161 ,16) (81 (4) (441

T-ti .it mean 20.5 21i1:1.7i) 19.3 19.0 19.5
Ind clause_ mean
Fiu-pos 151 words

177.3

10

16.1

131)

15.9
11

15.9
11

(.:011e_sive tiis rate 46 41 :39 41
1 1 eadings rate 4 6 S S 5
Paragraph mean 96 88 91 90 100
Ik-t weak clauses 16 20 16 16 16
Usage error rate 16 14 1-1 1-4 12

1rniqementatton SI,ction
Voluntary 31 16 47
Hate over sentence

EIS
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4 5

159

Tot

Ifigh affect 0 0 0

1d(..A 15 8 23
Ciiiii.tiii iii 0 S 8

Stle S 0 8

lge ,L; 0 S

(tionvol lisat:I. (0) (0) (0)

T-unit 15.5 19.6 19.3mean
Ind 12.8 KO 15.9clause mean
Fin-pos FM words 8 10 10

Cohesive ties 25 46 39rate
Headings 13 _S 15rate
Piiriig'rph itie-an 41 6-4 6:3

Pet weak 13 5 Sclauses
Usage 0 S Serror rate

10. Summary of Revisions to Bak-D (By Draft and Part)

Problem Section
Voluntary 409 31 440
Pate over sentence 41 5 46

Itigh affect 25 :3 31
1Idea 203 12 215

(Alcsion 5:3 8 61

Style 97 8 105

l,:age 28 0 28
(tionvol usa)ze) (5:3) (11 (64)

T-nnit Incan 21.:3 18:9 18.9
Ind clause Mean 15.4 14.2 14.1

Fin-pos FNI words 11 13 14

Cohesive ties rate 41 41 44

Ileadings rate _3 4 4

Paragraph Illeall 9-, 74 71

Put weak chows 13 23 23

Usage error rate :3S .-r, 17

Method Section
VOluntary 87 36 12:3

Rale over sentence
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1 3 lot

14'6 .dhc, t 12
_
i 19

Idea 25 16 I 1

CulieSiun :35 4 .39

9Style. 9 IS
USitge 9 6_6
(Nonvol usage/ t15)

T-unit meal" 19.5 21.1 21.7
14.5Ind clause mean 14 0 14:2

Fin-pos I'M words 21 24 15

Cohesive ties rate 37 39 41

Ileadings rate 9 12 11

59Pala" ri,:il- 1::,..;;; 49 59
it't t "-cak clauses 19 16 15
Us, crnir rate. 1.-, IS 21

Implenwritation Section

Hate 9 cr sentence... (1) (21

I 1 igh iffe(..t (0)(0)

f.1'Id (21
Oill(sion 2)
Style

(2

.0) (0)
Usage i2)'2)

i 13) ,1:31(Nonvul usage)

T-nnit mean 19.4 19.5
15.5Ind 15:6clause ocean

l'in-pos I'M words 14 15

CaesIve 34 36ties rate.
Headings 6 6rate
Paragraiili 46 49mean
l'et )xeals. 21 21clauses
Usage 1:3 IIerror rate

170
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11. Summary of Revisions to Fra-A By Draft and Part)

Tot

Problem Section
Oluntary 114 53 .15 192

Rate o, ei sentence 0 0

Iligh A:vet 0 0 6 fi

Idea So 20 12 113
(ohesion 20 20 6 46
Style 7 13 0 20
Usage .:.

0 0 7
(tionvol usage) (7)

-
)0, (14)

T-unit mean 18.5 19.7 18.5 18.2
Ind clause Inean 16.9 17.9 16.1 15 9
Fin-pos FM words 5 4 4 4

Cohesive ttes rate 27 27 19 18

headings rate 20 20 19 18

Paragraph mean 56 59 49 52
Pet weak chnises 33 33 31 29
Usage ern ,r I itt, 0 0 0 12

Afethod Section
Voluntary 143 43 62 248
Rate over sentence 0 0 0 0

High affm 21 0 18 39
Idea 82 21 29 132

Cohesion 11 18 11 40
S. le 2-5 4 4 33

!-tige 4 0 0 4

(Nonvol usage) (0) (4) (4) (8)

T-unit mean 2.5.1 2.5 1 25.1 23.0
Ind clause meat. 20.8 20 8 20.7 19 1

Fin-p,is FM wo:ds 5 .5
,.

cl

Cohesive ties rate 21 21 21

Ileadings rate 21 21 21 20
Paragrilph ITICali 70 70 70 73
PA weak clauses 32 32 29 34

Usage error rate 36 39 39 29

Implementation Section
;olun!ary 81 5 86
RA(.. over sentence 5 5 10

1
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Iii0i afleet
Idea
Cohesion
Styh'
1._..age.

(tionvol lisat2:(')

24

19

14

14

10

Pr

0 24

24

14

II 14

0 VI
:9 119)

1.-unit uwan 19 9 20 0 _o 9
hid elause iiii'aii 16.4 17.5 17 5
Fin-pos 1:N1 words 5 I I

:38 .3SC-Oht:ske ties rate 38

ileadings rate 24 24 24
Paragraph mean 42 38 38
Pet .-i.r.ik aieki:
Usage error rate 38 19 19

P12. S' nunary of Revisions to Fra D m 1-B (By raft a ar t)

Problem Section
Voluntary 182 42 224
Rate o\ er sentem

1iigh Alect IS 17 35
Idea 61 S 72
(:iiliesio9 27 0 27
Style 73 17 90
Usage ri 0 0
Num ol usa(Zr) (9) d6 (9)

T4intt [nem) 26.2 25.7 25.7
hid ilawa. iiii'ai 22.7 29.9 22.3
Fi0-pos FM word, 0 :3 0
Colrave ties rah. 36 55 55
ileadings rat,' ,T 25
Paragraph mean 5S 57
Pet weak clause's 473 42 42
Usage error rate 18 9 9

Mcthod Section
\:01try 108 :33 141
Bate ovcr setittltee

1 72
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Tot

atlect iii 7 25
III 56 1:3 69

11 4 IS
St 16 7 23
l'sage 7 9

(Nun% maL;(.) )2) )9! ill

T-innt mean 10.9 21 .3? 0

Ind elause mean 18.4 19 0
Vin-nos %%ord., 5 5 6

Coliesit e ties rate 96 S7 S9

lleadings rate :36 35 .33

Paragraph mean 47 49 49
Pet weak clauses :36 :37 39
Usage erroc rate 29

Jut ritatem Sl'CtiOn
\ oInntary 117 144

Hate over sentence 9 9

ifigli affect :36 0 36
Idea 45 9 54
Cohesion 9 _9

9 36
Usage 9

( Nom ol (() (27)

Thnot wean 23 5 10 2 10.6

18.7Ind clause wean 21 5 18 3
Fio-pte, FM words 0

31)Cohesive tie, rat( 2,6 ;31

Iteadinw: rat 23 2:3

Paragraph mean 5, 5:3

Piq weak elanw.,
error rate

54

23 23

73
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13. unrcla.: 113y 1)r-itf t Pato

it

yr, 'Mr
Voluntan 17', 235
Hate mer sent...mee 0 0

Iligh affeet ( 12 1'.
Idea 72 IS 9))
Cohesion 22 29 51
StO. 41 29 7.3
Usage 6 0 (3

(NMI\ oi usage) .111

"I-mut mean 21 1 2.2 3 22 4
Ind clause mean 17 3 17.1 17 0
Fth-pos FNI wonls 4 10 10
Cohesne ties rate. :33 41 41
11ea(lings rate 17 IS IS
Paragraph mean 63 63 63
Pet weak clauses 56 59 59
Usage error rate. 25 18 18

:11(thod Scrtion
Voluntary ITS 61 239
Hate over seilteilce 1 0

II igh allect 4 0 4
Idea 65 35 100
Cohesion 26 9 35
Style 48 17 65
Usage 115 0 35
INonvOl us.oze) (17) (9) 26)

T-tmit mean 26 .3 25.9 29:4
ItuI clause meau 17 9 IS.6 1S.S
Fimpos I'51 words 24 il 12
Ceilie..SM. tieS Mte TS 75 SI
Headings rate 43 :39 39
Paragraph mean 47 45 60
Pet weak eliiiiSi..S 26 :30 35
Usage error rate.

implemenkaion Seetion

44 38 4S

Veihnitary 36 20 5{i
Bate over sentence 0 3

174
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High idle( :
Idea
cohesion
Style
Vtiage
(Nonvo1 usage)

t,

_6

12

0

3
,:t.i

_9

0 12

0 0

tth ,t)

T-unit nwan l'_ 1_ 162
14:7Ind clause mean 142 14:1

Fin-pos FM words -,

(:ohesive tkS Nite 1S :11

1SHeadings rate IS 19

45paragraph mean 42 42
45PO weak clauses 50 47
15Usage error rate 3 6

l4. Summary of Revisions to Fra-D By Draft and Part)

h.t

l'roblcm SediOn
yelentary 1S5 25) 213
Rate over ,t'lltell(1.

1111:11 25) 25)

Ide_a S5 92
12 :15

7 51

_5 ,

Non\ ietize. .15

T-nnit mean 2 I 0 22 1 23 0
Ind clause mean 17 .1 IT 2 17 0
rin-pos IM wo01, 12 10 11

( :ollests i tn., .i6 21 21 2)
Hea(Iings rate 5) 7 7

Paragraph mean 55) .50 52

Po sveak clauses 35) .37 37

Usage erne rate :32 21 21

AIrthod Sectic,
\_.ohintarv I 13 221
Itite over sentence

175
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1 T»t

Ititzh ,dFect
Ided

Sth.
t'sage
Ann\

17

3ti

I!)

I I 77

T-nnit mean 22.1 22.5 '.; i)
Ind dame mean I. 7 19 1 1',.9

Fi"-pus FM -,)»):1 9

(:ohestve ties rate 29 27

_3

,7
Headings rate 33 3',
Paragraiih wean fiii 55 56
Pet \seal: clauses :13 3', :3',

Usage error rate 63 511 Vi

101pIr7iientati,,11 Scction
\ ntar, 11 1')()

Rate 0\ Cr SrlItt'IlL'e I 11

High Ake( 0 14 11

1(16» 1i 13 11)0

2,1 ( I 29

Style 29 1 i 1

l'saue 0 0 0

(N»»,o1) usage) MI 11 114,

T-unit Inca» 16.9 73 23.0
Ind clause mean 15.7 16 3 I ',. 9

Fnepos FNI wnrd,, _0 -9 0

Cubes:se ties rate 14 1-1 0

Wading), rate .13 -13 I3
Paragrap1) mean :30 10 .16

Pet weak clause, 57 1-1 17

[sage error rate ",6 -1,
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